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Editorial
Don’t you know you’re talking about a revolution
It sounds like a whisper
Don’t you know they’re talking about a revolution
It sounds like a whisper
Tracy Chapman, Talkin’ bout a Revolution (1988)
Thinking freedom should mean: freeing freedom from manipulations,
including, first of all, those of thinking. This requires something on the
order of revolution, and also a revolution in thinking.
Jean-Luc Nancy, The Experience of Freedom (1993)

What did we expect when we sent out the call for papers of the second issue of From the
European South? Titled “Insurgencies from the South: human rights against the grain,” the call
was an invitation to investigate ‘insurgent’ thoughts and actions, intended as collective and/or
individual examples of forceful claiming and revising of human rights – as discourse and as
actual liberties – from ex-centric perspectives. The keywords (insurgencies, south, human
rights) invoked desires and actual episodes of self-assertion of people, activists, intellectuals,
writers, artists, conveying a thirst for freedom and expressing a longing for equality and
balance in the case for humanity. Which humanity and whose rights was of course open to
question, since one of the aims of the journal is to sound ideas of the human and of being in
the world as conveyed in epistemologies (and ontologies) of the South, which foreclose the
possibility of sealing knowledge and ‘the real’ within a single, hegemonic, uninterrupted narrative.
What you find in this issue is a series of engaging responses to these expectations,
which focus on the human, humanism, the humanities, and their radical potential. A spirit of
resistance and theoretical repositioning is in the pages that follow: they contain a variety of
critical discourses that explore the need and the act of breaking free, rising up, and occupying
a public space of transformation. Insurgency comes through as a physical, intellectual, political,
social or artistic gesture, predicated on survival, desire and change.
In other words, the articles are militant: they show how postcolonial critical theory continues to open up horizons of possibility, in fertile dialogue with feminist, indigenous, ecoenvironmental, decolonial and other theoretical frameworks; and they explore historical and
contemporary tensions and movements that are unfolding around the world, through novels,
poems, spoken poetry, songs, paintings, documentaries, films, photographs, videos, comic
ISSN 2531-4130
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books, graffiti … They confirm that the role of the arts can easily cross into the realm of activism and socially transformative endeavours, while also suggesting that artistic practices can
be more eloquent than any critical theory in conveying ‘insurgent’ perspectives.
A similar approach seems to apply to the question of human rights. Most of the
interventions included in the issue make clear that it is probably more useful to acknowledge
the existence and the meaning of shared human rights when we detect, examine, see, feel,
suffer the lack of rights or the need for rights in the lives and through the predicaments of
human beings. So, what they offer is an array of multiple and varied attempts at performing
what rights might mean, particularly through an aesthetic commitment to their representation
in the arts. They are willing to face the issue of rights as one of the central political, moral and
ethical dilemmas of our times, but they seem to imply that it is only when freedom and dignity
are acted out and located, when they circumscribe a set of essentials for the here and now of
a culture, an individual, a class, a society, that they can somehow ‘speak’. What we can hear,
then, is how ‘human rights’ posit themselves as an essential constituent of the human experience in its manifold locations and declinations.
The experiences of ‘insurgent rights’ that surface in the texts involve colonized and neocolonized people, women, migrants, refugees, minorities, the ‘garbage’ people and disposable
workers of globalized economies: these are the ‘citizens’ of the many actual and figurative
‘souths’ of the world we live in.
The image, proposed in the call of this journal issue, of a ‘percolating South’ that is
everywhere, which seeps through all sorts of borders and circulates in the world, has been
productively appropriated in various articles, in particular to question deeply rooted concepts
of nationality, national borders, belonging and citizenship. The positioning and understanding
of the ‘subalterns’ of the percolating South inflect rights ‘against the grain’, that is the right to
be fully human from marginal, experiential, imaginative and insurgent standpoints.

Annalisa Oboe
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Resistant repositioning: the production of
revolutionary humanism
Patrick Williams
Nottingham Trent University

ABSTRACT
For several decades now, humanism has, thanks to its dismissal by successive waves of theorists –
structuralist, poststructuralist, and post-modernist among others – seemed like a category that had little
to offer analytically. This is not the first period in which humanism has been subject to stringent critique,
however, nor – somewhat paradoxically – have previous critiques been intended as dismissals or simple
rejections. On the contrary, critique has aimed to revitalise humanism, uncovering or restoring its
(surprisingly) resistant, even revolutionary potential. This article examines the process of the critique of
humanism and its repositioning as variously resistant, revolutionary and postcolonial, in the work of
Gramsci, Sartre and Said.

Resistant repositioning: “our interpretative change of perspective allows us to challenge the
sovereign and unchallenged authority of the allegedly detached Western observer” (Said 1993,
59). Edward Said’s statement in the opening chapter of Culture and Imperialism is an important
example of the kinds of shifts discussed in this article: a change of position, a change of perspective, with the aim of understanding differently and acting differently, especially critically or
oppositionally. Culture and Imperialism as a whole instantiates this process, as Said rethinks
the tradition of the Western novel, reading it against the grain in the context of the resistance
and repositioning carried out by anti-colonial or postcolonial intellectuals and cultural producers. As such, Culture and Imperialism can offer both a useful example and starting point. In
addition, the repositioning discussed here is very much in the mode of a Brechtian
umfunktionierung, reworking a concept, form or process in order to enable it to relate more
appropriately to society and to intervene more effectively.
Resistant Southerners: The three thinkers discussed in this article – Said, Gramsci, and
Sartre – are variably Southern. Said is from the global South, Gramsci from the Italian South
(its problems famously analysed in his essay “Some Aspects of the Southern Question,” 1926),
while Sartre has to qualify as honorary Southerner on the basis of his oppositional politics –
which would also apply, if need be, to Gramsci and Said. Despite this variable positioning, the
approach of all three is remarkably similar in relation to the problem under examination here –
the umfunktionierung of humanism.
ISSN 2531-4130
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Humanism: But why humanism? Why would one want to bother with an approach so
complacent, so outmoded, so theoretically discredited, politically exhausted, definitively dismissed long since by Althusser, Sartre, Foucault, and many others? Why would we want to
ignore the legacy of dismissal by such significant thinkers, as well as the importance of the
break itself? According to Althusser, for example, the break is central to Marxism: “This rupture
with every philosophical anthropology or humanism is no secondary detail: it is Marx’s scientific
discovery” (Althusser 1977, 227).
Despite this legacy, it may still be worth asking ourselves how seriously we should take
the dismissals of humanism. Said certainly refuses to accept them as constituting a definitive
defeat and, in that spirit, I want here to chart certain forms of what we might call the ‘failure
and redemption of humanism’: failure which can be located in different historical moments, in
different ways, and with different effects; and modes of redemption which are, one could argue,
variously revolutionary and postcolonial. However, in case ‘Failure and Redemption’ sounds
worryingly metaphysical, it is important to point out that the two-part process – an initial
negative analysis, identifying, anatomising and explaining ‘failure’, then a positive moment,
indicating possibilities of ‘redemption’ – is also that of classic Marxist critique. Indeed, it is,
according to Ernst Bloch, the very ground of Marxism itself. In The Principle of Hope (1986,
209), Bloch identifies a ‘cold stream’ and a ‘warm stream’ in Marxism. The former, characterised as “sober,” is a critical assessment of current conditions, “an unmasking of ideologies
and […] a disenchantment of metaphysical illusions”; the latter is “enthusiastic,” full of “liberating intention and materialistically humane, humanely materialistic real tendency,1 towards
whose goal all these disenchantments are undertaken.”
In the context of reacting to Culture and Imperialism, one ‘tendentious’ (forward-looking)
question at this point would be: “Are we postcolonial yet?”; to which I would answer: “Definitely
not.” How, then, do we become properly postcolonial? One answer would be: become more
fully human, more properly humanist. Different models of what that combination of the
humanist and the postcolonial, and their resistant, even revolutionary, potential, might look like
are offered by the thinkers we will now go on to examine.
Gramsci2
Culture and Imperialism is where Said engages most extensively with Gramsci – but, rather
surprisingly, not as a humanist. That omission is all the more surprising when repeated in later
works, where, arguably, humanism needs all the friends it can muster, and Gramsci would be
a powerful ally to have on board. It may owe much to the fact that, among the various ways in
which Gramsci is typically discussed, humanism does not tend to figure prominently, and so
the omission extends far beyond Said. Even a very recent, and relevant, collection like
Postcolonial Gramsci (Srivastava 2012) makes virtually no mention of his humanism. (This
again, is strange, though, given that Gramsci seems clearly to position himself as a humanist,
6
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and indeed, as far as Althusser is concerned, Gramsci’s humanism is perhaps his greatest
weakness as a thinker.)
Failure: Gramsci takes humanism in Italy as his test case, and for him the failure of
humanism begins at what many might consider its apogee, in the Renaissance. In his thinking
about the ‘national-popular’ dimension of culture and politics, Gramsci creates a ‘catalogue’ of
the most important questions to be analysed, which includes “were Humanism and the
Renaissance progressive or regressive?” (Gramsci 1985, 200). The answer is negative.
Although what Gramsci calls Machiavelli’s ‘neo-humanism’ (which also gets the ultimate
accolade of ‘philosophy of praxis’ – usually taken as a coded reference to Marxism) offers a
moment of possibility, that moment is decisively, and rapidly, lost. The seeds of failure lie in
humanism’s cultural elitism, and its consequent inability or refusal to develop a relationship
with “the masses”: “Hence, Humanism and the Renaissance were reactionary, because they
signalled the defeat of the new class, the negation of the economic world which was proper to
it” (Gramsci 1971, 264). The loss of radical energy, and, even more so, a radical model, means
that, in addition, the enduring “corporative” (in Gramsci’s words), reactionary legacy of
Renaissance humanism has a lasting effect, resulting, centuries later, in the absence of an
adequately radical ‘Jacobin’ moment in the Risorgimento. This failure in turn leads to
“trasformismo” and “passive revolution” in the twentieth century, where the once- or would beradical leftist groups find an accommodation with the political mainstream. Finally, accommodationism helps bring about the rise of Fascism, at which point we are about as far from
real humanism as we could be.
Another aspect of this history of failure is the concomitant failure, or at the very least the
problem, of intellectuals. The figure of the contemplative or detached (humanist) scholar, as
the model of intellectuality which is elaborated in the Renaissance, becomes part of the
problem, and another enduring and deeply damaging – because apolitical at the very least, if
not actively depoliticising – legacy is created. Certainly, in practical terms, an accommodationist and depoliticised class of intellectuals is all that those in power could wish for, and the
image of the humanist scholar as someone who imagines themselves to be somehow above
politics – precisely because they are a scholar – is at least partly responsible for the rejection
of humanism in the second half of the twentieth century.
Redemption: Despite this apparent catastrophic failure, or perhaps precisely because of
it, Gramsci is very much concerned to recuperate humanism. The process of “renovating and
‘making critical’ [i.e. Marxist] an already-existing activity” (Gramsci 1971, 331) that he
discusses in the Prison Notebooks is not confined to humanism, but clearly encompasses it,
and the importance of a renovated, critical humanism for Gramsci can, it would appear,
scarcely be over-stated, as he talks of “giving a modern and contemporary form to traditional
secular humanism which must be the ethical basis of the new type of State” (Gramsci 1971,
388).
Williams
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How might Gramsci’s renovation of humanism count as resistant, possibly revolutionary?
Firstly, it begins from the ground up, setting out a different conception of human beings, individually and collectively:
What is man? – This is the primary and principal question that philosophy asks. […] Reflecting on it, we
can see that in putting the question “what is man?,” what we mean is: what can man become? […] We
maintain therefore that man is a process, and more exactly, the process of his actions. (Gramsci 1971,
351)

For Gramsci, it is not a question of ‘being’ human, but ‘doing’ the human, ‘making’ the
human. There is no human nature, no “man-in-general” in his words – especially as a given.
Gramsci argues that the idea of human nature as a starting point is theological or metaphysical;
it is only perhaps acceptable as a point of arrival for the process of the self-production of human
beings through their actions (and in this, as we will see, he has distinct affinities with Sartre).
In this, Gramsci is drawing on, but also developing, Marx’s ideas on human beings:
The basic innovation introduced by the philosophy of praxis into the science of politics and history is the
demonstration that there is no abstract “human nature,” fixed and immobile (a concept derived from
religious thought and from transcendentalism) but that human nature is the ensemble of historically
determined social relations; that is, it is a historical fact which can be ascertained, within certain limits,
by the methods of philology and criticism. (Gramsci 1971, 133)

Among the important aspects of this is the notion that human nature is an historical fact rather
than a biological one, and that it can be investigated philologically, a point to which we will
return later.
As part of his different conception of collectivity, Gramsci may not be interested in ‘man
in general’. He is, however, most certainly interested in the idea of ‘collective man’, as socially
and historically constituted from, for example, a combination of the ‘mass’ of the people, the
political party, and the ‘leading group’ of activists and intellectuals, forming an historical agent
with a remarkable level of efficacy. As Gramsci says at one point, “[a]n historical act can only
be performed by ‘collective man’” (Gramsci 1971, 349). While this might seem something of
an exaggeration, it nevertheless opposes the typical notion of history as the product of great
men: the dominance of the charismatic leader, says Gramsci, is evidence of “the immaturity of
the progressive forces” (Gramsci 1971, 211). In changed historical circumstances, unlike
Machiavelli’s prince, “The modern prince […] cannot be a real person, a concrete individual. It
can only be an organism, a complex element of society in which a collective will […] begins to
take a concrete form” (Gramsci 1971, 129).
In this way, ‘collective man’ emphasises the importance of individuals acting in concert
– praxis as a collective process. In turn, those individuals are also theorised differently by
Gramsci. As a rejection of theories of the subject, Gramsci uses the term “la persona,” which
carries important humanist connotations of personhood, but also of ‘persona’ in a quasitheatrical sense, emphasising the different roles individuals are required to, or choose to,
8
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perform. The individual as action and actor, process and product, the ‘becoming’ of history and
an “ensemble of historically determined social relations” (Gramsci 1971,133). It should come
as no surprise, then, that for Gramsci “[t]he personality is strangely composite: it contains
Stone Age elements and principles of a more advanced science, prejudices from all past
phases of history at the local level and intuitions of a future philosophy which will be that of a
human race united the world over” (Gramsci 1971, 324).
An interesting figure – less well known than the related organic and traditional intellectuals – who is both individual and not, is the “democratic philosopher.” He embodies a kind
of intensification of the organic intellectual, and, as an exemplar of “proletarian intellectuality,”
as much educated as educator, doing philosophy differently, “convinced that his personality is
not limited to himself as a physical individual but is an active social relationship of modification
of the cultural environment” (Gramsci 1971, 350), he gives a sense of how Gramsci is rethinking and broadening his conception of the human.
The philosophy of praxis is absolute ‘historicism’, the absolute secularisation and earthliness of thought,
an absolute humanism of history. It is along this line that one must trace the thread of the new conception
of the world. (Gramsci 1971, 465)

We saw earlier that humanism is required to form part of the basis of the reconceptualised
state, which might seem ambitious enough as a project. Here, however, Gramsci goes further,
and ‘absolute humanism’, not least in its incarnation in the philosophy of praxis, is part of
rethinking the world. The term ‘absolute humanism’ functions as a kind of code word for
Gramsci's reflections on the role of intellectuals: from the critique of intellectuals in the
bourgeois integral state to a positive alternative in the construction of proletarian hegemony, a
construction which necessarily involves collective praxis and struggle to make real what is
otherwise unrealised theory.
How is all this postcolonial? The contributors to Postcolonial Gramsci make the case in
different ways for Gramsci’s postcolonial relevance, but, as mentioned earlier, not via his
humanism, which is what we are concerned with. Here we can foreground the human dimension of Gramsci’s international, transcultural, even global, analyses as they relate to colonial
and postcolonial issues. Gramsci was not a specific theorist of imperialism, but was, unsurprisingly, very aware of imperialism's impact. Among other things, he was interested in the
reaction and the resistance of the colonised – for example, he wrote on a number of occasions
about the similarities between Italy and India. Above all, as a V.G. Kiernan says, “he was
interested in the peoples of other continents in themselves, on their own merits; their social
order, their acquired mentality, their religion and culture; or as facets of the experience of the
human race, capable of reflecting light on one another and on Europe” (Kiernan 1995, 172).
Italy offered an interestingly complex history in this respect: having waged an anti-colonial
independence struggle against the Austro-Hungarian Empire, the new nation operated a
Williams
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system of internal colonialism, of the north over the south, famously analysed in Gramsci’s
essay “On the Southern Question,” as well as moving rapidly to become classically colonialist
with its militarist adventures in Libya and, later, Ethiopia. From a humanist perspective, both
the internal and the external forms of colonialism produce, through ideology and representation, political and economic practice, those subaltern peoples considered as less than
fully human. The necessary response is various forms of resistance embodied in collective
struggle. In relation to India, for example, Gramsci notes how opposition to the British involves
three different kinds of struggle – war of movement, war of position, and underground warfare
– and Gandhi’s tactic of passive resistance manages to combine all three. Much of Gramsci’s
thinking is necessarily in class terms, but it is clear that subaltern peoples anywhere in the
world can, indeed must, organise in a revolutionary, humanist, way in order to build the
postcolonial future.
One can thus open the struggle for an autonomous and superior culture, the positive part of the struggle
whose negative and polemical manifestations bear names with ‘a-’ privative and ‘anti-’ – a-theism, anticlericalism, etc. One thus gives a modern and contemporary form to the traditional secular humanism
which must be the ethical basis of the new type of State. (Gramsci 1971, 388)

In a manner which would no doubt delight Said, Peter D. Thomas sums up Gramsci: “as a
‘humanist’, Gramsci can now be presented as a viable alternative to the misadventures of
Theory” (Thomas 2010, 393).
Sartre
Failure: For many, not least within postcolonial studies, Sartre figures as something like the
‘gravedigger of humanism’, particularly on the basis of the blistering critique in his Preface to
Fanon’s The Wretched of the Earth:
First, we must face that unexpected revelation, the striptease of our humanism. There you can see it,
quite naked, and it’s not a pretty sight. It was nothing but an ideology of lies, a perfect justification for
pillage; its honeyed words, its affectation of sensibility were only alibis for our aggressions. […] [W]ith
us there is nothing more consistent than a racist humanism since the European has only been able to
become man through creating slaves and monsters. (Sartre 1967, 21-22)

For Sartre, the particular failure lies not within Renaissance humanism, but the version
developed during the Enlightenment. Here, despite the impressive universalist rhetoric, the
failure to embrace the full spectrum of humanity and the creation of categories of inclusion and
exclusion where there should have been simple inclusion, leads to racism and the legitimation
of colonialist racial superiority.
However, the idea that Sartre has come to bury humanism, not to praise it, only works
through a misreading or convenient ignoring of the evidence. In view of the fact that Althusser’s
famous critique of Sartre is precisely based on the latter’s humanism – i.e. Sartre is too much
10
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of a humanist rather than too little – it would require a remarkable volte face for him to suddenly
become humanism’s antagonist. More importantly, however, the ‘gravedigger’ image ignores
what Sartre and Fanon are jointly calling for, which is certainly not the removal of humanism
as either theory or practice. Although The Wretched of the Earth is usually seen as Fanon’s
‘humanist’ text, particularly on the basis of the remarkable final section, that is no less true of
Black Skin, White Masks:
[A]ll the problems which man faces on the subject of man can be reduced to this one question: “Have I
not, because of what I have done or failed to do, contributed to an impoverishment of human reality?”
The question could also be formulated in this way: “Have I at all times demanded and brought out the
man that is in me?” (Fanon 1970, 11)

It is perhaps not too much of an over-simplification to suggest that the humanist perspective
here is individually-focussed: “What have I done…?,” “How have I failed [in humanist terms]?,”
whereas in The Wretched of the Earth it shifts to different kinds of collectivities, in particular
following Fanon’s crucial identification of the national as necessary, but unquestionably insufficient, in the quest for full human liberation:
But if nationalism is not made explicit, if it is not enriched and deepened by a very rapid transformation
into a consciousness of social and political needs, in other words into humanism, it leads up a blind
alley. (Fanon 1967, 165)

In the final revolutionary, properly postcolonial, vision, humanism involves something like the
remaking of the species:
It is a question of the Third World starting a new history of Man […]. For Europe, for ourselves and for
humanity, comrades, we must turn over a new leaf, we must work out new concepts, and try to set afoot
a new man. (254-255)

Redemption: The Wretched of the Earth famously calls for a ‘new humanism’; two years
later, in his lecture at the Istituto Gramsci in Rome, Sartre sketches one out.3 In her study of
Sartre and decolonisation, Paige Arthur describes the Rome Lecture as “a crucial endeavour
to shore up the old existentialist contention that our acts are freely chosen” (2010, 139) and
while this might seem less than generous, it is, one could argue, appropriate to find the author
of Existentialism and Humanism examining what it means to be human. ‘Are we human yet?’
is Sartre’s tendentious question; to which the answer is: ‘no – we are sub-human’. We are not
free or autonomous; our needs are not met; we are alienated; above all, we are subjected to
systems: especially, but not only, material ones, such as capitalism and colonialism, which
pursue inhuman ends, producing sub-humans along the way. We also help to produce our
own sub-humanity: in particular, reproducing the system that oppresses us through our labour
and various forms of repetition of actions, beliefs, norms, etc. In the kind of terms Sartre uses
here and in the Critique of Dialectical Reason, this would be an instance of praxis (useful,
Williams
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autonomous, productive or liberatory activity) becoming the practico-inert (its repetitive, deadening, constraining opposite).
How, then, do we become human? The most basic path begins from the recognition of
our ‘naked’ human condition as one of need, and the meeting of needs (not the mere
satisfaction of appetite which is the aim the capitalist and the colonialist) is part of the trajectory
towards the creation of our humanity. ‘Creation’ may, however, give the wrong impression: for
Sartre, it is very much a question of constructing our humanity – as we saw with Gramsci, but
here articulated rather more forcefully as the active production of our humanity through praxis:
Humanity, we say, is to be made […]. [It] is the end – unknowable, but graspable as orientation – for a
being that defines itself by praxis, that is, for the incomplete and alienated men that we are. (Sartre
1964, 48, 46)

One element in that orientation would be the classic Marxist ‘negation of the negation’, in this
case, ‘sub-humanity negating its sub-humanity’. This involves various struggles – class, and
anti-colonial, to which we will return shortly – and these movements of resistance, for Sartre,
are ethical processes:
Morality – as the direction of history and the structure of historical praxis – takes root in the exploited
classes and their struggle against the dominating classes. […] Morality and praxis are one and the same,
in the sense that they define man as that always future being who cannot not freely desire his
unconditioned future. (Sartre 1964, 50)

Humanity in this sense – full, autonomous, or, as Sartre calls it, “integral” humanity – (like
postcolonialism, like utopia) is an anticipatory project, and, like them, one which we are
routinely invited to consider impossible. One contemporary example of this ‘impossibility’ is
analysed at length in the lecture and we will return to it shortly.
The Rome Lecture instantiates most of the important points – complexity, resistance,
humanism – we are highlighting from Culture and Imperialism, and we will briefly examine each
of these in turn. Firstly, although colonialism is all too often represented through a simple
opposition of coloniser and colonised, Sartre is at pains to demonstrate how complex and
contradictory even that relationship can be. For example, he stresses that the coloniser,
however counter-intuitive it may seem, must be understood as a moral agent, even a humanist,
rather than a mere oppressor, though in Sartrean terms he is the purveyor of an ‘alienated’
morality, while his humanism is a failed humanism. In particular, it is an alienated morality
because it legitimates, and is grounded in, the (practico-inert) repetition and perpetuation of
the capitalist-colonialist system. It issues in racism as the formal morality of colonialism, which
involves the necessary adoption of some contradictory positions by the coloniser.
The native is not immediately, therefore, a sub-human. He is a man who is not a man. This contradiction,
adopted by the coloniser, is the basis for racism as an ethics. (Sartre 1964, 72)
12
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Even more self-contradictory is the humanism that accompanies this. The ‘universal humanism’, notionally extended to the colonised along with the rest of humanity, is, Sartre argues,
both formal and abstract, and is in fact required to exclude the colonised, since their inclusion,
and the consequent raising of them to fully human status, would mean the end of colonialism.
It is, says Sartre, the heart of the “colonial contradiction” that the coloniser must perceive his
withholding of human status and human rights from the colonised as his (moral) duty.
At the same time, alienated moralities are not found only on one side in this relationship.
To the extent that they are caught up in the capitalist-colonialist system – perpetuating it, even
perhaps believing in it – the colonised are also bearers of an alienated morality. The fundamental difference lies in the degree of their desire to resist the system, to break free of it, even
to destroy it, as part of their demand for fulfilment of need and, ultimately, for integral humanity.
“Insurrectional moments” (Sartre 1964, 51) offer the possibility for the colonised to produce
new ethical norms, as they affirm their opposition to those typically imposed upon them, not
least since these frequently take the shape of “the mutilation of the human, giving itself as a
value” (Sartre 1964, 75).
The lengthiest study of resistance occurs in the third section of Sartre’s 139-page lecture,
entitled “The Roots of Ethics,” and is a case study of the Algerian war of liberation as exemplar
– surprising to some, no doubt – of the ethical struggle for integral humanity. The third, most
recent, phase of the struggle involves a significant change of strategy. Earlier efforts based on
the past (demanding a return to pre-colonial indigenous social forms) and the present (aiming
for equality via assimilation) having failed, the colonised now look to the future, and the
production of their integral humanity through revolutionary resistance. It is at this stage they
encounter what Sartre calls “the dialectic of impossibility” (1964, 94). Faced with the increasing
‘impossibility’ of having their needs acknowledged or met, the colonised respond with the
‘impossibility’ of resigning themselves to that condition. (Resignation, Sartre says, is yet
another alienated morality.) What emerges is what Sartre calls “the [ethically] normative
impossibility of not being human” (102). Humanity as a “pure future” and an “unconditioned
possibility” (112) stands permanently on the other side of the current state of impossibility.
Henceforth, for the colonised, living or dying becomes a matter of secondary importance
compared to the need to fight for integral humanity – theirs or others – and this gives their anticolonial struggle a revolutionary dimension.
While the removal of colonialist oppression is the immediate practical objective, this only
offers what Sartre calls (and Fanon would agree) “a temporary embodiment of autonomy”
(113), and something more ambitious is aimed for. Similarly, while the abolition of the ‘subhuman’ status of the colonised is necessary, it is only part of “the combined removal of subhumanity in that inseparable couple of sub-humans, the coloniser and the colonised” (103) in
the destruction of the system which is responsible for their alienated existences. This is a
dialectical process of human self-emancipation with a truly global humanist vision, since, as
Williams
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Sartre says, “There will be no integral humanity until every man is a whole man for all other
men” (112). The irony of the fact that those explicitly marginalised, excluded and dehumanised
by Enlightenment humanism become the ones to embody its remaking is not lost on Sartre,
nor the appropriateness of the creation of a postcolonial future through the return of the
colonially repressed.
Said
Failure: Edward Said was, consistently and unrepentantly, a humanist. That is all the more
remarkable given the general move away from humanism among academics and intellectuals
during the period of his university career, and especially so given Said’s early engagement
with structuralist and poststructuralist theory in the 1970s, since both movements included
leading anti-humanists in their ranks. The resultant double perspective - insider and theoretical
outsider, adherent and potential opponent – far from constituting a problem, however, represented Said’s preferred kind of position as a critic – however contradictory it might appear
to others. (And he has not lacked for negative assessments on that score.) It also happens to
be how, in Humanism and Democratic Criticism, he regards the proper place of the humanist,
offering the “dialectically fraught” (Said 2004, 77) condition of the ‘non-humanist humanist’ as
a possible, if uncomfortable, state.
Although he saved an extended examination of humanism until the end of his career,
Said was acutely aware of the earlier problems and failures, not least the kind articulated by
Sartre and Fanon, and, of course, was familiar with the range of anti-humanist and
poststructuralist dismissals, though none of these persuaded him to abandon his commitment.
He was always sensitive to the intersections of humanism with the major topics he analysed:
in Culture and Imperialism, for instance, he identifies a widespread failure, which once again
connects to problems identified by Sartre and Fanon, namely, “the inability of the Western
humanistic conscience to confront the political challenge of the imperial domains” (Said 1993,
251). In Orientalism, he is concerned with the failures of Orientalism as a one-time would-be
humanist discipline. However, in the rising theoretical temperature following the book’s
appearance – is there too much Foucault here? too little Gramsci? can you respectably
combine the two in one book? – few bothered to pay attention to Said’s statement that he, as
a humanist, was writing a humanist study of the subject. While the book anatomises at length
what Said calls “the seductive degradation of knowledge” (Said 1978, 328), knowledge is not
the only thing being warped by Orientalism’s connection to the politics of race and empire:
I consider Orientalism’s failure to have been a human as much as an intellectual one; for in having to
take up a position of irreducible opposition to a region of the world it considered alien to its own,
Orientalism failed to identify with human experience; failed to see it as human experience. (Said 1978,
328)
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An interesting and unremarked link with Sartre here is the notion that Orientalism was
somehow forced to take up its ‘position of irreducible opposition’: the production of Orientalism’s increasingly anti-humanist ‘alienated morality’ emerging as a systemic requirement of
the practico-inert formations that feed off its seductively degraded knowledge.
It is in Humanism and Democratic Criticism, however, the last book completed before his
death, that Said discusses humanism at greatest length. Here, his principal concern is
humanism in the United States in the twentieth century as exemplar of a particular kind of
failure, and continuing danger, but that does not prevent him from tackling broader questions
at the same time. Typical of the problems Said identifies is the so-called “New Humanism” in
the US – which categorically has nothing in common with either Machiavelli’s or Fanon’s ‘new
humanism’ – but, beginning in the 1920s with figures such as Irving Babbit, inaugurates a
strand of thought – typical of, but not confined to, the US – that fosters attitudes which are
elitist, racist, and culturally conservative. Passing through the 1980s with “what might
charitably be called the re-emergence of reductive and didactic humanism” (Said 2004, 17)
and the racially offensive comments of Nobel literature laureate Saul Bellow, this kind of
thinking survives into the contemporary period, legitimating, in Said’s view, forms of cultural
and national hierarchy, exclusivism, even imperialism. Some humanism.
In all these cases, a key pillar of faith is a surreptitious equation between popular and multicultural
democracy, on the one hand, and a horrendous decline in humanistic and aesthetic, not to say also
ethical, standards on the other. (Said 2004, 19-20)

It is clear that there are still struggles to be waged today over the nature, location and effectivity
of humanism and ethics.
Redemption: After such a history of failures, and in the context of the contemporary
deformation of humanism, to the question ‘Is humanism worth persevering with?’ Said answers
‘Absolutely – but not in the form it has become’. Recalling elements of what we have seen of
Gramsci and Sartre, he says: “the humanities and humanism are constitutively in need of
revision, rethinking and revitalisation. Once they mummify into tradition, they cease to be what
they really are and become instruments of veneration and repression” (Said 2004, 32).
For Said, a revisionary and redemptive project is both theoretically possible and
politically vital:
I believed then, and still believe, that it is possible to be critical of humanism in the name of humanism
and that, schooled in its abuses by the experience of Eurocentrism and empire, one could fashion a
different kind of humanism that was cosmopolitan […] and still remain attuned to the emergent voices
and currents of the present, many of them exilic, extraterritorial, and unhoused […]. (Said 2004, 10-11)

If humanism is indeed worth retaining, one possible answer (though not one which he himself
would give) to the question which logically follows, “What should humanism be like?,” is
‘Saidian’, both in terms of its intense personal involvement as well as its broad theoretical
Williams
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reach. In addition, we could envisage a Saidian form of humanism in Saidian terms, as, among
other things, secular (instead of drawing on ‘theological’ abstractions; theological understood
both literally, and as the unacceptable face of unworldly contemporary theorising); rational
(opposed to ideological mystification and emotional manipulation); worldly (with an awareness
of the historical and social grounding of any analysis, and a possible connection to real
contexts or events); contrapuntal (understanding complexities, interconnections and entanglements of political situations, as well as those of theory and praxis); philological (grounded
in the careful scrutiny of texts and contexts); critical and resistant. In terms of the critical role
of humanism, Said has this to say:
In my understanding of its relevance today, humanism is not a way of affirming what ‘we’ have always
known and felt, but rather a means of questioning, upsetting and reformulating so much of what is
presented to us as commodified, packaged, uncontroversial and uncritically codified certainties, including those contained in the masterpieces herded under the rubric of ‘the classics’. (Said 2004, 28)

Maintaining a critical perspective is, it would seem, non-negotiable for Said – think of his
striking watchword, “Criticism before solidarity” – and if we were looking for an epigrammatic
encapsulation of the topic in his terms, then we might do worse than “humanism is critique”
(Said 2004, 77), the Marxist heritage of the term ensuring that the theory-and-praxis combination of analysis and appropriate action remains a key concern.
The idea of humanism as resistance is even more important in Said’s reformulated
paradigm. At the very least, it needs to be what Said, borrowing the term from the critic R.P.
Blackmur, calls “a technique of trouble” (2004, 77), in other words questioning and rebellious.
In a wider framework, the forces the humanist is required to resist can appear truly daunting
(though perhaps not to Said):
For if, as I believe, there is now taking place in our society an assault on thought itself, to say nothing of
democracy, equality, and the environment, by the dehumanising forces of globalisation, neoliberal
values, economic greed (euphemistically called the free-market), as well as imperialist ambition, the
humanist must offer alternatives now silenced or unavailable through the channels of communication
controlled by a tiny number of news organisations. (Said 2004, 71)

Although his stance is less aggressive than Sartre’s, Said is well aware of the direction
humanist-inspired resistance can go, since “humanistic ideals of liberty and learning still supply
most disadvantaged people with the energy to resist unjust war and military occupation […]
and to try to overturn despotism and tyranny” (Said 2004, 10).
Importantly, in the context of the other thinkers we have discussed, humanism is here
recognised as both the product and the source of human agency: Said, for instance, talks
about humanism as “usable Praxis” (Said 2004, 6). Praxis is not just combinatory in the ways
already outlined, it is also compensatory – even redemptive – because too much contemporary
theory continues to be “fatally undermined by relative neglect of actual political intervention in
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the existential situations in which as citizens we find ourselves” (Said 2004, 138). For Said,
humanism is not just about human agency in general; it is also, and very importantly, about
the agency of the humanist. In his presidential address to the MLA, provocatively entitled
“Humanism and Heroism,” Said says, “We must not only hope, we must also do” (2000, 291),
and for the humanist, ‘do’ covers a wide range of possible actions and interventions, not only
as humanists but also as members of that crucial Saidian category, intellectuals. (And while it
is obviously the case that not all humanists are intellectuals, except in the broad Gramscian
formulation, it is perhaps fair to say that for Said, all responsible intellectuals should be
humanists.)
In his final comment on the question, “The Public Role of Writers and Intellectuals,”
collected in Humanism and Democratic Criticism, Said states, “Part of what we do as
intellectuals is not only to define the situation but also to discern the possibilities for active
intervention” (2004, 140). Active intervention here involves participation in three struggles. The
first of these is “to protect against and forestall the disappearance of the past,” in part by
offering “alternative narratives and other perspectives on history than those provided by
combatants on behalf of official memory and national identity and mission” (2004, 141).
Clearly, the main problem for Said is not the disappearance of the past per se, but a particular
version of it, namely that history which is not written by the victors. The need as he sees it is
for “deintoxicated, [read, humanist] sober histories that make evident the multiplicity and
complexity of history without allowing one to conclude that it moves forward impersonally,
according to laws determined either by the divine or by the powerful” (2004, 141). The
importance of the final phrase is its emphasis not just on the secular nature of what drives
history, but the fact that above all, in Marx’s famous words, “men make their own history.”
The second struggle for intellectuals to engage in is “to construct fields of coexistence
rather than fields of battle as the outcome of intellectual labour” (Said 2004, 141). Although
humanism is, for Said, a process of sceptical questioning and oppositional critique, its aim is
to build bridges between disciplines and areas of enquiry, rather than dig trenches to separate
them. This is in part because we inhabit a world of, precisely, “overlapping territories, intertwined histories,” though sometimes those connections need spelling out. While it may be
difficult to view a situation such as colonialism as a ‘field of coexistence’ in any immediately
positive way, it is, nevertheless, perfectly possible to understand it as something other than
absolutely and irreparably divided, not least into the simple binaries of oppressor and oppressed, and that enhanced understanding is the product of the kind of intellectual labour Said
has in mind.
The third and final area of struggle is Palestine, which, in addition to its own specificities,
stands as exemplar of the other two struggles, firstly, in the way in which Palestinian history
has been ignored, denied, even physically obliterated; and secondly in the way in which the
Palestinian/Israeli situation has been typically represented in terms of radical, probably
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irremediable, separation, rather than the connections and correspondences which demonstrably exist. Palestine stands as a test case for a reworked humanism, its treatment in arenas
such as politics, the media, and even academia, being routinely the antithesis of anything one
could describe as humanist. Clearly, Palestine needs to be represented humanistically: rationally, secularly, contrapuntally, critically, as well as honestly, with a commitment to ‘speak truth
to power’, given that the powerful in this situation seem determined to avoid the truth at all
costs.
The application of a humanist perspective is all the more important in the context of the
history of the last century, which has witnessed the diminishment of the humanity of
Palestinians in an Orientalist or colonialist ideological framework, and, even more so, the apparent absolute negation of that humanity in more than sixty years of Israeli oppression. The
Orientalist framework persists, and if a contemporary example of its “seductive degradation of
knowledge” were required, one need look no further than the collection Postcolonial Theory
and the Arab-Israel Conflict (Salzman and Robinson Divine 2008), where a notional attempt to
address the terms of the title disintegrates into a series of ill-informed and poorly-argued
attacks on Said and, almost incidentally, Palestinians, Arabs and Muslims. 4
In Sartrean terms, Palestine would constitute a truly shocking case of contemporary
colonial oppression and the active production of the sub-humanity of the colonised, while one
conclusion from what we have seen would be the unquestionable ethical right of Palestinians
to wage a full scale war of liberation, as the Algerians did, in pursuit of freedom and integral
humanity. Such a conflict is absolutely not what Said envisages or hopes for, but it is potentially
‘revolutionary’ in terms of how the legitimacy of the Palestinian situation is represented.
A further dimension of both the Palestinian situation and the troubled history of
humanism is the question of universalism. As we saw earlier, it was the false universalism of
Enlightenment humanism which, as far as Fanon and Sartre were concerned, was responsible
for its failure. For his part, Said is no readier to give up the notion of the universal than he is to
abandon humanism: “For the intellectual the task, I believe, is explicitly to universalise the
crisis, to give greater human scope to what a particular race or nation suffered, to associate
that experience with the sufferings of others” (1994, 33). In this particular context, the specific
example of Palestine takes its place in the ongoing, and dreadful, history of oppressed
communities (alongside, among others, the Jews), but given due weight, understanding and
human sympathy, rather than the routine dismissals or demonising perpetrated by the media
or antagonistic politicians. An additional aspect of the universal is that of (humanisticallypromoted) universal values – which intellectuals are to fight for and instantiate – as well as
universal human rights. Once again, Palestine is central: “Palestine, I believe, is today the
touchstone case for human rights, not because the argument for it can be made as elegantly
simple as the case for South Africa liberation, but because it cannot be made simple” (2000,
435). In part, that absence of simplicity is the result of the deeply implicated human situation
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of Israelis and Palestinians, the product of “[o]verlapping yet irreconcilable experiences” (2004,
143).
The postcoloniality of Said’s humanism – as a mode of resistance by, and on behalf of,
not only the colonised Palestinians, but all oppressed groups – scarcely needs spelling out,
but how might we consider it ‘revolutionary’ – not a word one would readily associate with
Said? Arguably, his approach offers a broader or fuller view of humanism than either Gramsci
or Sartre, since it is explicitly fighting on more fronts – from literature, culture and the aesthetic
to the environment, and to global postcolonial politics – in a way that goes far beyond Said’s
call, in Culture and Imperialism for “a different and innovative paradigm for humanistic
research” (1993, 377). In addition, it gives us humanism – questioning and rebellious, practical
and critical – as a technique of ‘permanent resistance’, with echoes, if not a direct parallel, of
Trotsky’s theory of permanent revolution. In the end:
[h]umanism […] is the means, perhaps the consciousness we have for providing that kind of antinomian
or oppositional analysis between the space of words and their various origins and deployments in
physical and social space, from text to actualised site of either appropriation or resistance, to
transmission, to reading and interpretation, from private to public, from silence to explication and
utterance, and back again, as we encounter our own silence and mortality – all of it occurring in the
world, on the ground of daily life and history and hopes, and the search for knowledge and justice, and
then perhaps also for liberation. (2004, 83)

At this level, it is difficult to imagine the umfunktionierung of humanism achieving greater scope
or insurgent purchase.
Notes
‘Tendency’, in Bloch’s lexicon, is an active, forward-looking dimension of the self-production of human history.
The section on Gramsci is indebted to arguments in Peter Thomas’s excellent (and rather belatedly encountered)
The Gramscian Moment.
3
A slightly longer engagement with Sartre’s (still unpublished, still untranslated) lecture than is possible here appears
in Williams (2011). The provisional title “Rome Lecture Notes 1964” is used in the pioneering work of Elizabeth
Bowman and Robert Stone on Sartre’s lecture. Translations from the lecture are mine and also from Stone and
Bowman (1986). Page numbers for the quotations refer to the unpublished typescript.
4
I have discussed the problems instantiated by this collection in Williams (2013).
1
2
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Sweetly dancing: an intercultural dialogue on the
epistemic revolution of nonviolent insurgency
Giovanna Covi and Lisa Marchi
Università di Trento
ABSTRACT
Our article takes the form of a conversation, in which we interrogate the potential of a selected group of
cultural artefacts, i.e. novels, paintings, documentaries, photographs, and movies, produced in two
distinct cultural and geopolitical (diasporic) areas – Arab and African – with the intention to complicate
crucial notions such as human rights, the Global South, and insurgency.
We discuss theoretical works on creolization, postcoloniality, everyday politics, together with contemporary creative works, with the aim to offer an intercultural dialogue on the epistemic revolution produced
by a Southern nonviolent insurgency. We claim that the (diasporic) artists-activists discussed in this
article provide readers with examples of forms of insurgency that are minor, ordinary, apparently quiet
and unassuming, yet ultimately encroaching, as those theorized by Asef Bayat, Leela Gandhi and Judith
Butler. Hence, the South emerges from their works as an in-between site of concrete action and transformation, which is inextricably bound to the North, rather than separate or in opposition. Similarly, the
Mediterranean area appears to be a rich “contact zone” (Pratt 1991), but also a site fraught with tensions,
urgently asking that we take charge of them.

Giovanna and Lisa: Last year at the University of Trento we organized a series of seminars
entitled Per una cittadinanza condivisa (For a Shared Citizenship), the gist of whose reflections
is well captured in Riccarda Chisté’s watercolour Narrazioni mediterranee. The bright light at
the centre of the stormy waters aptly refers to William Turner’s The Slaveship (1840) to indicate
a clear comparison between the Atlantic slave trade and the present catastrophe in the Mediterranean. A significant difference, however, is emphasized by the replacement of Turner’s
slaveship in the foreground and drowning black body in the corner with the watercolour’s
travelling books scattered throughout the space like flying birds. The watercolour focuses on
which narratives cross the Mediterranean today, which capture its multiple opposing discourses, which survive and resist the violence of the powers dominating the crossing, and how
they relate to each other to form constituencies, albeit temporarily as their travelling character
indicates. Rather than representing the master-slave binary that yields so much violence and
suffering, the watercolour captures the spaces that this tension between opposites opens up.
We wish to proceed in the form of a conversation between the two of us, with the aim to
foreground the plurality of voices that we think need to remain in the foreground of intercultural
discourse. We wish to demonstrate that some narratives, told through creative stories, docuISSN 2531-4130
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mentaries, photographs, songs and dances, help us complicate some crucial notions that are
at the centre of the present issue of From the European South: human rights, the Global South,
and insurgency. Such creative works further allow us to manifest and raise awareness
regarding the contradictions, paradoxes, and tensions unleashed by globalization in the Mediterranean area. We see this simultaneously as a crucial “contact zone” (Pratt 1991) and as a
site fraught with tensions and ruptures – “frictions” generated by the “cruelty” of the process of
domination which are nevertheless capable of producing a vital “creativity” and birthing a
process of creolization capable of turning vulnerability into agency (Braithwaite 1971, 21-2).
We make recourse to activist artists and militant theorists from various locations in the socalled South who produce such creolizing force – indeed a politics which is a Glissantian
poetics of relation: “we stay with poetry […]. We cry our cry of poetry. Our boats are open, and
we sail them for everyone” (Glissant 1996, 9) – and promise to dismantle the violence of
domination without replacing one form of domination with another. Instead, we argue, they
deliver the promise of nonviolent revolution, as defined by Leela Gandhi and Judith Butler.

Riccarda Chisté, Narrazioni mediterranee (2015).

In 2015, the Ethical Journalism Network released the report Moving Stories, an
international review of how media cover migration in the EU and in 14 other countries around
the globe. The report shows a growing tendency among journalists writing on migration to
follow political forces, their rise in political hate-speech, and their often-distorted rendition of
migratory facts and numbers. According to the Director of the Network, Aidan White, the public
would therefore be in deep need of more complex, careful, and sensitive representations of
22
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migrant stories in context; the media, says White, should learn to “tell the full story.” We wish
here to explore the implications of embracing White’s proposition. What makes a story or report
about migration “full” rather than lacking? We understand that a “full” narration grasps not only
the centre and the margins but also the spaces in between and, in so doing, it displaces the
centre-periphery paradigm, the us/them dichotomy. This displacement, we argue, is empowering and liberating, because it nourishes visions of a shared world.
By foregrounding multiplicity and the in-between spaces that relations open up, Narrazioni mediterranee conveys also the gist of our present conversation, aimed to identify and
engage oppositional discourses that do not rely on identity politics nor on systemic ideologies,
in the attempt to tell “the full story” or at least a good portion of it. For this reason, we are
reflecting upon forms of resistance that are minor, ordinary, and temporarily relational, and
that, we argue, express radical oppositional forces and revolutionary epistemic change,
perhaps in ways that are not immediately intelligible and understood as such in the so-called
North-West. By contrapuntally comparing notes between us, we wish to force our conversational reflection to regard simultaneously two different cultural and geopolitical (diasporic)
areas, Arab and African. We also wish to deploy different interpretive tools that contemplate
the issue of insurgencies in Europe from “a percolating South,” as Annalisa Oboe calls it, which
questions the nation through its diffusion around the planet, and forces revisions of the human,
the humanities and human rights.
Lisa: The watercolour breaks the dichotomous representation of the master and the slave, of
the Atlantic Ocean and its Middle Passage as being distinct from today’s Mediterranean border
crossings. Chisté’s artistic revision brings the two seas into collision. The narratives of the
survivors, who mourn the deaths they witnessed along the journey and recount stories of
forced marches across the desert and captivity in the barracoons of Lybia, prove that slavery
persists today. This is why we should conceive the two seas in close contact rather than
separate. The photographer Narciso Contreras, among others, has intensely documented the
current Mediterranean slave trade in “Lybia: A Human Marketplace.” The black bodies
captured by his camera are clearly contemporary slaves, who suffer violence and starvation
before being sold to pitiless traders that embark them on overcrowded rubber boats and
barges. Hence, the Mediterranean Sea today has turned not only into a new marketplace for
human trafficking but also into a new battlefield, as Gianfranco Rosi’s documentary
Fuocoammare (2016) incontrovertibly shows. Conditions below the decks, in particular, are
squalid and of indescribable horror, with survivors living side by side with amassed dead
bodies. The Mediterranean is the front line of this undeclared war that provokes numberless
victims. Accordingly, throughout the documentary, an apparently unbridgeable rift separates
the everyday calmness of the islanders in Lampedusa from the horror experienced at sea by
the migrants, whose bodies bear the dreadful marks of their previous fight for survival through
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the desert and in the detention camps. Although the carefree adventures of the young protagonist, on the one hand, and the bleak conditions of the migrants on sinking boats, on the other,
are poles apart, the tiny geographical space of the island brings them together, and Lampedusa becomes the microcosm of the entire Mediterranean catastrophe.
What is it, I ask, that makes those lives so distant from one another despite their geographical proximity? How can we surpass this gulf or rather, as aptly put by Luigi Cazzato and
Filippo Silverstri in S/Murare il Mediterraneo (2016), how can we un-wall a sea that is no longer
liquid? Do you find the theories of creolization of any help in this case?
Giovanna: Creolization, or rather the constant process of creolizing, remains central to my
intellectual and militant understanding of the world I inhabit. What still gives me hope even in
the midst of contemporary brutal violence is the creation of new spaces in which opposites can
coexist, where separation can be simultaneous with fusion. Rosi’s docufiction undeniably
moves in this direction, and so does Emanuele Crialese’s narrative in his film Terraferma
(2011), as pointedly argued by Annalisa Oboe in her essay “Convivial Crossings in the
European South: New Italian Representations” (2016), in which she provides a definition of the
Mediterranean as a possible shared space of encounter between Italians and Africans, through
different forms of exclusion. This perspective was also taken by the pioneering Orizzonti
mediterranei (2014) by Maria Grazia Lo Cicero and Pina Mandolfo, a docufilm that breaks a
fundamental silence about the migration of women by foregrounding the specific sexual
violence they are subjected to during the crossing. It focuses on the in-between space where
the silence about rape is broken: hands are holding each other while the telling begins to unfold
– the hands of a woman volunteer supporting the hands of a woman who begins to narrate the
violence she has suffered. In this in-between space a touching narration unfolds, made of
words, sighs, silences, smiles, fragments of trust, splinters of fear – a hopeful beginning, only
a beginning.
The irresolvable contradiction of feminist truth imbues this documentary and, I suggest,
it is this double-speaking that may fruitfully displace violent paradigms. What is crucial is that
at the centre of feminist thinking is the change of the power structure, not its replacement.
Feminism does not want to take over power; it rather invokes the demise of power altogether.
The enemy of feminism is not men or other individuals; it is patriarchy, sexism. As a cultural
revolution, feminism is utterly radical. As a social revolution, feminism is always paradoxical. I
like this epistemic framing, because it accepts the undefinable space in between, instead of
trying to bridge the gap between two opposites. It is a different form of dialectics, one that does
not pursue the Aufhebung, but instead accepts the ongoing flow – what Kamau Brathwaithe
(1984) calls “tidalectics” – which moves back and forth like the waves of the sea, produces
change through repetition, contradiction, fragments like poetry, instead of seeking one final
linear single resolution. Hands hold each other in Orizzonti mediterranei to find life even there
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where the humiliation and abjection is so intimate and deep that no words can utter it. Hands
hold each other to find the strength to hold babies that only hate brought into this world. Hands
hold each other to perform a feminist double speaking that may find, through unresolvable
contradictions, ways to relate and go on living.
I like your idea of geographically connecting also the Atlantic and the Mediterranean,
while keeping their distinct histories intact. The myth of the Pillars of Hercules is of course
doubly interesting from my feminist perspective: a demigod himself, Hercules went beyond the
known world not only by opening up a space in which the waters of the Atlantic and the
Mediterranean would blend, but also by cutting the mountain range that had previously joined
Africa and Europe. His fusion cost a separation. I am pursuing narrations that inhabit the
borderland between myth and reality, human and god, and that originate in this liminal paradoxical space, where the mountain is split and the waters are joined – a rift between two continents and a merge of two seas at the same time. In other words, I am pursuing the articulation,
rather than the dissolution of double binds, with the aim to embrace non-totalizing knowledges,
the will to disrespectfully disobey rules and break silence in order to speak, poetically and
translationally, the aporetic, feminist truth to power that calls for changing the pluralized and
assimilating powers of globalization.
I do not certainly have a solid answer to your pregnant queries, but I must believe in the
impossible dream that creolizing agency paves the way to a peaceful sharing of the planet. I
am referring to creolizing as a verb to emphasize the need for an ongoing process, for everyday
actions that join people through their differences and are capable of liberating freedom and
beauty, as invoked by Édouard Glissant. It is crucial to embrace the change in our representation of Self and Other that Glissant articulates with his insistence on a difference which
reveals itself as such, not in opposition to sameness, with his emphasis on the constructive
function of difference, on the worth of errancy, on the positive value of opacity. The fundamental concepts of his Caribbean poetics of relation empower us to envision diversity as a
uniting force in the name of common goals, goods, solidarities, rather than as a divisive
influence that threatens identity.
Confronted as a citizen with the challenges posed to Europe by contemporary migrations, often I find it empowering to reach for concepts, discourses, theories and practices that
have been elaborated within African-American and African-Caribbean literatures. The chromatic racism developed within the institution of plantation slavery is spreading widely around
Europe today and joining the historical racisms against Jews, Muslims, and any neighbouring
other in the numerous nationalist ghettos of the continent, fertilized by sexist and homophobic
cultures similarly expressed locally in numerous languages and repeated internationally in
English. We desperately need to use any means that increase our awareness of the
racialization of a society that is progressively becoming more violent and hateful. Centuries of
Caribbean and African-American resistance to this type of racism provide a fruitful cultural
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legacy, nourished by the critical elaborations on race developed within African Studies and
related disciplines produced by Caribbean and African-American intellectuals, artists, and
scholars. Brathwaite’s tidalectics and W.E.B. Dubois’s twoness are of course fundamental
concepts at the heart of my reasoning. And so are the pioneering works of Zora Neale Hurston
and Una Marson.
As I claim that it is empowering to draw from other cultures for tackling the present crisis,
I am of course referring to the fundamental Saidian concept of worldliness as the labour that
marks radical democracy as well as democratic humanism, the labour that makes sense of my
own being in the world as a citizen and an intellectual. The task that Antonio Gramsci ascribes
to the organic intellectual is crucial here, and I invoke it without apologies in my own feminist
terms: as a woman who undertakes the intellectual responsibility to rethink herself as a
gendered subject in the world and to deconstruct the normative genderization that is imposed
upon all subjects in this world. Gramsci also allows me to recast representational politics – that
is, a foregrounding of practice that a theoretical critique of representation may overshadow.
From a feminist perspective, I focus on the deconstruction of the philosophical frame of the
Self and the Other, and I understand that this mission is similarly galvanized by Glissant’s
poetics, as mentioned above, and by Edward Said’s conceptualization of representation as
contrapuntal. The opening up of a relational space in which the self always implies the other
and both are validated through mutual recognition is pointedly illustrated by R. Radhakrishnan,
when he states that, for Said, “representations are worldly, historical, secular performances
that cannot pre-know their own truth” (2012, 98). It is through representations of ourselves that
we get to know both ourselves and the world. Judith Butler puts this very clearly, in Bodies that
Matter: On the Discursive Limits of Sex, when she declares that the relation between speech
and bodily acts is “a chiasmus,” because there is always a dimension of the body that language
cannot represent and therefore performativity is “not just about speech acts” (1993, 12). In my
understanding, it is on this ground that later on, in Frames of War, she expands this view to
state that in the body we may “encounter a range of perspectives that may or may not be our
own” (2010, 57). Here, she reiterates that “the norms of gender through which I come to
understand myself or my survivability are not made by me alone. I am already in the hands of
the other when I try to take stock of who I am. I am already up against a world I never chose
when I exercise my agency.” This is why some bodies are more precarious than others. And
yet, it is also by virtue of the body’s capacity to breathe itself into words, Butler clarifies, that
the body can appeal to an other (2010, 61). This way, the body can live through the violence
it opposes, and it can do so because it can breathe. Butler says that it is so, because the body
can produce poetry: “As a network of transitive affects, the poems – their writing and their
dissemination – are critical acts of resistance, insurgent interpretations, incendiary acts that
somehow, incredibly, live through the violence they oppose, even if we do not yet know in what
ways such lives will survive” (2010, 62).
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Slave narratives, Phillis Wheatley’s amazing poetry, Toni Morrison’s neo-slave narratives, Michelle Cliff’s representation of the lives of resistant, excluded and ostracized
identities, show me that it is possible to express effective insurgency and opposition even to
the most cruel and brutal violence, and even under conditions of total subalternity. Yes, as
Spivak implies, the Subaltern can speak; and the Dominant must learn to listen and to speak
the Subaltern’s language! Is there a comparable resource within the Arab world that you can
equally draw from, in order to empower the idea of the need for a worldly resistant representation? Is there a specific knowledge that you find empowering as a citizen, not just as a
scholar?
Lisa: I think that Gramsci’s notion of the organic intellectual is a crucial legacy, especially when
we turn our attention to the Arab world, where the chasm between the intellectual elites and
their society is perhaps greater than elsewhere. Intellectuals in various Arab countries must
often choose between two opposite directions: either becoming the supporters of authority and
of oppressive regimes, thus gradually suppressing the radical beliefs and desires that had
initially animated them, or being cracked down by such powers. The Tunisian novel The Italian
by Shukri al-Mabkhout (2015), which was awarded the 2015 International Prize for Arabic
Fiction, is a clear case in point. The novel chronicles the life of Abdel Nasser (nicknamed ‘the
Italian’ due to his physical beauty), a left-wing student at the University of Tunis, and the
mechanisms of control and censorship that will gradually, yet inevitably, suffocate his insurgent
spirit. The novel is set in 1987 and follows the troubled and crucial political transition from
Habib Bourguiba, the first President of the independent Tunisian nation, to Zine El Abidine Ben
Ali. The novel indirectly raises questions relating to freedom, dignity, and human rights – the
set of principles that animated the 2011 Tunisian Revolution. In a mode that is widespread in
the Arab world today, its historical allusions evoke contemporary issues. Also Leyla Bouzid’s
film As I Open My Eyes (2015) addresses similar concerns, although through a different
medium and from an alternative, this time gendered, perspective. The film is set in Tunis, in
the summer of 2010, a few months before the uprisings erupt. It chronicles the everyday life of
Farah, a teenage singer who expresses her indignation by means of her lyrics, which are
simultaneously insurgent and mellow. She will encounter brutal oppression but will keep faith
in the possibilities offered by art to contrast injustice and cruelty through non-violent acts of
defiance. Her difficult yet gradual return to singing after a long period of silence speaks of her
ineradicable resilience, while the film’s poignant music functions as a lived hymn to liberty. I
find Bouzid’s film, and especially Farah’s uncompromising chant and performance, inspiring
as a scholar and empowering as a female citizen. They are the concrete enactment of what
Asef Bayat calls “the art of presence” in Life as Politics (2010). He refers to the diverse ways,
albeit not necessarily audible and visible by prevailing Western modes of perception, through
which ordinary people – i.e. the urban dispossessed, the youth, Muslim women, and other
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subaltern constituencies – refuse to abandon the socio-political arena and perform acts of
microresistance (Certeau 1987) that are oppositional, action-oriented, and most of the time
effective. In order to produce transformation within a society that is per se already on the move
and changing, these minor constituencies carve out spaces where they can perform “disjointed
yet parallel practices” (Bayat 2010, 4) of dissent to assert their (collective) presence and
encroach the powerful. To quote Bayat: “Theirs was not a politics of protest, but of practice, a
politics of redress through direct action” (2010, 19).
In his book, Bayat draws an interesting link between subaltern groups in the Middle East
and international migrants in the so-called West, arguing that their struggles are somehow
similar, for they generate the extension of limited national laws by means of their concrete
action and their actual presence within the country of immigration. Do you find in your references a concept comparable to Bayat’s “art of presence” and his politics of “redress through
direct action” that you deem equally poignant? Would you agree with Bayat that we need “fresh
perspectives to observe, a novel vocabulary to speak, and new analytical tools to make sense
of specific regional realities” (2010, 5)?
Giovanna: Absolutely. While I am claiming that the education I draw from other contexts is an
empowering tool for dealing politically with my own present context, I am not forgetting that
texts themselves are always in the world and therefore my knowledge constantly requires
cultural translation. Said aptly argues that we need to engage a labour that is a constant act of
negotiation and intimate, cultural translation (see his Beginnings: Intention and Method, 1975).
Yet he also states (in The World, the Text, and the Critic, via a compelling comparison of the
Bible and the Koran as texts that express both the absolute divine word and the materiality of
their human historicity), that criticism too is a worldly practice. Therefore I take responsibility
for assuming with Said that one idea in history is always one among many that interact within
a power field of various and changing forces. Therefore, the deployment of my own academic
expertise in African-American and African-Caribbean literatures to cope with the current racist
racialization of Europe becomes a worldly sharing of my knowledge. Nevertheless, the comparative work always entails maximum care, since a light handling of the exercise of cultural
translation might result in assimilation and lack of understanding. This need for attention is
foregrounded by the recent, increased forging of the Italian language on American English
performed by Italian speakers in order to manage the racialization of social tensions through
the Americanized discourse imposed by the globalization of culture. I am thinking, for example,
of how Italians swiftly avoided the term ‘negro’ to favour the term ‘nero’ as immigrants from
Africa started coming to our country and of how increasingly, more recently, the term ‘Africano’
is used. This usage reflects a literal translation into Italian of the history of racist naming in
American English, a context of kidnapping, deportation, and enslavement dependent on the
colour of the skin, which made it quickly impossible for Africans to trace their exact place of
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origin. On the contrary, in the context of the present immigration and flight from African
countries to Europe, it is possible to know whether a person is Nigerian, Ghanaian, Somalian,
or Gambian. As a result, I think that adopting in Italian the vocabulary that four centuries of
slavery imposes in the American context is at best a mindless import of racist lexicon, at worst
a conscious import of further racism. This is why careful, deep cultural translation is required,
if we wish to fill the gaps in understanding introduced by globalized discourse through such
lexical-conceptual loans. I see the urge to engage race critical studies in Italian, too, and apply
its elaborations to our representations of racialized identities. One example comes to my mind:
the current exhibition on ‘African’ Art at the massive sails of the Gehry building in Paris. The
adjective African, in my opinion, should refer either literally to the whole continent or figuratively
to the empowerment of the people in the Americas whose ancestors were named negroes and
enslaved because of their African origin. As interesting as the works at the Louis Vuitton
Foundation are, why call African Art the art of 15 contemporary Sub-Saharan artists and three
generations of South African artists? This naming shows that little has changed yet in terms of
the decolonization of our minds and use of language since the Modernists’ desire to possess
the ‘primitive’ continent that Europe had seized. We certainly need “a politics of redress” as
the one praised within Bayat’s “art of presence.”
I am asking whether you share a similar concern for the risk of facile assimilation through
comparison in your experience within Arab cultures. Is a similar intersection also problematic
in the contexts you are most familiar with? Is the travelling of concepts equally risky?
Lisa: Yes, I share your concern. For this reason, I find it crucial to define precisely the context
in which a book has been written or a language is being spoken. This is not a marginal aspect,
either with regard to cultural artefacts or to social phenomena. The phrase “Arab Spring,” for
instance, has been used to refer to the insurgent waves that have stormed Tunisia, Egypt,
Syria, Bahrain, Yemen… Yet, this all-encompassing expression does not pay justice to the
particularities of each single situation and the specific claims that the different people were
uttering in the various streets and midan of Arab cities, nor to the different trajectories that
these insurgencies took once the fuse was ignited. Although throughout the Arab world people
in the streets called out for justice, dignity, liberty, and participation, it is important to note that
the forms these claims took differed dramatically from one place to the other. As the photographs by Mia Gröndahl in Tahrir Square (2011) clearly show, millions of Egyptians gathered
in the heart of Cairo in a spirit that was peaceful, inclusive, creative, and proud; they were
divided by gendered, generational, social, cultural, and religious differences, yet they were all
determined to achieve one common goal: the fall of the regime. Cairo: My City, Our Revolution
(2012) by novelist-activist Ahdaf Soueif, also mentioned in Marta Cariello’s article in this issue,
underlines the primacy of action over pure artistic contemplation and the importance of the
communal during the eighteen days of the revolution. As she explains in her Preface: “This
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story is told in my chosen order, but it is very much the story of our revolution” (2012, xiii; italics
in the original). Accordingly, the story of her Cairo, their revolution reads as “an intervention,
rather than just a record” (Soueif 2012, xiv); throughout the book, the still, dull Nile is set in
close proximity and yet in clear opposition to a mass of people that is heterogeneous, rising,
and fully committed to achieve one common goal: the downfall of the regime.
Their bodies, in particular, become the canvas on which they express their dissent, as if
oppression was primarily an experience of the flesh. The man photographed on page 16 of
Gröndahl’s book, for instance, compares subjection to an unbearable physical ache. Three
billboards cover his head, chest, and hand; they communicate the same message through
variation: “Leave… my head hurts, leave… my voice is hoarse, leave… my arm aches”
(Gröndahl 2011, 16).
I imagine that equally significant examples of the use of the body, and of performance
more generally, may be found within the African and Caribbean diasporas. Within the Arab
diaspora, I find Wissam Al-Jazairy’s Dancing in Front of the Tank, a painting that was
completed during the Syrian revolution, exemplary. The shapes of three ballerinas are quickly
sketched on the canvas; their ghostly bodies move lightly yet defiantly in front of a massive
tank. Have people in Africa and the Caribbean developed similar kinds of bodily performance
and operative art to speak truth to power and express their dissent? Can you also think of
performances that express insurgency through a gentle dance? What specificities and
commonalities can be identified?
Giovanna: Undoubtedly the body is at the centre of African-American and Caribbean expression, and dance plays a crucial role. Your specific remarks bring to my mind the powerful
images of William Kentridge’s video “More Sweetly Play the Dance” (2015). I have watched it
recently in Paris at the exhibit mentioned above, and cannot forget the impact of the war dance
sublimely performed on pointe shoes by Dada Masilo dressed in a military uniform, holding a
machine gun and moving at the sound of The Internationale. The idea of a sweet revolution,
of nonviolent agency has already been invoked in your previous remarks about Bouzid’s film,
which you described as insurgent and mellow. I like that.
In my understanding, Kentridge’s video on a revolution played more sweetly perfectly
captures the value I assign to Michelle Cliff’s narratives about revolution in the Caribbean and
armed antislavery revolution in the USA. Cliff always pays attention to what has been missing
in history; her telling is always a deep revision of the given paradigm. I am thinking in particular
of Free Enterprise (1993), the story of two women who joined John Brown’s armed insurrection
against slavery. I have interpreted this as a story of resistance that revises the common idea
of resistance itself, because it is built on solidarity and mercy, in a paper I have recently shared
in a workshop on Displacement at Brown University. Mary Ellen and Annie paradoxically take
on arms and at the same time embrace nonviolence in that they represent singularities who
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share their in-betweenness rather than their sameness. I have argued that in this text Cliff
shows how to form a hospital community ruled by the politics of friendship invoked by Leela
Gandhi in her theory of nonviolence. They embody a community that is hospitable to new
arrivals because it is always to come, never self-identical, and open to the agency of different
forms of anticolonial alliances (Gandhi 2006, 20-31). They express solidarity in ways that do
not pursue identitarian sameness, as invoked by Butler in “Merely Cultural” (1998), where she
seeks a cultural production capable of turning conflict into positive politics. They are warriors
but their war dance is performed on pointe shoes – it is gentle and sweet, yet powerful.
I would add that Cliff encapsulates a sweet war dance also in No Telephone to Heaven
(1987), where Clare expresses resistance, in private as well as in public: “Résistez. What else
was there?” (Cliff 1987, 113). Clare’s intersectional and plural identity is a fluid ongoing
transformation; she does not migrate from one place to the other and settles, but rather keeps
moving from country to country and yet keeps remembering and returning to her own Jamaica.
She is always plural: at the beginning of the story, she is introduced as “[a] light-skinned
woman, daughter of landowners, native-born, slaves, emigrées, Carib, Ashanti, English” (Cliff
1987, 5); in the middle of the text, “[s]he is white. Black. Female. Lover. Beloved. Daughter.
Traveler. Friend. Scholar. Terrorist. Farmer” (Cliff 1987, 91). Throughout the various transformations in her life, Clare remains located in between, but – as the principal of the London
school tells her father – “in our system” we have “no place for in-betweens” (Cliff 1987, 99).
Clare is thus a marginalized protagonist, a “sistah outsider” to borrow Audre Lorde’s phrase
(Lorde 1984). Located in-between identity and difference, she always, uncompromisingly,
identifies with difference, never with identity. Thus, she is a radical force of cultural change, of
epistemic insurgency, and she is capable of articulating complex, contradictory, even preposterous and surprising singularities. Not accidentally, her best friend, Harry/Harriet, raped as a
little boy by a white soldier, is another in-between character. Both Clare and Harriet are creole,
and live between languages, races, genders, and nations. In the end, both return to Jamaica,
where Clare claims the black identity she was taught to despise, and Harry claims her own
femininity. Both redefine themselves against their biological grounding. Their identitarian insurrections are textually produced – performed. Their mutual affectionate relationship is sealed
by their in-betweenness. Their solidarity is expressed through their feminist queer positioning.
Clare occupies the middle space which Robert Young’s fertile reading of Homi Bhabha
helps me reiterate as the space of cultural translation in which the migrant transforms the
hosting culture. Young’s specification is fundamental in pointing out that, for Bhabha, “culture
opens up a space for difference, which enables us to experience forms of alterity rather than
become fixed in oppositional bunkers,” also because cultures are always “open systems”
(2017, 192). I would recommend embracing this definition of culture as an in-between space
in which there are possibilities of transformation, because embodied experiences are never
assimilated into a totality, but are allowed to express instead their agency through relation –
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sometimes even the unexpected, surprising relation between war and on pointe dance. I must
believe this is so in the face of the insane violence that is devastating our planet. I must believe
that culture may counter war. I must believe that it is still important to teach a child to use words
instead of fists, that it is possible to make peace instead of war. I find this belief, this resilience,
this hope against hope, expressed even with joy in many African-American and Caribbean
authors. The opening of Cliff’s story about guerrilla fight is exemplary of this empowering
definition of culture. The first chapter of No Telephone to Heaven is entitled “Ruinate” and the
bottom of the page offers the explanation that this is “a distinctive Jamaican term” that
describes “lands which were once cleared for agricultural purposes and have now lapsed back”
(Cliff 1987, 1). The growth of bush and forest, of tall vegetation points to more than survival; it
indicates continuous resistance by a plurality of agents (wood, grass, plants) as everyday
change, because revolution must be ongoing, as Lorde emphasizes when she reminds us it
cannot be a one-time event. A “ruinate” is produced by collective, collaborative agency, not
domination. It is transformative, surviving agency from the bottom up. And Cliff presents the
land’s return to wilderness after domestication/colonization as distinctly Jamaican. To provide
a rough answer to your question, I read in Cliff’s sweet and brutal revolution as much Jamaican
specificity as a potentially shareable commonality. There is some Jamaica that I can bring
home and be empowered by.
Lisa: I think it is now clear why our compass tends to be turned towards the South, which is
obviously not a singular entity but rather a mixture of contrapuntal experiences, distinct claims,
unconventional forms of insurgency that are ordinary, minor, apparently quiet and unassuming,
yet ultimately encroaching. In the South, we have found both inspiration and hope together
with a non-violent form of insurgency. A strenuous faith in the potential of art to inspire and
produce change and the inextricability of poetics and politics are also drops falling from a
“percolating” South. I think that Franco Cassano’s reflections are now crucial for continuing our
conversation, especially when he argues the following:
As time goes by, the identification seems irreversible: in the public opinion of Western countries, the
word “South” has become synonymous with backwardness, hunger, ethnic atrocities, refugees, and
mass Exodus – images of pain and poverty. The South is the disease of the world, the part without hope
which will be able to smile again only when (and if) it becomes North itself, a quiet province of the
northwestern world, an overdue and failed replica of the western form of life. The pain that the developed
world feels for the South, its television participation in the problems of the South and its philanthropic
campaigns, do little else but perpetuate a sentiment of superiority. (Cooke et al. 2008, 368)

I believe – and I too would refer to Oboe’s essay (2016) to support my claim – that we
should stop envisioning and broadcasting the South as a disease that only the North may be
able to cure and start looking instead at the fresh perspectives that a “percolating South” may
offer us. In addition to a shift in how we perceive and orient ourselves toward the South, it
seems to me that our conversation, and our studies more in general, prove that there are
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crucial concerns – freedom, dignity, human rights – that belong to neither the South nor the
North. Therefore, these are not the monopoly of one specific culture or region of the world, but
rather concerns that are shared across the globe. The inflection of these concerns, however,
may change according to the specific context in which they are discussed and performed, and
to the actual material and ideological constraints that operate in those contexts. I want to
underline, as a sort of conclusion, the validity and dignity of any form of insurgency, even the
least visible and audible, and emphasize the fact that freedom, justice, and dignity are universal
human needs and rights. Indeed, as Soueif writes:
We were never alone; the feelings, the prayers, the messages that came pouring into Egypt from every
place on earth during those eighteen days of Tahrir lodged in our minds and in our hearts and affirmed
every minute what we knew already: that the freedom we sought was the freedom the people of the
world wanted, for us and for themselves. And what has been happening across the planet since has
confirmed and reconfirmed our belief. The first placards raised in Wisconsin, the street signs invented
in the City of London, the words we hear from Tokyo to Wall Street, the chants in Oakland, California –
all echo the call from Tahrir and Tunis: the people demand the fall of this – entire – regime. (2012, 118)

I believe with Soueif that what really counts is neither the South nor the North conceived
as separate entities but rather the relation between the two. Once in relation, both of these
entities merge without losing their singularity and uniqueness; they become creolized by effect
of their mutual contact and interaction. They gain from each other’s difference. This is a lesson
I have myself learnt from the Caribbean authors you are so familiar with. Let me thus return to
our beginning and to the idea of the Mediterranean waters that blend with the Atlantic waters,
in that liminal space that is the Pillars of Hercules, a geographical limit that is also a contact
zone. I think that the Islamic concept of barzakh – describing simultaneously the metaphysical
convergence of this life and the hereafter and the physical proximity of two bodies of water
(one salty and the other sweet) that pass loosely through each other yet remain distinct –
resonates with this idea.
Giovanna: Yes, let us reiterate the importance not only of representing the South as a plurality
instead of a totality – as many Souths that may or may not occasionally assemble together to
form a political constituency. Let us also recap the need of focusing on the in-betweenness,
conceived not as the encounter between the One and the Other, but as the generation of
subjectivities grounded in difference – as the encounter between the Different with the
Different. This shared space includes the South/North in-betweenness, where the South and
the North are completely blurred. Like you, I am more interested in the relation North/South
than in the South itself, wherever that may be, since ‘the South’ is as slippery a notion as ‘the
East’, grounded in the Western construction of Orientalism. I am weary of a similarly culturally
constructed Southernism, so to speak, that creates the South.
The in-between space between East and West, North and South, is the space of cultural
translation where subjects are hybrid, contaminated, and relational. In feminist terms, this is
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the location of a subject defined upon its own difference, a great potential according to Rosi
Braidotti, who claims this epistemic revolution as a fertile ground for envisioning a posthumanism where difference is no longer in the margins but vitally central and constitutive of oneness.
This epistemic insurgency, I claim, feeds hope even against hope. Because it does not replace
the One with the Other, one form of domination with another, feminist insurgency configures a
world without domination. It does away with power altogether; it does not want to replace power
with another power, men with women, but wishes to do away with patriarchy. The commonsensical simplicity of bell hooks’s words in Feminism is for Everybody: Passionate Politics
(2000) enhance the deeply revolutionary value of this vision. Each of the following proclamations finely articulated by hooks resonates with its full radical edge: wherever there is
domination, love is lacking; patriarchy is a form of domination; the problem of feminism is not
men but sexism; feminism is a movement to end sexism; when sexism ends, feminism will
happily die; feminism is a movement for social justice and, as such, it must recognize all forms
of dominations; feminist sisterhood cannot be invoked or assumed ideologically: it materializes
only when women do not use other forms of domination, such as class and race, to oppress
other women.
I draw the most compelling theoretical substantiation for my argument from Leela Gandhi
and Judith Butler, who in different but complementary ways help me believe that a paradigmatically nonviolent form of resistance and insurrection is a possible dream.
On the one hand, Gandhi’s philosophical articulation of radical democracy is a call for
becoming less in order to relate to each other as ordinary people, and accepting imperfection
in order to counter the totalitarian, colonial, and liberal frame of domination. Centred on the
Derridean notion of hospitality, Gandhi’s politics of friendship yields a sociality within which
guest-friends are never known in advance. This radical relational subjectivity acts under
conditions of unconstituted subjecthood, which requires countercultural revolutionary practices
and inventive ethical enterprises (2006, 9). Gandhi’s fierce activism takes the risk of affective
incongruous relations among subjects who pursue self-ruination. Her politics is thus necessarily also a poetics: it does not repress desire and imagination in order to pursue cognition
and justice (2006, 142-176).
On the other hand, Butler shows how precarity and vulnerability may become agency,
and may express new forms of democracy and solidarity through spontaneous public gathering
of bodies that show their capacity to act without deliberating in advance their force for
resistance. She invokes “a practice of contestation” within which each political position
discloses its own “self-difference” and does not pursue identitarian assimilation (Butler 2015,
37). She is looking for a cultural frame that is capable of turning conflict into positive politics
and an ethos that has the force to affirm mutual, reciprocal dependency. I understand the
resistance of the vulnerable to be a form of critique performed by bodily encounters, which
claim recognition within the public sphere and, in the process, also reconstitute it. What is more
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important is that such encounters, Butler argues, operate successfully only under principles of
nonviolence. Precisely within the nonviolent paradigm that Leela Gandhi so finely articulates,
relations are no longer configured as being between Self and Other. Rather, relations are
exchanges among singularities who seek inclusiveness through affects, are performed under
conditions of equality, are ruled by a politics of friendship, and are linked together by nonbiological affiliations.
Gandhi and Butler offer conceptualizations that from different angles but with a shared
purpose challenge forms of subjecthood, both individual and national, based on the masculinist
grounding of domination and exclusion. Their alternative subjecthood, on the contrary, requires
joining the cultural and the social performed by a poetical politics and a political poetics that
speaks in multiple languages, inhabits borders, and does not categorize people according to
abstract taxonomies. Their relational, non-normative heuristic epistemology entails anarchism,
civil disobedience, and no-saying. In her 2016 “Lectio magistralis” delivered at the Italian
Parliament, Gandhi argues that this entails imperfection, the staging of contradictory, nonviolent militancy, and the will to practice ‘becoming less’. She emphasizes that nonviolent
practices are always a work in progress, incomplete, but – she forcefully asserts – in order to
block the continuation of war and the perpetration of colonialism, the pursuit of an embodied
and horizontal, rather than vertical and metaphysical, infinity is absolutely required. It is within
this worldly frame that I locate nonviolent feminist insurgency.
Allow me to return to Cliff’s No Telephone to Heaven to substantiate this point and
conclude. There are many descriptions of brutal violence in the text that are hard to read and
compose Clare’s life as a series of narrative fragments. When Clare and Harriet return to
Jamaica and join the guerrilla warfare, however, violence gives in to affects and we encounter
revolutionary fighters who are more loaded with sweetness than with guns, who may be
performing Dada Masilo’s sweet dance. Harry/Harriet appears to Clare “loaded with
armaments,” and defines himself as “a fairy guerrilla” (Cliff 1987, 130). He appears as a small
female supernatural being, and Clare utters the words ‘I love you’ for the first time in her life:
“Harry you make me want to love you” (1987, 130). Their friendship turns them into lovers:
they “could swim as girlfriends” and make love, “Touching gently, kissing, tongues entwined,
coming to, laughing” (1987, 130). Happily, fondly, and perfectly, they share their queer inbetweenness, and do not find each other a “stranger” (1987, 131). Their love dance is sweet.
They squeeze hands and worry about each other’s safety, when, “as silent as the Maroons,”
they “gather their weapons” and “set off into bush” (1987, 206) to prepare their guerrilla act
against the Hollywoodization of Jamaican history.
Sadly Cliff in 1987 did not allow the nonviolent insurgency of Clare and Harriet to triumph.
They are killed in the revolutionary action. The text confirms that there is no place for their inbetweenness, their strangeness, their sweet, fairy war dancing, not in Jamaica, not yet. This
tragic conclusion is anticipated earlier in the narrative by the following exchange between Clare
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and Harriet:
“No, I don’t find you strange. No stranger… no stranger than I find myself. For we are neither one thing
nor the other.”
“At the moment darling only at the moment.”
“What do you mean?”
“I mean the time will come for both of us to choose. For we will have to make the choice. Cast our
lot. Cyaan live split. Not in this world.” (1987, 131)

Today however, as we are writing this piece, we can see Gandhi’s and Butler’s nonviolent revolutions taking shape. Wuilly Arteaga is playing his violin in Caracas from a hospital
room after being wounded by the soldiers attempting to crush an anti-Maduro revolt on July 22
(BBC News 2017). He is promising to be back in the streets tomorrow to play again. He is
playing a very sweet revolution, which is also extremely powerful and radical. He is playing the
national anthem back to the regime. This young violinist’s micro-resistance, his “art of
presence” (Bayat) is giving us hope that minor voices are “never alone” (Soueif 2012, 118), as
the people who assembled in Tahrir Square, Soueif reassures us, never felt (2012, 118). These
minor voices give us hope that today there is more room on our planet for “split” people, for
sistah outsiders, than there was in Harry/Harriet’s and Clare’s Jamaica. In various places, we
occasionally see the recurrence of insurgencies performed through sweet dancing that
challenge violent powers; in the midst of the human catastrophe of the migrants and refugees,
we sporadically spot solidarity and accomplishment; among diffused wars, we surprisingly find
contained conflicts. Whenever these hopeful episodes manifest themselves, the figuration of
a more widely shared planet feels more plausible, and a more “full story” (White 2013-2017) is
being told.
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ABSTRACT
The unravelling of massive protests and forms of spontaneous and organized dissent across the
MENA region in 2010-2012 has brought critical theorists and political and cultural scholars to confront,
and possibly re-interpret, the concept of ‘revolution’, widely re-circulating in the media, but also
claimed and upheld as the ultimate goal by most of these movements (notwithstanding the success or
failure of such objectives as of today).
This article proposes a reading of the cultural construction of ‘revolution’ with a specific focus on
the Egyptian uprising of 2011. Revolution is read as anchored to locality, through Arjun Appadurai’s
definition of “the production of locality” as a work of the imagination, as much as a work of material
social construction. If, still following Appadurai, we consider imagination “a collective tool for the transformation of the real” then the production of locality is closely linked to revolutions, and the “right to
participate in the work of the imagination” is crucially claimed by the (collective) subjectivities who
fought in the revolutions of 2010-12, and who are (though in different forms and with extremely less
media coverage) still fighting today.

Political systems must always deal with the possibility of revolution. In fact, one might go as
far as saying that the entire existence of a given political system revolves around the difficult
work of maintaining a stability able to weather changes and demands without succumbing to
revolt. Clearly, and this is not the place for such discussion, there are numerous and very
different ways of ensuring or imposing such stability, and history has proven time and again
that both endogenous and exogenous factors affect the tenability and durability of a certain
regime, especially in the age of the modern Western nation-state. The interesting aspect of
this balance-game, one that governance always appears to require, is that change is necessary. This entails, in a way, an embedding of the possibility of revolution in the idea itself of
modern Western politics. The discourse of revolution becomes indeed foundational to the
Enlightenment’s teleological frame. For Hegel, the positivistic idea of human progress implied
the need to develop the individual and society’s ‘full potential’, breaking, where necessary,
with a State organization whose rationalizations were (by law of history) bound to “come into
conflict with the free rationality of thought” (Marcuse 1955, 239). The Hegelian view first, and
then the Marxist one, thus, place revolution within the ‘destiny’ of humankind, with Marx
translating – in a way – Hegel’s abstractions into the materialism of class struggle, and
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capitalism’s destined collapse at the hand of class revolution. This general view of ‘revolution’ is clearly embedded inside a basically universalistic approach to political theory that has
characterized Western thought at least until the epistemological break brought about by
postcolonial and decolonial theorists. Indeed, while the mechanics of power and governance
may apply, possibly, to any small or large community of humans, the (Western) theories of
modern revolution refer quite exclusively to the nation-state, and, most importantly in my
view, look solely to the mechanisms that lead to and follow revolutions, perhaps precisely
because such theories are not concerned with revolutions in themselves, but rather with
systems of government and their negotiations with – more or less – radical change.
The forces at work inside the revolutionary moment, the discourse that is produced and
articulated when revolution happens is something less thought about, if not perhaps in terms
of the degree of violence involved or required in the process. This moment – which may last
well beyond ‘a moment’ in the common meaning of the measure – implies many more
variables and factors than the ones theorized in the paradigms mentioned above. This
moment, which we may also think about in terms of “transformation” (Heydemann 2016),
involves collective horizons of possibilities, which in turn open up by way of what Arjun
Appadurai has termed “the work of the imagination” (Appadurai 1996; 2002), as a process for
changing ‘the real’. The horizons that open up in each revolutionary instance, I argue, are
closely linked to locality as the ‘place’ where, again, the (collective) work of the imagination
allows change to become possible. As Appadurai explains through the connection of
electronic mediation and mass migration as the key features of the contemporary world,
locality becomes “a space of contestation in which individuals and groups seek to annex the
global into their own practices of the modern” (Appadurai 1996, 4). The localities of
revolutions are constitutive elements of revolutions themselves, of the discursive practices
that construe them, of the ideas and metaphors mobilized within them to imagine and
produce change.
Much has been written about the protest movements that exploded in North Africa and
the Middle East in 2010-12, especially in the months following the events. The debate on
how to define these movements is wide and still open, given also the ongoing – often tragic –
evolution of the different local, national and regional situations (see, among others, Alianak
2014; Sadiki 2015; Lesch and Haas 2017). The interesting fact, however, is that at least part
of those who participated in the 2010-12 movements, dubbed by the (Western) media “The
Arab Spring,” defined their own movements as ‘revolutions’. Whether such revolutions are to
be considered as failed or not – or even as still ongoing in some cases, and with the different
national and local situations making up a clearly composite and highly variable overall picture
– is a crucial and widely debated question which this article is not going to address (on the
‘failure’, among others, see Davis 2013; Alfadhel 2016). The focus of this investigation will
rather be on the ‘revolutionary moment’ and on how its discursive practices have a very
40
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interesting potential to re-configure the conversation on what radical political transformation
means. This study will focus primarily on the Egyptian case, with no pretence of completeness and in the full awareness that no single case can be taken to represent the complex
events and realities of an entire region. The succeeding uprisings did speak to each other,
and undoubtedly the word and the possibility of revolution circulated in a somewhat common
horizon, even if only at moments; however, it is undeniable that an analysis of just one
national space is limited, fragmented and widely open to amendments as both the Egyptian
and the regional situations change. The intent of this article, then, is to register the process of
transformation, exposing analysis itself to transformation, in response to a particularly interesting unfolding of political and cultural practices, situated in a space that speaks critically to
the limits of Europe and the Western organization of knowledge, which, not so incidentally, is
my personal site of observation and locus for critique.
Indeed, for at least two years after the Arab uprisings, and with still a certain echo
today, the word ‘revolution’ entered the media and the academic debates, and with it the narrations and discursive and social practices of revolution. The events in Tunisia are referred to
within the nation and region as “Thawra Sidi Bou Zid” (the Sidi Bou Zid Revolution), “Thawrat
al-Karama” (the Dignity Revolution), o “Thawrat al-Shabab” (the Youth Revolution), while the
international press has mostly, and controversially, dubbed it the “Jasmine Revolution.”1 The
walls of Cairo were covered with flourishing graffiti in which the word “thawra” continually
recurred, in a true explosion of public and collective creativity, now erased and replaced by
the face of power: President al-Sisi’s portrait, in an uncanny replacement of the decadeslong, pre-2011 omnipresence of Mubarak’s face all over the city (on graffiti: Kraidy 2016; Dal
2014). The word ‘revolution’ and the language of explicit mass opposition enter, too, the
musical vocabulary of the revolts in the region: the rap song “Rayes Lebled” [Head of State]
by Tunisian El Général began circulating online in 2010, one month before the self-inflicted
death of Mohamed Bouazizi, and very quickly became a banner of the uprisings in Tunisia;
while in Egypt, in 2012, rapper MC Amin recorded the piece “El Thawra Mostamera” 2 [The
Revolution Continues] (see, among others, Laachir and Talajooy 2013; Sabry 2012). 3
Numerous anthologies and an immense volume of online and offline articles were and are
still today published on the narrative of the ‘revolutions’ in the region (al-Zubaidi and M.
Cassel 2013, for example). With regard to Egypt alone, novelist and public intellectual Ahdaf
Soueif’s chronicle of and reflection on the days of the ousting of Hosni Mubarak are recorded
in her book Cairo, My City, Our Revolution (2012), 4 while Mona Prince’s chronicle of those
same days is titled Revolution Is My Name (Ismi Thawra) (2012).5
In his 2013 review of Mona Prince’s chronicle, scholar Elliott Colla wrote, on the
independent online platform Jadaliyya, that
[r]evolution and its stories happen at the same time. One of the great strengths of Egyptian activists
has been the way they have been able to narrate the story of their revolution as they make it. Without
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stories of revolution, the events in Egypt would not be called by that name. And as it turns out, giving
the name, capturing various events under a name both singular and definite – “the Revolution” – has
mattered quite a bit, giving scale and scope to the chaos of a mass and variegated social uprising.
The degree to which revolutionaries talk about their projects in a coherent way, the degree to which
they can make their revolution coherent, rests on their ability to tell their own stories in the way they
see fit. And so, while revolutions are not primarily textual, we can admit that stories, like cobblestones,
are part of the Midan [the Square]. (2013, n.p.)

Stories, in this sense, are fundamental, and in this perspective it is particularly useful and
interesting to look at the narratives of revolution, and therefore to revolution as a discursive
practice. This does not mean distancing ‘theory’ from ‘practice’, or not attending to the concrete actions and events; rather, it means attending to narratives as discursive and therefore
social practices, and looking at the meanings that are produced and that circulate. Practices
produce meanings, they produce sense, and such practices, such events (the days of Tahrir,
for example, but also the demonstrations in Tunisia) produce meanings in their narration,
whether through literature, poetry, visual arts, music, but also – and undoubtedly it will always be increasingly so from now on – in the exponential multiplication and circulation of
information, news, debates and so on through social media: a form in itself, if you will, of
hyper-narration, with its highly interesting volatile character, in a way akin to oral narrative,
where author and authority are possibly con-fused and perhaps collectivized.
In Egypt, in particular, at least part of those who participated in the days and months of
Tahrir, the youth – the shabab – who organized the protests, and the intellectuals, now speak
of “thawra mustamirra,” the revolution that continues / the permanent revolution, as in the
song by MC Amin (Soueif et al. 2016). The 18 days of Tahrir – from 25 January to 11
February 2011, when Mubarak stepped down –, in this sense, are particularly interesting to
look at, as a spatial and temporal site for the catalyzation of that revolutionary energy. It must
be registered, in an analysis of the youth movements that organized and led the protests in
Egypt, that there is speculation as to what (if any) part was played by a later-revealed strategy of the US State Department to facilitate, through the internet, youth organization and
uprisings in a region fostering a growing anti-American sentiment. A ‘soft’ type of political
intervention strategy, through what was called the “Alliance of Youth Movements” implemented first by the Bush and then the Obama Administrations, was supposed to push the potential of Muslim youth to bring political change in their countries, through the appeal of American culture and values communicated through social media. The plan was designed and
spearheaded by a State Department Policy Planner – later turned head of “Google Ideas”
after having left his political office (Saadi 2012). This affair, to me, appears to tell us more
about the US interests and strategies in relation to the Middle East and about the varying
politics of military interventions of the past three US Presidential Administrations, rather than
detract from the oppositional force, which, in fact, was at work in Egypt well before the West
began to take notice in January 2011. Furthermore, the events in Tunisia of a few weeks
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earlier, as well as those of the following months in other parts of the region, compose a much
more complex picture of both local and regional dynamics. The picture is one of collective,
national, but also transnational openings of “horizons of possibility” that may have been, in a
small percentage, affected by the multiplication of communication (and, to a certain extent, of
freedom) through the internet, but have also followed other forms and processes of
‘contagion’, fuelled by specific, pre-existing situations and underlying social and political
movements.6 The same facts also tap into the debate on what role the internet played in the
uprisings in the MENA region, itself an interesting and widely discussed issue, but, again,
appearing to me to speak more of the changing nature and temporality of communications
and human relations, and of the unprecedented outbreak of direct “crisis reporting” (Bebawi
and Bossio 2014), than to detract from the transformational moment (again, whether a ‘short’
or ‘long’ moment) of revolution (see, among others, Howard and Hussein 2013; Joffé 2013).
Egyptian writer Ahdaf Soueif is one of those intellectuals who have spoken of “thawra
mustamirra,” the revolution (that) continues (Soueif et al. 2016, n.p.).7 In her account of the
18 days of Tahrir, titled Cairo, My City, Our Revolution (2012), Soueif builds a sort of
“immediate myth” (Jondot 2014), in a narrative that is located all over the city, but converges
unmistakably in Midan el-Tahrir, both as a physical place, and as a symbolic place. 8 Indeed,
as Mohamed Elshahed writes, “Cairo [My City, Our Revolution] invites readers into an
ongoing event, the revolution” (2014, 109), echoing in a way the same relevance of narrating
and naming the events ‘as they unfold’ observed above in the case of Mona Prince’s
Revolution is My Name, and confirmed in the diary-form chosen by Soueif. Soueif’s narrative
reveals very clearly the relevance of place in its materiality and at the same time of the
imagination of the place. Indeed, the writer inscribes the places and their imagination inside
the revolutionary practice, and, vice versa, the revolutionary practice is deeply inscribed in
the places. Elshahed further observes that “[s]ites of memory and locations of historical
events past and present are narrated in unison, drawing a personal map for us, the readers,
to be able to navigate a city inhabited by millions” (2014, 109).
Cairo, My City, Our Revolution begins its narrative not only with an actual map, handwritten and included in the very first pages of the book, but most importantly, with immediate
territorial (but also emotional, or affective) coordinates:
Friday 28 January, 5:00 p.m.
The river is a still, steely gray, a dull pewter. Small scattered fires burn and fizz in the water. We’ve
pushed out on the shore below the Ramses Hilton and are heading into mid-stream. My two nieces,
Salma and Mariam, are on either side of me in the small motor boat. As we get further from the shore
our coughing and choking subsides. We can draw breath, even though the breath burns. And we can
open our eyes –
To see an opaque dusk, heavy with tear gas. Up ahead, Qasr el-Nil Bridge is a mass of people, all
in motion, but all in place. We look back at where we were, just minutes ago, on 6 October Bridge, and
see a Central Security Forces personnel carrier on fire, backing off, four young men chasing it, leaping
at it, beating at its windscreen. The vehicle is reversing wildly, careering backwards east, towards
Downtown. Behind us, a ball of fire lands in the river; a bright new pool of flame in the water. The sky
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too is grey – so different from the airy twilight you normally get on the river at this time of day. The
Opera House looms dark on our right and we can barely make out the slender height of the Cairo
Tower. We don’t know it yet, but the lights of Cairo will not come on tonight. (Soueif 2012, 5)

The narration of the revolution thus opens not from the motivations or the conditions that
have brought to the revolt (which Soueif does explain later in the book), but from the territory,
from the map; in particular, from the river (and always, as underlined, in convergence to the
Square, for the entire book). The above-quoted passage continues, with Soueif recounting
how she asked the boat-taxi driver to turn around and go back towards the battle, because
they had changed their minds, they wanted to go where everything was happening; and so
they enter, she and her nieces, and us with them, into the revolution:
A great shout goes up from Qasr el-Nil. I look at Salma and Mariam. ‘Yes, let’s’, They say. I tell the
boatman we’ve changed our minds: we don’t want to cross the river to Giza and go home, we want to
be dropped off under Qasr el-Nil Bridge.
[...] We stood on the island in the middle of the road and that was the moment I became part of the
revolution. (Soueif 2012, 5-6)

On the construction of revolution as intimately linked to places, and in particular to
Cairo and Tahrir in Soueif’s text, Jacqueline Jondot writes:
[I]n Arabic Cairo is “Masr”: “‘Masr’ is Egypt, and ‘Masr’ is also what Egyptians call Cairo” (Soueif 2012,
9). This suggests a strategy of closer and closer focus with a mise en abyme: the author is in India
when the Revolution starts and the focus then concentrates on Egypt, then Cairo and finally midan elTahrir. As Cairo is Egypt, Tahrir will stand for Cairo then for Egypt which in turn will stand for the world
at large, as other revolutions spring up in other parts of the region. So, through the Arabic polysemy
‘Masr=Egypt=Cairo’, the narrator embeds meanings and superimposes meanings which overlap.
(Jondot 2014, 175-176)

In the continuous movement of this polyphony, “from the personal to the collective and also
from a large space to a small one,” Tahrir being deemed “our small city,” Jondot underlines
the “centripetal and centrifugal directions [that] create tensions that are used to represent the
tensions of/within the Revolution itself” (Jondot 2014, 177).
The places of the revolution are thus at the same time physical, material, and imagined
places. They are, furthermore, sites for the material anchoring of bodies – and the death of
hundreds of demonstrators is the most materially anchored fact in this sense – and at the
same time they are sites of collective imagination.
Connecting the discourse of revolution with that of ‘place’ deviates in a way from the
revolutions as tied to the grand narratives of the ideologies of so-called modernity, in the
sense that this connection suggests the irreducible specificity of the revolutionary moment; of
the claims that produce it and that are in turn produced in the places of revolution. This
specificity destabilizes the ideological structures inside which modern revolutions have been
read and narrated, underscoring the fundamental character of place, and materiality, as well
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as the desire to access the places/sites of the imagination of the revolutions of 2010-2012.
The implication, then, is a critical move somewhat away from the almost exclusive attendance of ‘classic’ political theory to the pre- and post-revolutionary moments and systems. An
interesting contribution to the interpretation of the revolutionary moment in itself comes from
Bronislaw Baczko, in particular with reference to the role of utopia in the collective imagination of revolution. His analysis refers specifically to the Enlightenment and the French
Revolution and its role in shaping the modern horizon of democracy (in the West), underlining the importance of the symbolic sphere as necessary for the representation of a radical
break with the (pre-democratic) past (Baczko 1978). More generally, indeed, the study of
utopia offers a very interesting insight into the connection between the symbolic sphere and
revolution, addressing the relevance of ‘names and words’ in ‘making possible what is not yet
real’, thus attending to the revolutionary moment itself as a key instance in which imagination
(the symbolic) and politics (the real) not only converge, but are actually reversed in order:
“the symbolic anticipation is [...] that mental process that reverses the chronological order
and assigns words and symbols the function of ensuring that a desired reality is already
present and active” (Comparato 2005, 171; my translation).
The idea that words and symbols make “a desired reality” present before it materially
takes form strongly recalls the “horizons of possibilities” mentioned in the beginning of this
article in relation to Appadurai’s work, and thus the role of the imagination in the revolutionary moment, with its potential to open up the possibility of transformation. Such (collective)
horizons, I argue, are deeply tied to the specificity of places, not only, however, in terms of
the symbolic charge held by such places, but also as localities, “intended as a work of the
imagination as much as a work of material social construction,” where, it is worth reiterating,
the imagination is “a collective tool of transformation of the real, of creation of multiple
horizons of possibility” (Appadurai 2002, 34).
The localities of the revolutions of 2010-2012 in the MENA region produce sense as
sites for the creation of horizons of possibility. As already mentioned, Appadurai himself
offers a fundamental key to understanding the revolutionary drive: he speaks of “the right to
access the work of the imagination” (Appadurai 2002). In a way, during the days of the
revolution, a ‘locality’ in Appadurai’s sense was created: a place where the access to the
work of the imagination was for everyone. Or better, and perhaps this is the imponderable
element of the revolutionary moment, the collectivity produced the access for all to the work
of the imagination, which in turn produced a form of “spatial solidarity” – as will be argued in
the conclusions of this article in a more Foucauldian frame –, or the places (Tahrir) in which
to create the multiple horizons of possibility. It was possible, during those days in those
places, to imagine oneself, collectively, in a different way, different and elsewhere: in the
elsewhere of the revolutionary place/location.
A strong symbolic narrative of the ‘place’ of the Egyptian uprisings is construed,
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similarly as in Soueif’s case, in the 2013 film by Jehane Noujaim, The Square [al-Midan],9 a
documentary film that, again, tells the story of the revolution ‘as it happens’. It was re-edited
as events took new and dramatic turns in the two years following the days of Tahrir, and
works very much on and with symbolic spaces and places. An additionally interesting fact is
that the film received wide international echo, was nominated for an Oscar for Best Documentary Feature, and is now distributed by Netflix. This confirms the interest and also the reemergence of the idea of ‘revolution’ in the international (or, certainly Western) public debate,
which, in my opinion, does not lose its relevance despite the underlying strategic interests
that may direct specific public spotlights on the unrest (and subsequent containment) in the
MENA region.
In a touching scene in the first part of Noujaim’s film, a young protester smiles blissfully
after Mubarak has stepped down, and says “thawra, revolution...,” both in Arabic and in
English. The square, Tahrir Square, speaks simultaneously to and from itself, to the world
and to the people of Tahrir, in the concentric and concurrent focus and wide-angle Jondot
writes about. In the same manner as Noujaim’s filmic diary, Soueif’s account moves across
the map of Cairo, but always converges to Tahrir. Here, geography takes on highly symbolic
meanings in the meticulous descriptions of the cartography of the square itself, with all its
symbols concentrated inside or around it: the Interior Ministry, the Mugamma, 10 the Arab
League Building, the building of Mubarak’s Party, the American University in Cairo, and the
Egyptian Museum. The museum itself becomes a sliding signifier of place that preserves/is
to be preserved, and then also from which to save oneself:
[a]round the Egyptian Museum, the young people, the shabab, have linked arms and are surrounding
the building, cordoning it with their bodies. When the fire broke out next door even young people who
had left the Midan came back to protect the Museum. At this point none of us knows that the regime’s
snipers are concealed on its roof. (Soueif 2012, 27)

Places are, then, symbols and at the same time slipping signifiers, and Soueif’s entire text is
construed like a map of the battles, street by street, meter by meter, symbol by symbol, but
also, materially, occupation and physical presence inside what she calls, as already mentioned, “our small city,” Tahrir.
The ‘places of the revolutions’ speak of specificity and locality – of Cairo, of Tahrir
Square in this case –, and at the same and by virtue of such specificity, they interrogate us,
elsewhere, on many levels; they are charged with discursive and material practices that are
irreducible to any universal, and they challenge the category itself of radical change that
circulates in Western thought, proposing new and complex discourses of ‘revolutions’, always in the plural. Certainly, these plural narratives speak, or have spoken, to the borders of
Western liberal and liberalist democracies, in a way somewhat similar to how the pressures
of human migrations speak to the borders of Europe (Tazzioli 2015). They also speak of the
complicities of the European and US governments in the predicaments of those nations and
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areas that are construed as marginal, and subaltern; in this specific case, in the MENA
region.
In this sense, in relation to how the narratives of these revolutions speak to European
modernity, and to the possibility/need to look at contemporary revolutions while they are
happening, it is interesting to read, today, the observations that Foucault made at the time of
the Iranian Revolution. Foucault became notoriously fascinated with the 1978-79 Anti-Shah
Revolution, stating that the “political spirituality” that animated the people in revolt was the
only means to a radical change in their existence: “a spiritual experience that they thought
they could find within Shi’ite Islam” (Foucault 2005, 255). As Navid Pourmokhtari observes in
his interesting proposition of the necessity for a Foucauldian approach to the uprisings in the
MENA region,
far from constituting some kind of ‘irrational resurgence’ of a peculiar and/or regressive type, which
Foucault is at great pains to clarify, [this ‘political spirituality’] is a function and at the same time a byproduct of Iran’s history, and by implication, that of the Pahlavi ‘governmentalizing regime’. (2017,
202)

Pourmokhtari underlines that for Foucault the idea that the revolutionaries in Iran were
looking to Islam for a change in their subjectivity implied that “there was something other
than the desire to obey the law more faithfully [rather, it was] the desire to renew their entire
existence,” (Foucault 2005, 255): to reject, in short, the Shah’s design of “archaic modernization.” Foucault suggested that what was happening in Iran was a “revolt of subjectivity,”
“that cannot be explained solely in economic terms,” as in European revolutionary ideology
(McCall 2013, 29 in Pourmokhtari 2017, 203), thus deviating from the universalizing project
of development and progress embedded in the dominant narratives of “modern” revolutions.
As Pourmokhtari notes, in his analysis of the 1979 revolution and the emphasis on ‘political
spirituality’, Foucault aims to indicate that “modernity [constitutes a set of] multiple practices”
(McCall 2013, 28 in Pourmokhtari 2017). In this sense, crucially, “it is also tied to, and must
be understood in relation to, trajectories of people outside Europe.” (Pourmokhtari 2017, 203204)
Also looking at Foucault’s approach to the 1979 Iranian Revolution in relation to the
possible readings of the Arab uprisings, scholar Anthony Alessandrini, observes that
[t]o attend to the coming of particular kinds of subjectivity into history is not to advocate for those
particular forms of subjectivity. But it is to insist that a full respect for the singularity of such moments
demands new forms of thinking. [...] [R]evolutions change things, and among the things that they
change, or should change, are the categories through which we view such changes. (2014, n.p.)

The challenge of endeavouring to “read” revolutionary events as they take place, Alessandrini underlines, is shared by Foucault and Frantz Fanon, within their respective contexts
and times, in “an attempt to write what Foucault famously called ‘the history of the present’
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without relying upon already-existing categories to define the new events unfolding before
them” (2014, n.p.).
For Fanon, the revolutionary community would be able (or forced?) to come together
under the common oppression of colonization. It is interesting, in this specific context, to note
that indeed Fanon was concerned with ‘the revolutionary moment’, in the sense that,
foreseeing (mistakenly, we now know) the oncoming African Revolution, of which the Algerian Revolution was just the beginning, he read, and experienced, the Algerian liberation as a
template, possibly, or the unleashing in any case, of the making of ‘new’ revolutionary
subjects. In this sense – and the parallel with the MENA region uprisings of the past years is
here particularly interesting – revolutions would shift the focus dramatically from European
political and cultural power to the dispossessed of the Third World. In The Wretched of the
Earth, in particular, Fanon addresses the issue of the location of revolutionary change and
the shift that he saw as taking place in the mid-twentieth century. As Homi Bhabha observes
in his 2004 foreword to The Wretched of the Earth, though Fanon’s use of a universalizing
notion of ‘the Third World’ has been widely and rightly criticized, there is also the idea of a
project, a construction of ‘the new’ embedded in his vision:
[T]he coming into being of the Third World is also a project of futurity conditional upon being freed
from the “univocal choice” presented by the cold war. Fanon’s invocation of a new humanism – “Let us
endeavour to invent a man in full, something which Europe has been incapable of achieving” (Fanon
1964, 236) – is certainly grounded in a universalist ontology that informs both its attitude to human
consciousness and social reality. The historical agency of the discourse of Third Worldism, however,
with its critical, political stance against the imposed univocal choice of “capitalism vs. socialism,”
makes it less universalist in temper and more strategic, activist, and aspirational in character. (2004,
xvii; emphasis in the text)

The “aspirational character” that Bhabha underlines points to a revolutionary project,
unmistakably both political and cultural, that would “[invent] something which Europe has
been incapable of achieving”; the shift in location, in other words, is embedded in Fanon’s
revolutionary vision, famously marked by a decolonization not only of organizations and
institutions, but also of minds. In his concluding exhortations in The Wretched of the Earth,
Fanon unequivocally invokes the need for new subjectivities:
Come, comrades, the European game is finally over, we must look for something else. We can do
anything today provided we do not ape Europe, provided we are not obsessed with catching up with
Europe. (2004, 236)

Clearly, Fanon writes in a specific historical moment, but, again, it is useful, as with
Foucault, to note the urgency claimed in ‘decolonizing’ the idea and practice of revolution
itself. Returning to the idea of the 2010-12 MENA revolts as not ‘encased’ in the univocality
of European discourse, Iain Chambers observes:
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[W]hat occurred in Egypt and elsewhere in the Middle East cannot be divorced from the global
relations of power that have consistently sought to define and displace popular revolt and social
change.
In fact, the Arab word for revolution – Al-Thawra – does not follow the trajectory of failed liberal
ideas, but is deeply entrenched in the semantic field of anti-colonial struggle. The idea that there can
be an Islamic radicalism, breaking with the revolutionary model of a Western order and leading in all
sorts of directions (just as the slave revolt in Haiti necessarily uncoupled itself from Paris 1789 in order
to deepen its revolutionary imperative) is perhaps something that the West is not willing to
comprehend. (2017, 65)

Resonating in this sense is also the above-quoted study of the revolts in the Middle
East and North Africa as processes of “transformation” and not “transition”: in a very useful
contribution to the debate on the political dynamics at play in the Arab uprisings published as
an issue of Mediterranean Politics in 2016, the editors and authors contend that it is far more
useful, in this case, to speak in terms of “transformation” rather than “transition.” As Steven
Heydemann notes,
[t]he distinction between these terms is important. The term transformation captures the notion of
systemic change yet without implying directionality or some form of democratic teleology. It emphasizes the fluidity and unpredictability of transformational settings [...]. Like much of the early transitions
literature, it provides considerable scope for contingency and agency. (2016, 195)

The context of Heydemann’s observations and the debate he taps into fall more strictly
into a political science analysis, focusing on what actors and what factors should be taken as
effecting the radical change (or subsequently failing to). However, it is interesting to note
that, by shifting the focus to the idea of “transformation” rather than “transition,” the discussion opens up to elements such as “the various actors’ identities – including sectarian, tribal,
class, urban-rural and geographic – and how these intersect with and complicate efforts to
establish stable, legitimate forms of government,” as well as on “the resources that actors
can mobilize as they struggle to advance their interests, including material, institutional,
symbolic, coercive, reputational and relational resources” (Heydemann 2016, 195).
The anchorage to “contingency and agency” (Heydemann 2016, 195), or the localities
of revolutions, can also be read in the Foucauldian perspective of spatial politics, again following Pourmokhtari, in his reasoning that “spatial solidarity” arises in communities that
share a space of specific governance, especially in the case of oppressive regimes, in which
“open political channels simply do not exist” (Pourmokhtari 2017, 205) and public spaces
very often become loci for transformation. Looking at the events in Egypt, but also at the
2013 uprisings in Turkey, or the 2009 Green Movement in Iran, it appears indeed fundamental to note that the taking over of “public” (disciplined) spaces by the masses challenges that
very notion of “public,” through the “political” dimension of subversion. In other words,
[public spaces] have been turned into spaces of resistance and sites of political contestation and
social negation of the status quo. Thus, it is hardly surprising that Iran’s Azadi Square (2009), Egypt’s
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Tahrir Square (2011-2012) and Turkey’s Taksim Square (2013) should emerge as chief signifiers for
mass discontent during the recent spate of uprisings in which each figured prominently. (Pourmokhtari
2017, 185)

‘Spatial politics’ is yet a further set of meanings to think about the 2010-2012 uprisings, but it,
too, speaks of the specificity of the spatial constructions at play in mass revolts, of the
symbolic charge held by spaces and places, but also of their materiality and of the way the
bodies inhabiting specific spaces transform/perform the political meaning of such spaces.
In short, we could say that the community that ‘made’ Tahrir Square in the 18 days of
the revolution produced counter-practices inside a new, powerfully transformative locality.11
Or, that it performed a revolutionary spatial politics. The imagination, even the utopia if you
will, of change bears its own possibility within specific sites of narrative.
This is where this article returns to, by way of conclusion, and in a circular movement:
to the very circularity of the square itself, to Tahrir. A short film – that is also a visual poem –
was produced in the months following the days of Tahrir by Eskenderella, an Egyptian band
that accompanied the Revolution, playing at demonstrations and sit-ins.12 In the film, various
artists recite verses by poet Ahmed Haddad. 13 The film is titled Hikayat al-Thawrah [The
Story of the Revolution], and starts, sadly, politically and emotionally, with a young man who
“has gone to Tahrir, but has not yet returned.” 14
Notes
1

The journalistic definition of “Jasmine Revolution” was contested in Tunisia, especially because the
same term had been used in 1987 by Ben Ali to refer to his own takeover. An interesting comment on
the issue comes, among others, from writer Issandr El Amrani: https://arabist.net/blog/2011/1/17/whyyou-shouldnt-call-it-the-jasmine-revolution.html (accessed June, 9 2017).
2
More often spelled, as elsewhere in this article, “mustamirra.”
3
A wide and articulated overview of Arabic hip hop and rap music during and after the Arab uprisings
can be found at http://revolutionaryarabrap.blogspot.it/ (accessed June, 9 2017).
4
Ahdaf Soueif is an Egyptian writer who lives in London and Cairo. She has published two novels, In
the Eye of the Sun (Bloomsbury, 1992) and The Map of Love (Bloomsbury, 1999), as well as collections of short stories and essays, and regularly writes for various newspapers in English and Arabic;
she is the founder of the Palestine Festival of Literature (PalFest), which takes place annually since
2008 in cities across the West Bank and Gaza. In 2014, Soueif published an updated edition of Cairo,
My City in the US, with the title Cairo: Memoir of a City Transformed (Pantheon), adding a new section
on the events between October 2011 and May 2012. This article refers exclusively to the UK edition
Cairo. My City, Our Revolution (Bloomsbury, 2012).
5
Mona Prince is an Egyptian writer, academic and activist. She provokingly decided to run for the first
democratic elections in Egypt in 2012. She has published a number of short stories and the novel Inni
Uhaddithuka li-Tara in 2008, published in English as So You May See (AUC Press, 2011).
6
I am thankful to Paul Gilroy for a brief but illuminating conversation on this issue.
7
A darker perspective on the 2011 Revolution, its declared failure, and the youth who gave their life
for it, is offered by the 2017 debut novel by Omar Hamilton (incidentally, or perhaps not really so,
Ahdaf Souef’s son), The City Always Wins (Farrar, Straus and Giroux).
8
I have developed part of the analysis on the narratives of the “days of Tahrir,” in Italian, in Cariello
2017.
9
Jehane Noujaim was born in Egypt in 1974; she has directed a number of documentary films, among
which Startup.com (2001), Control Room (2004), Rafea (2012); see www.noujaimfilms.com and
www.thesquarefilm.com.
10
The Mugamma is the enormous State Administration building erected in Tahrir Square in the 1940s.
11
For a reflection on counter-discourses as counter-publics see Lazzarich 2015.
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12

Eskenderella is an Egyptian band founded in 2000 by Hazem Shahine with the aim of reviving the
songs of Sheikh Imam and Sayed Darwish. The band’s repertoire includes music to lyrics by a number
of Egyptian poets from different generations. Many songs were written by the band in Tahrir Square,
during the uprisings.
13
Ahmed Haddad has published five poetry collections, directed seven short movies, and is also
known as an actor. He is the grandson of renowned Egyptian vernacular poet Fouad Haddad (19271885) and son of Amin Haddad, also a well-known colloquial poet.
14
The film is available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GcwQYb_BJ0E.
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ABSTRACT
Today, the question of human rights is powerfully and newly set by the ‘percolating’ global southern
diaspora (mass migration), through new forms of intellectual and artistic engagement (spoken poetry,
videos, music, graffiti, etc.) helped by digital media (mass mediation). These forms appeal less to the
Kantian motto “dare to know” (sapere aude!) than to “dare to feel!” This article tries to demythify the
main glorious moments of the Human Rights march as recorded by Western historiography and
proposes an alternative decolonial genealogy and perspective, contextualising it within the framework
of Modernity/Coloniality. Above all, having considered the ‘irrational’ outputs of rationality as the reliable
agent on which to found a respectful attitude towards the other, it encourages, through Richard Rorty’s
anti-Kantian proposal, a different ground on which to pose the question of Human Rights: sympathy
rather than reason. The question of Palestine is the very irrational case in point. Rafeef Ziadah’s spoken
poetry, from its diasporic and mediatic dimension, may help to elucidate the proposal.

Rights theories
Traditional Human Rights theory is usually placed either in the background of European history
or in the background of universal values.
According to the first epistemological stance, modern history has its beginning and
meaning in Europe, while the events occurring outside are minor episodes or simply not part
of history: the history of the West and the non-history of the Rest. This Eurocentric version is
based on two principal founding myths: first, the idea of human civilisation departing from a
state of nature and culminating in Europe (Hegel);1 second, the idea of world peoples as
hierarchically arranged by the nature of races (Renan)2 and not by the history of power. It is
exactly this history that has pushed those in hegemonic positions, like the Europeans, to take
their continent as “a promontory, an advance – the avant-garde of geography and history” and,
in such a position, to think they can make advances on the other: “to induce, seduce, produce,
and conduce, to spread out, to cultivate, to love or to violate, to love to violate, to colonize, and
to colonize itself” (Derrida 1992, 49). It is exactly this hegemonic history that has pushed
“subjects that are socially located in the oppressed side of the colonial difference, to think
epistemically like the ones on the dominant positions” (Grossfoguel 2007, 213).
This being said, two more assumptions follow. First, the South is less a fixed geoISSN 2531-4130
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graphical location than “a mobile placeholder” (Chambers 2017, 28) 3 in the oppressed side of
colonial difference (Chatterjee 1993; Mignolo 2007), which can be found both in the South and
in the North. Secondly, epistemically speaking, “we are where we think” (Mignolo 2011, 83).
Therefore, if the South wants to consider the world from its geo-social location, and not from
the North’s epistemic one, it should turn upside down the imago mundi inaugurated with the
Renaissance (the North-West sitting on the South-East) and see the planet from its (subaltern)
position. The same, of course, can be said about human rights. In Western historiography, it
is commonly held that the glorious moments of the human rights march stretch from the Magna
Carta (13th century) to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948) after the Holocaust,
passing through the three main disruptions of the Glorious Revolution (Bill of Rights, 1689),
the American Revolution (Declaration of Independence, 1776) and the French Revolution
(Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen, 1789).4
In reality, according to an Afrocentric perspective, which contradicts the Hegelian narrative of Africa as a continent without History, the Africans invented human rights. We are
referring to the “Kurukan Fuga Charter”5 or what has become the written version of an oral
‘constitution’ proclaimed by Sunjata Keita, the founding sovereign of the Empire of Mali in West
Africa, at the beginning of the 13 th century. It is a ‘document’ probably existing prior to the
Magna Carta and some of its ‘articles’ regarded ‘human rights’ inasmuch as they inhibited the
maltreatment of foreigners or slaves. This is not seeking African equivalents of European
achievements, as far as human rights are concerned, in a sort of “mimetic rivalry” (Amselle
2013, 89). It is to resist the mapping of the world according to a colonial Eurocentric logic. It is
to reappraise the history arriving from ‘there’, from non-European territories invariably considered non-modern, non-developed, outside of history.6 It is, ultimately, to undo the securities
coming from ‘here’, from the West and its continuing appropriation of the Rest.
As to the second epistemological perspective, Human Rights theory is kept separate
from the geo-historical space in which it has been constructed: it is presented not as the best
theory but as ‘the’ theory of rights as such, i.e., as the ‘universal’ conception of rights. This
move hides the locus of enunciation and avoids any reference to the background from which
it has emerged. It is the so-called “hubris of the zero point” (Castro-Gómez 2007, 433): an
epistemology through which the West has got not the best position, but a god-like position in
looking at the world.
Descartes’ philosophy (“I think, therefore I am”) required the awareness of rational
thinking as the precondition of one’s existence, but neglected the geo-social origins of thought.
In this way, God’s point of observation was secularized and metaphors of universal concepts
were spread by a transcendental philosophy of consciousness. As a matter of fact, Ramón
Grosfoguel insinuates: “behind the door of Kant’s transcendental subject hides a White Man”
(2009, 90). And Aníbal Quijano, while speculating on the long Western tradition of universalism, asks: “How can one seriously claim to be a universalist if one is ethnocentrically unaware
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of the ideas and values of other belief systems and traditions?” (2007, 177). In other words,
the concealed bond of the supposed ‘universality’ to a particular location of culture is to be laid
bare, in order to undermine the legitimacy of false universal declarations. If not, historiography
will tell the same old story, going
from the 16th century characterization of “people without writing” to the 18th and 19th-century characterization of “people without history”, to the 20th-century characterization of “people without development”
and more recently, to the early 21st-century of “people without democracy”. (Grosfoguel 2007, 214)

The right things
As José-Manuel Barreto (2012) reminds us, Western Human Rights theories are to be both
‘provincialised’ and ‘deparochialised’. Provincialisation means demystifying their pretence to
be contrived by ‘peoples endowed with everything’ and, in such a universal completeness,
having the power to impose the never-ending choice: “do the right thing or I shoot you” – an
aut aut historically translated by Grosfoguel in this compelling way:
During the last 510 years of the “Capitalist/Patriarchal Western-centric/Christian-centric Modern/Colonial World-System” we went from the 16th Century “christianize or I shoot you,” to the 19th Century
“civilize or I shoot you,” to 20th Century “develop or I shoot you,” to the late 20th Century “neoliberalize
or I shoot you,” and to the early 21st century “democratize or I shoot you.” No respect and no recognition
for Indigenous, African, Islamic or other non-European forms of democracy. (2011, n.p.)

Secondly, in order to re-write a geography and a history of human rights as truly
‘universal’ or global, Western Human Rights concepts have to be ‘deparochialised’ by recontextualising them within the framework of the modern/colonial world. As a consequence,
the crisis of Human Rights did not primarily emerge with the Holocaust. Famously, Aimé
Césaire reminded the Europeans or
the very distinguished, very humanistic, very Christian bourgeois of the twentieth century[:] […] what he
cannot forgive Hitler for is not the crime in itself, the crime against man, it is not the humiliation of man
as such, it is the crime against the white man, the humiliation of the white man, and the fact that he
applied to Europe colonialist procedures which until then had been reserved exclusively for the Arabs
of Algeria, the “coolies” of India, and the “niggers” of Africa. (2000, 36)

The Holocaust, as a consequence, was a boomerang effect of a terrific and wider practise that
had begun much earlier, with the conquest of America. Nazism was nothing but a continuation
of European colonialism within European territories. No wonder then if, as Paul Gilroy notes,
on Human Rights issues a relative silence characterised the lapse of time between late 18 th
century and early 20th century, the period of major expansion of European colonialism. The
debate was then resumed by figures like G.H. Wells at the start of World War II, 7 which
eventually led to the Universal Declaration of 1948. Hence, a different genealogy for Human
Rights is needed. Gilroy puts it forcefully and contrapuntally:
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It should begin with the history of conquest and expansion, and must be able to encompass the debates
about how colonies and slave plantations were to be administered. At its most basic, this agonistic,
cosmopolitan enterprise must incorporate the contending voices of Bartolomé de las Casas and Juan
Ginés de Sepúlveda. It should be able to analyse the contrapuntality of Hobbes’s Leviathan with
England’s Navigation Acts and illuminate the relationship between Locke’s insightful advocacy on behalf
of an emergent bourgeoisie and his commitment to the improvers’ doctrine of the vacuum domicilium.
(2010, 57)

To put it in decolonial terms, only if we place the discourse on Human Rights within the
frame of modernity/coloniality, that is to say, within the frame of coloniality as the invisible and
constitutive side of modernity, do we realise that the human rights of the other are totally
absent. They are absent because the modern/colonial paradigm “made it possible to omit
every reference to any other ‘subject’ outside the European context, i.e., to make invisible the
colonial order as totality, at the same moment as the very idea of Europe was establishing
itself precisely in relation to the rest of the world being colonised” (Quijano 2007, 173). The
colonised other was invisible even when he fought to claim the same rights the metropolitan
‘enlightened’ coloniser claimed for himself, as happened with the Black Jacobins in the
Republic of Haiti, which Napoleon tried to suffocate, unsuccessfully.
Finally, we have to demythify Western Human Rights history and theory and replace
them with a counter-narrative that encompasses the historical anti-colonial pursuit of liberation
from imperial domination and the contemporary decolonial struggles of Indigenous Peoples for
their survival as free subjects and for the survival of their historical and natural context (from
the Zapatista liberation movement and the enduring Palestinian struggle). The activism of
Mahatma Gandhi, the fracture of Marxism in its encounter with the colonial world (Aimé
Césaire and Frantz Fanon), the border thinking of Gloria Anzaldúa, and the indigenous
women’s movement of Rigoberta Menchú may support, among others, the epistemic
decolonial shift, in order to “delink” (Mignolo 2007) southern epistemology from the colonial
matrix that has governed conventional Human Rights theory since the 16th century.
The rational way to rights
Although fifty states somehow participated in the writing of the drafts of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights issued in 1948, this document was the output of a restricted panel
of hegemonic Western powers – essentially the United States, Great Britain, and France.
Article 1 of the Universal Declaration is quite telling in this regard. It reads:
All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and
conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood. (my emphasis)

Although the phrase “human beings” is inclusive and large enough to hold each single
featherless biped living on earth, it is marred by the fact that s/he should be endowed with
‘reason’. This reveals the Platonic-Kantian genealogy of the notion of the human being based
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on Western foundational philosophy, which deems reason superior or ‘stronger’ than sentiment. In this respect, neo-pragmatic philosopher Richard Rorty contrasts Hume and Kant. If,
in Kant, morality is a question of obedience to universal rules of pure reason, in Hume the
grounds of morality do not rest on rational faculties but on sentimental ones. Moreover, Rorty,
who tries to develop his view of Human Rights on a practical ethos, claims that constructing
morality on reason is a good means for secularizing the Christian principle of brotherhood, but
outside the circle of post-Enlightenment European culture, the circle of relatively safe and secure people
who have been manipulating one another’s sentiments for two hundred years, most people are simply
unable to understand why membership in a biological species is supposed to suffice for membership in
a moral community. (1998, 178)

In short, Rorty’s philosophical arguments try to go beyond the limits of Western mainstream
metaphysical speculation and meet the decolonial thinking’s ones. To Grosfoguel, any discussion on Human Rights today, above all in times of continuing Palestinian massacre in Gaza
Strip, should admit at least three postulates:
1st Postulate: Human Rights in the mid 20th century is a continuation of the Western Global/Colonial
designs of Rights of People in the 16th century and Rights of Man in the 18th century.
2nd Postulate: The notion of “human dignity” in the first article of the UN Declaration of Human Rights
is a Western-centric notion that privileges the individual over community-based definitions.
3rd Postulate: Human Rights rhetoric was always applied against enemies of the Western Imperialist
United Front and overlooked when dealing with friendly regimes. (2009, 89-90)

While the first two postulates have to do with the provincialising and the deparochialising
of Western human rights, the third one has to do exactly with the scandalous limits of a theory
grounded on the Kantian project of the transcendental rational subject. With reference to
Yugoslavian slaughters in the 1990s, Rorty argues that although Serbians murderers are
endowed with “reason and conscience,” as the Universal Declaration proclaims, they
do not think of themselves as violating human rights. For they are not doing these things to fellow human
beings, but to Muslims. They are not being inhuman, but rather are discriminating between true humans
and pseudo-humans. They are making the same sort of distinction the Crusaders made between
humans and infidel dogs, and Black Muslims make between humans and blue-eyed devils. The founder
of my university [President Thomas Jefferson] was able both to own slaves and to think it self-evident
that all men were endowed by their creator with certain inalienable rights. This was because he had
convinced himself that the consciousness of blacks, like that of animals, “participates more of sensation
than of reflection”. Like the Serbs, Mr. Jefferson did not think of himself as violating human rights. (1998,
167)

On the contrary, limiting the case to Serbs, they thought they were acting rationally and
their cleansing was done in the interests of true human beings like themselves and not of
pseudo-human beings like the Muslims. The ways to bring about distress to our fellow human
beings goes beyond the scope of human reason or, perhaps, it falls exactly within its dialectic,
as Horkheimer and Adorno (2007) would have it, when reason becomes instrumental.
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As a result, if the doctrine and practice of Human Rights is not applied globally but only
to a part of humanity, as Grosfoguel reminds us, it follows that rationality is not enough to
guarantee rights to everyone but only to our ‘friends’. Moreover, Rorty suggests that it is not a
good idea to encourage people
to label “irrational” the intolerant people they have trouble tolerating. For that Platonic-Kantian epithet
suggests that […] we good people know something these bad people do not know and that it is probably
their own silly fault that they do not know it. All they had to do, after all, was to think a little harder, be a
little more self-conscious, a little more rational. (1998, 179-80)

Finally, all they have to do is be a little more “like us” in the West. But, who are we? We
are those ‘fundamentalist’ creatures believing that the idea of reason lies only in the West while
non-reason lies only in the Rest. This sort of epistemic racism is as old as the colonial matrix
of power, according to which non-Western epistemologies and cosmologies are inferior forms
of knowledge (Mignolo 2007) and Western epistemology the only source to define human
rights and the related concepts of civilization, democracy, citizenship, etc.
Not surprisingly, the humanist Renan was convinced that Semites (Arabs and Jews
alike) were anti-philosophic and anti-scientific in their nature. Even more surprising, thanks to
the whitening process in Western metropolitan centres, the Jews have been assimilated as
“whites”, and as a result modern, developed and capable of founding a democratic westernised
state right in the middle of an irrational, backward, underdeveloped region (Said 1992). So we
are told by mainstream media that Israel is the only democracy in the Middle East. A
democracy, though, that does not respect the democracy of the other.8 The Israeli conduct is
justified under the name of the fight against Islamic terror or fundamentalism. This is another
example of how a Human Rights rhetoric centred on rationality may give birth to irrational
outcomes, as it does not consider those regarded as ‘irrational’ worthy of being respected.
The sentimental-mediatic way to rights
Can there be anything more irrational than this? A people who suffered mass genocide,
because of their Semitic belonging, is now carrying out another kind of genocide towards
another Semitic people, accusing them of being a threat to the Jews’ existence. Rationality,
then, does not seem a reliable agent on which to found a respectful attitude towards the other.
Therefore, Rorty advocates sympathy rather than reason:
By “sympathy” I mean the sort of reactions Athenians had more of after seeing Aeschylus’s The Persians
than before, the sort that whites in the United States had more of after reading Uncle Tom’s Cabin than
before, the sort we have more of after watching television programs about the genocide in Bosnia.
(1998, 180)

In short, the proposal is for a moral culture inspired by a marginal stream of modern
ethics, namely the theory of moral sentiments. This cultural form appeals less to the Kantian
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motto “dare to know!” than to the motto “dare to feel!” of the Age of Sensibility, dominant at the
end of the 18th century. That sensibility was nurtured through sympathetic imagination.9 To
Rorty, the best answer to the question “Why should I care about a stranger?” is “The sort of
long, sad, sentimental story that begins, ‘Because this is what it is like to be in her situation –
to be far from home, among strangers…’” (1998, 185). Barreto talks of “the sensibilisation of
the epoch by its poeticisation” through stories that, further to strengthening the capacity to
sympathise with those who suffer, contribute to form an impulse to act, transforming this
sentiment into effective human or political solidarity (2011, 111). These stories may belong to
literary genres but also to any art that relies on stories that help the moral subject turn into a
warm and sympathetic human being.
The question of human rights is powerfully and newly set by what in the call for this paper
has been referred to as the “percolating South,” that is to say, by the global southern diaspora
(mass migration), through new forms of popular artistic engagement – like spoken poetry,
video and graphic arts, music performances, etc. – helped by the use of digital media (mass
mediation). Such is the case of hip hop activist singers, independent film makers, spoken word
artists in the context of the Palestinian diaspora or the Israeli apartheid regime. Human rights,
diasporic processes, and the issue of the nation-state are deeply related. Giorgio Agamben
exposes the ambiguity of the so-called sacred and inalienable rights of man (already implicit
in the very title of the French Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen of 1789) in the
nation-state system, where you have rights if you are a citizen. As a result, refugees, according
to Agamben, represent a disquieting element in the order of the modern nation-state, “above
all because by breaking the continuity between man and citizen, nativity and nationality, they
put the originary fiction of modern sovereignty in crisis” (1998, 131). It goes without saying,
then, that the question of the “bare life” of the Palestinians is, in the first place, connected to
the protection of a state, which is lacking because of Israeli settler colonialism. In the second
place, as Arjun Appadurai has also noted, the nation-state is entering a crisis (although recent
political events on both sides of the Atlantic seem to point to a different direction) and “a
postnational imaginary must be around us already” (1996, 21). Particularly, his general
argument is that there is a link to be found between the work of the imagination and the
emergence of a postnational political world:
As mass mediation becomes increasingly dominated by electronic media (and thus delinked from the
capacity to read and write), and as such media increasingly link producers and audiences across
national boundaries, and as these audiences themselves start new conversations between those who
move and those who stay, we find a growing number of diasporic public spheres. (Appadurai 1996, 2122)

The terms “popular” or “mass” culture are complex per se, but even more so in the global
southern context, where they are mostly associated with Western culture, especially if connected with the use of the new media. For example, there is a controversy over ‘tradition’
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versus ‘modernity’ in the Middle Eastern and North African context that goes hand in hand with
the debate on the history of colonialism. As Walid El Hamamsy and Mounira Soliman point
out, popular culture “becomes suspect in the eyes of many as an ‘alien’ form of cultural
production that does not suit Middle Eastern and North African tastes, values, or ‘traditions’”
(2013, 1-2). Nevertheless, dichotomies like “elite/popular” culture are common to both the West
and the South and we know, after Stuart Hall (1998), that popular culture is the arena both of
consent and of dissent, both in the West and in the non-West.
Southern diasporic mediations: Rafeef Ziadah
As to Palestine and its related diaspora, in the last decade ‘the people’ has raised its voice of
dissent and resistance. Hiphop singers (like Omar Offendum, Shadia Mansour, DAM, the first
Palestinian hip hop crew), film makers (like Amer Shomali and his award-winning animated
documentary The Wanted 18, Sharif Waked and his seven-minute video Chic point), spoken
word artists (like Rafeef Ziadah) are some instances of such creative resistance, which cross
the borders between mass culture and traditional culture, between Western and Middle
Eastern culture. Let us now focus on the case of Rafeef Ziadah.
She is a third-generation Palestinian refugee, born in Beirut, brought up in Canada and
now living in London. As a spoken word poet and human rights activist, Rafeef Ziadah belongs
to one of the “diasporic public spheres” that Appadurai speaks about. And as a public intellectual, she has participated in the late debate about Israel as a settler colony:
Understanding Israel as a settler colonial state […] helps us to move beyond the Oslo narrative of conflict
resolution and dialogue between two equal sides to a serious analysis of the Zionist project in Palestine.
That project is rooted in dispossession, and maintained through a sophisticated matrix of apartheid
policies against Palestinians everywhere, not just in the territories occupied in 1967. (Bhandar and
Ziadah 2016)

For this reason, she stresses the commonalities and the distinctions of anti-colonial resistance
the Dakota and Palestinians pose, likewise, as indigenous in settler societies.
She has released two CDs: Hadeel in 2009 and We Teach Life in 2015. As an active
member of BDS (the “Boycotts, Divestment and Sanctions” movement), Ziadah’s primary
purpose is, as she states, “to seek equality and justice against racism and extreme Zionist
ideologies” (quoted in Farooq 2012). She does it through political activism and poetry. The
Canadian-Palestinian performer clarifies in an interview that it is difficult to separate the politics
from poetry because they are deep-rooted in her entire history: “being born into a war and
invasion in Lebanon, growing up undocumented as a Palestinian refugee, seeing the first
intifada, the second intifada, the current popular uprising that’s going on the ground – [the
combination politics/poetry] speaks to me” (Barrows-Friedman 2015). Therefore, her spoken
poetry bridges art and politics. In another video-interview, she states that what she loves “about
spoken word is that it is oppositional in its form and its content [… and] hopefully can bridge
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that gap between the political and the artistic, between culture and politics” (Ziadah 2015).
Despite its undeniable hard matter, reality is often reduced to a textual battle of
competing representations. Rationality, we have said, cannot prevent irrational actions, just
like Mr Jefferson, who, though he rationally thought the blacks were endowed with some
inalienable rights, could not help violating those rights. However, it can be claimed that while
historical interpretations of the massacres in Sabra and Shatila (1982) or in Jenin (2002)
refugee camps may be open to some debate, it would be difficult to deny that a personal
experience has not been lived. In brief, there is “a poetic truth that the act of utterance” may
convey through living words, rhythm, body language, ultimately, through “an ethic of aurality”
(Rooney and Sakr 2013, 211), in our case, an ethic of “listening” to human sufferings.
Ziadah’s spoken poetry is a pure example of the sensibilisation/poeticisation of an age.
“Shades of Anger” is the second track of her 2009 debut CD Hadeel and was successfully
performed in London in 2011. It went viral up to 293,572 YouTube visualisations as of May 23,
2017.10 The backstory was told by the poet herself before the performance:
I wrote this poem when we were doing a direct action at my university […] a Zionist came by... as I was
lying on the ground this guy came and kicked me right in the gut really hard and said “You deserve to
be raped before you have your terrorist children.” At that time, I said nothing but then I wrote this poem
for this young gentleman. (Ziadah 2011)

The poet starts by asking for permission to speak first in her mother tongue, then in
English, before her language is occupied, too. Afterwards, calling herself “an Arab woman of
colour,” exactly situating her subject’s position as far as race and gender are concerned, she
goes on with a breathless rhythm:
Allow me to speak my mother tongue
before they colonise her memory as well
I am an Arab woman of colour
and we come in all shades of anger
All my grandfather ever wanted to do
was wake up at dawn and watch my grandmother kneel and pray
in a village hidden between Jaffa and Haifa
my mother was born under an olive tree
on a soil, they say, is no longer mine
but I will cross their barriers, their check points
their damn apartheid walls and return to my homeland
I am an Arab woman of colour and we come in all shades of anger
And did you hear my sister screaming yesterday
as she gave birth at a check point
with Israeli soldiers looking between her legs
for their next demographic threat
called her baby girl “Janeen”
And did you hear Amni Mona screaming
behind their prison bars as they teargassed her cell
“We’re returning to Palestine!”
I am an Arab woman of colour and we come in all shades of anger
But you tell me, this womb inside me
will only bring you your next terrorist
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beard wearing, gun waving, towelhead, sand nigger
You tell me, I send my children out to die
but those are your copters, your F16’s in our sky
And let’s talk about this terrorism business for a second
Wasn’t it the CIA that killed Allende and Lumumba
and who trained Osama in the first place
My grandparents didn’t run around like clowns
with the white capes and the white hoods on their heads lynching black people
I am an Arab woman of colour and we come in all shades of anger
“So who is that brown woman screaming in the demonstration?”
Sorry, should I not scream?
I forgot to be your every orientalist dream
Jinnee in a bottle, belly dancer, harem girl, soft spoken Arab woman
Yes master, no master
Thank you for the peanut butter sandwiches
raining down on us from your F16’s, master
Yes, my liberators are here to kill my children
and call them “collateral damage”
I am an Arab woman of colour and we come in all shades of anger
So, let me just tell you this womb inside of me
will only bring you your next rebel
She will have a rock in one hand and a Palestinian flag in the other
I am an Arab woman of colour
Beware! Beware my anger.

The poem ends echoing the final lines in Bitaqit Hawia (Identity Card) by the Palestinian national poet Mahmoud Darwish:
Beware…
Beware...
Of my hunger
And my anger! (quoted in Said 1992, 156)

This time, though, the words are spoken live and blend the learned written literary canon with
the oral folk tradition practiced in the Arab regions. Now the words are scattered from the stage
over the audience, who cannot help participating with thrilled applause and cheers. Thus, the
feeling aroused is turned into potential human or political solidarity.
The audience reaction to the delivery of the poem, one of delighted cheers and whoops, could arguably
be translated as ‘Yes! You’ve done it! You’ve put into words what they are trying to silence!’ And, in turn,
with this audience response, what the camera captures is Ziadah’s facial expression of joy at the
success of her performance. But in fact the success of the performance is that it is not just a performance: it succeeds precisely because it comes across as for real, meaning as a genuine, heartfelt
response. (Rooney and Sakr 2013, 212; my emphasis)

Though this comment was for another powerful performance (“We teach life, sir”: almost
one million YouTube visualisations as of May 26, 2017), this is exactly what happens in every
single Ziadah’s ‘delivery’, as the critics specify, in its auratic present tense dimension. She
dares to feel and dares to make the audience feel! She makes the audience feel what she
feels. But more: all the grief of an oppressed people has been felt by the 293,572 more viewers,
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seeing and listening to the poet online afterwards. While losing its present tense live dimension, the video mechanically reproduces and spreads in viral ways the feeling she lives as “an
Arab woman of colour,” dispossessed of her human right to a homeland, because of a late
settler-colonialist project transcended into the 21 st century.
Southern ‘postcolonial’ mediations: Amer Shomali
Another way to ‘sensibilise’ the age about human rights is provoking smile or laughter through
the use of irony. This is what the Palestinian multidisciplinary artist Amer Shomali tries to
achieve through his posters, drawings, paintings, cartoons, and films. Born in Kuwait, forced
to live in a Syrian refugee camp, after his studies in animation design in the UK, Shomali moved
to Ramallah (Palestine), where he is currently based. As we can read on his website, he wants
to contribute to the collective consciousness by reproducing “history and heritage while being
critical of the present; doing so with an emphasis on the aesthetics of the artwork and its ability
to be contemporary.”11 He also believes “that a nation that can’t make fun of its own wounds
will never be able to heal them” (Fox 2015).12
That is why in 2014 he co-directed an award-winning animated documentary called The
Wanted 18, humorously telling the Palestinians’ struggle for justice and autonomy through the
eyes of four cows. The Wanted 18 is a true story about four cows bought from an Israeli kibbutz
by some Palestinians who tried to boycott Israeli products and independently provide milk to
their community, earning, thus, the title of ‘lactivists’. As a result, after being officially declared
“dangerous for the security of the state of Israel,” the cows played an unexpected role in the
First Intifada in the late 1980s. Of course, as Shomali made clear in an interview, “it was a bit
dangerous to have a mother telling a story about her kid dying in a demonstration next to some
animation of farting cows, but we needed this mix of sadness and comedy.”13 It was a risk he
had to take if he wanted to attract attention to Palestinian scars, and open wounds, in a new
way.
Shomali also tries to ‘poeticise’ the historical question of Palestine through the postmodern and ‘postcolonial’ (if the word may be uttered sine glossa in an apartheid-regime colony)
appropriation of canonical art. In 1995, in a gesture of hope in the post-Oslo Accords period,
David Tartakover, an Israeli artist known for his opposition to the occupation of the West Bank
and Gaza, obtained Franz Krausz’s permission to reprint his popular 1936 poster “Visit
Palestine.” An Austrian Jewish immigrant to Palestine in the 1930s, who fled Germany before
the Holocaust, Krausz designed graphics for Zionist advertising in Palestine before and after
1948, when the Arab-Israeli war and Nakba (the catastrophe, that is to say the expulsion of
much of the Palestinian population), occurred to make room for the state of Israel. Why is the
reprint of the “Visit Palestine” poster so significant? Because, despite countless Israeli denials,
the poster testifies that Palestine and Palestinians do exist.
The importance of Krausz’ poster, beyond the slogan “Visit Palestine,” stems from his
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choice of making the Dome of the Rock – a Muslim shrine built in the 17 th century – and the
area around it the most recognisable part of the poster. As a matter of fact, as the Palestine
Poster Project Archives shows, by hosting 114 Zionist pre-Israeli state posters,14 a lot of
material produced by Israelis for touristic consumption includes the Dome of the Rock and the
word “Palestine.”
Following the reprinting of the “Visit Palestine” poster, a myriad of other posters and
artworks were produced by revising the original. Among them, we find Shomali’s “Post (Visit
Palestine) or The Guillotine” (2009), where, satirically appropriating the original, he places the
Israeli separation wall between the landscape and the tree, the point of viewing.

Fig. 1. Franz Krausz, “Visit Palestine” (1936).
Published by the Tourist Development Association of Palestine.

Fig. 2. Amer Shomali, “Post (Visit Palestine) or
The Guillotine” (2009). Silk screen printing on
acid free paper, 100*70 cm.

On the poster image, Shomali credits Krausz and writes: “I agree that adding the wall is
vandalism and a rude intervention. The Designer.” Thus, it is ironically left to the viewer to
decide which vandalism he is referring to: either the artist’s or Israel’s. As he says on his
website: “After the failure of the peace process [Oslo Accords] it was the time for a third print
declaring the failure of the previous two prints.”15 Talking about the failure of the prints is, of
course, ironic. But to Shomali, the main irony or the heterogenesis of ends stems from the
poster’s provenance (the second print of which, Shomali tells us, is still available in the Tel
Aviv Museum), of which the Palestinians take advantage “to thumb their noses at the Israeli
government that for decades claimed there had never been such a place.”16 A further irony is
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that also this work of art has been mechanically reproduced and spread virally, because it has
been printed and sold in huge numbers in Jerusalem as a souvenir gift from the Holy Land.
Shomali’s parodic poster, in a very postmodern manoeuvre, “operates as a hinge
between past, present and future by becoming a palimpsest […]. The wall testifies to the
attempt by the state of Israel to not just incarcerate the Palestinians but to wall off the past”
(Ashcroft 2017, 54). Colonialist Israel incarcerates the past and, above all, the present: the
right of the Palestinians to exist in the present. Finally, it is a walling of the horizon, of the future
of a people. It is a theft represented very clearly in Shomali’s palimpsest-poster, which is, as
Bill Ashcroft puts it, “both visual, political and spiritual and only a utopian view of the horizon
of the future can offer the prospect of freedom” (2017, 54). We would add that a decolonial
utopian view and an anti-colonial struggle will help the Palestinians gain the prospect of
freedom, their right to exist, their right to return to their land.
Depicted by the widely known (and allegedly assassinated by Mossad agents in London
in 1987) cartoonist Naji El-Ali as a ten-year-old boy forced to leave Palestine, the figure
“Handala” is the iconic symbol of the Palestinian silent witness of injustice.

Fig. 3. “Handala” by Naji El-Ali.

We know that Palestine will be free only when he grows up and he will grow up only
when allowed to return to Palestine.17 We know that that the time will come when he will no
longer turn his back to us. Until then, our consciousness should follow him wherever he decides
to go with his hands clasped behind his back, as a sign of denial of Palestinian and global
human rights.
Notes
“The history of the world travels from East to West, for Europe is absolutely the end of history, Asia
the beginning” (Hegel 2010, 103), while “Africa is the unhistorical, undeveloped spirit, still involved in
the conditions of mere nature” (Hegel 2010, 99).
1
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“Nature has made a race of workers, the Chinese race, who have wonderful manual dexterity and
almost no sense of honour; govern them with justice, levying from them, in return for the blessing of
such a government, an ample allowance for the conquering race, and they will be satisfied; a race of
tillers of the soil, the Negro; treat him with kindness and humanity, and all will be as it should; a race of
masters and soldiers, the European race. Reduce this noble race to working the ergastulum like Negroes
and Chinese, and they rebel” (E. Renan, La Réforme intellectuelle et morale, 1871, quoted in Césaire
2000, 38).
3
“It conjoins multiple localities and temporalities, from the zones of rural poverty in nineteenth-century
Europe that conjoins Scandinavia, Scotland and Ireland with Italy and Greece, to the colonial rampage
unleashed by Europe on Africa, Asia and the Americas since 1500” (Chambers 2017, 28).
4
Iain Chambers, talking about the so-called Arab Spring of 2011, sarcastically calls a similar chronology
“the model of 1776, 1789, 1848, 1917,” where “the necessary stages and temporalities [are] understood,
the standard established” (2017, 63-64).
5
This charter has been inscribed in 2009 on the Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage
of Humanity kept by UNESCO: see Kouyatis 2009.
6
At the Cheikh Anta Diop University of Dakar, the French President Sarkozy, still in 2007 and while
apologizing for European colonialism, stated that “the tragedy of Africa is that the African has never
really entered history” (quoted in Wynne-Jones/Fleisher 2015, 23).
7
According to Marina Svensson (2000), in his The Rights of Men (1940) Wells insisted on the
importance of a true universalisation of human rights.
8
As to the Israeli democracy, Albert Memmi has noted: “Every colonial nation carries the seeds of fascist
temptation in its bosom” (1967, 62), while the very voice of a liberal Zionism, David Grossman,
emphasises how “it is impossible for a state to maintain true democracy while simultaneously upholding
a regime of occupation and oppression” (2008, 115).
9
Lawrence Sterne gave a famous parodic example in the passage of the starling in the cage, which
made Yorick think of the the millions of his “fellow creatures born to no inheritance but slavery” (1984,
72).
10
Rafeef Ziadah, “Shades of Anger,” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m2vFJE93LTI, accessed July
14, 2017.
11
See http://www.amershomali.info/biography/, accessed July 14, 2017.
12
See “The Wanted 18: a tale of talking cows and Palestinian rebellion,” The Guardian, 22 March 2015,
https://www.theguardian.com/film/2015/mar/22/the-wanted-18-a-tale-of-talking-cows-and-palestinianrebellion, accessed July 14, 2017.
13
See “The Wanted 18: a tale of talking cows and Palestinian rebellion,” The Guardian, 22 March 2015,
https://www.theguardian.com/film/2015/mar/22/the-wanted-18-a-tale-of-talking-cows-and-palestinianrebellion, accessed July 14, 2017.
14
Palestine Poster Project Archives, https://www.palestineposterproject.org/, accessed July 14, 2017.
15
A. Shomali, http://www.amershomali.info/post-visit-palestine/, accessed July 14, 2017.
16
A. Shomali, http://www.amershomali.info/post-visit-palestine/, accessed July 14, 2017.
17
See http://www.handala.org/handala/, accessed July 14, 2017.
2
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‘When I see them I see us’: Palestinianness, Blackness,
and new geographies of resistance
Olga Solombrino
University of Naples “L’Orientale”

ABSTRACT
The complex political configuration in which Palestinian territories and people are seized nowadays is
defined by a tight texture of power which expands its range far beyond the material aspects of
expropriation and occupation; it is also defined as an everyday experience of subjugation and
annihilation led by the suffocating necro-political regime of Israel for which Palestinian lives are
considered as an expendable surplus. The material and cultural politics of dispossession has its climax
in a precise policy of invisibility, disappearance, and de-humanization of the Palestinian Other. As a
paradigmatic case of racialization, the Palestinian experience could be in many ways read alongside
that of Black people in South Africa, and also alongside the contemporary situation of Black Americans
in the US While the exceptionalism of the South African and the Palestinian contexts, with their
acknowledged status of apartheid, has been discussed in the last years in terms of a critical reflection
on this analogy and on the politics of possibility which could potentially derive from it, the recent events
sparked in August 2014 (when Israel launched its operation Protective Edge on Gaza, and in Ferguson,
MI, a police agent fatally shot Michael Brown, an 18-year-old black man, igniting unrest in the city) have
reopened – or simply strengthened – the ties between these two communities who share overlapping
histories, emerging from a politics of exclusion and ‘colonial policing’. The article will focus on the transnational and grassroots movement of Black-Palestinian solidarity that have started to emerge, retracing
the common lines which pose both plights not only in the global nexus of a horizontal circuit of policing
practices, but which also sees them involved in recovering the old solidarity tradition of decolonial and
anti-racist movements, evolving into a new transnational movement of liberation.

The racialization of Palestinians
In Thinking Palestine (2008), a collection of essays edited by Ronit Lentin and reflecting on the
actualization of Giorgio Agamben’s theorization of the state of exception in the Palestinian
context, the Palestinian scholar Honaida Ghanim tells the readers the story of Rula. Rula is a
pregnant woman desperately trying to cross the checkpoint to reach the hospital on the other
side of the border, as she is about to give birth to her child. She cries, she screams, but the
Israeli soldiers in charge of administering the passage of the wall do not listen to her or her
husband, even when he speaks in Hebrew. The soldiers simply refuse their crossing, and Rula
is forced to give birth to her little girl in the dust behind the checkpoint barriers, and see her
newborn die a few minutes later.
Sadly, Rula’s story is in no way exceptional. This may happen, and it repeatedly happens
because the Israeli Defence Force is allowed to intermittently and arbitrarily impose a ban on
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the movements of Palestinian people, acting under a ‘legal’ regime of large discretionality.
Such is the routinization of the exposure to violence, that the figure of the pregnant woman
giving birth at the checkpoint has somehow become a popular culture character of stubbornness and resilience for the Palestinian people.1 Rula’s experience is an individual fragment of
a collective experience of subjugation through confinement, control, immobility, and brutality.
Yet, her story, in many different ways and circumstances, is performed every day in front of
hundreds of road blocks and checkpoints – expressions of that anarchic geography of the
frontier (Weizman 2007, 7), of which the wall is simply one of the many material representations. The Israeli-Palestinian geography is propped up by a multiplicity of mobile frontiers
which, in addition to reshaping the borders of Israeli governance, are also outlining the
contours of those exceptional states managed through the biopolitical mechanisms of ‘thanatopolitics’ (Ghanim 2008, 67). In other words, those mechanisms that make the lives of Palestinian people liable to be voluntarily expropriated and constantly exposed to the menace of death.
Ghanim’s formulation of thanatopolitics inevitably draws from the idea of ‘necropolitics’
suggested by the Cameroonian philosopher Achille Mbembe, for whom the ultimate expression
of sovereignty lies in the ability to decide who may live and who must die (Mbembe 2003). To
exercise sovereignty, he writes, means to exercise control over mortality and to dispose of the
life of others as a manifestation of power; bodies and lives are ascribed to the order of
sovereign power essentially in their being disposable, an attribute of being that defines also
their low value as nothing more than an expendable and transferable surplus. It is essentially
through this control, which presupposes and incorporates differential and racist logics, that
what is being witnessed today is the constitution of Israeli sovereignty as one in which the main
objective is not to fight for the maintenance of its own existence, but is rather about “the
generalized instrumentalization of human existence and the material destruction of human
bodies and populations” (14). Mbembe recalls how for Hannah Arendt (1951) the politics of
race is ultimately and intimately related to the politics of death. This necro/thanato-political
drive of the Israeli state makes itself evident in many cases, as when deploying the rhetoric of
human shields to justify mass and civilian killings especially in Gaza.2 This rhetoric is nothing
but a political-juridical mask, which contributes to de-subjectify and racialize Palestinian
people. It involves “de-realizing their losses,” in Judith Butler’s words (2015), and assigns a
degree of threat to the body, which is useful to justify the unjustifiable, and becomes the
formula of legitimization for the use of lethal force. But excessive Israeli power over bodies has
made itself evident also more recently (since October 2015, with the beginning of a new
Palestinian uprising, albeit loose and fragmented, which has been termed Intifada), leading to
the disproportionate and unreasonable cold blood killings of Palestinians.3 Those who died,
presumably carrying a knife, presumably engaged in a terrorist attack, died simply because of
their being Palestinian, their Palestinianness treated as an original sin, a threat intrinsic to the
mere fact of belonging to a certain community.
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This type of political economy of lives and deaths is the result of the untouchable political
and ideological Israeli doctrine that is the security theology (Shalhoub-Kevorkian 2015).
According to it, Rula’s and other Palestinians’ very existence is immediately considered a
threat to security. Hence, the Israeli occupation articulates itself through geo-political variables,
but is also articulated through a form of state terror that, even when it is not lethal, translates
itself in forms no less violent and invasive, including the so-called occupation of senses,4 and
the industry of fear and control. In this scenario, the practices of land expropriation, forced
eviction of the native population and the construction of illegal settlements in the Occupied
Territories, thicken the wide spectrum of practices through which the political and military
structure of the Israeli State continues
to devalue, debilitate, denigrate, humiliate, exclude and evict Palestinians, morally, economically, legally, territorially. And it does so in the name of their ethno-naturalized or ethno-historicizing difference.
(Goldberg 2008, 43)

This concerns not only the Palestinians living in the Occupied Territories, but also, in
different ways, those who live in the present State of Israel, built as the Jewish nation, where
the Law of Return is in force. According to this law, everyone who is able to prove that they
descend from a Jew in a matrilineal or patrilineal manner, or anyone who has converted to
Judaism, is entitled to Israeli citizenship. This enacts a socio-racial hierarchy, for which
Palestinians born on that land and declared absentees on Census Day (in 1948 and 1967) are
deprived of their nationality. Those who were not expelled during the Nakba, today’s Israeli
Arabs, are instead subject to the military rule, still based on the British Mandate Emergency
Regulations of 1945. These regulations virtually abolish the fundamental rights of expression,
movement and equality before the law, though granting to the Palestinian citizens of Israel the
right to vote and to be elected. Referring to Israel as an imperfect democracy is a euphemism:
what it is based on is rather the sealing and the institutionalization of an apartheid regime, what
David Theo Goldberg calls a “racial Palestinianization” (2008, 26). This is a fundamental
feature of the modern State of Israel. It is a system where, reiterating Judith Butler’s expression
in her famous dialogue with Gayatri Spivak, there are lives that are more violable than others
(Butler and Spivak 2007).
Entrenching itself behind an alleged multiculturalism, Israel subjugates and humiliates
the Philistines, as they are ironically called in an exaggerated Orientalist undertone, and
removes them from the realm of morality and rights, thus placing them at the bottom of a social
hierarchy which also sees the state of Israel contesting the Mizrahim, the Arab Jews, though
with less intensity.
Palestinians in particular, and Arabs more generically, are treated directly as a subjugated race. Beaten
in the name of devaluating stereotypes, concentrated in camps in the name of generalized security,
displaced in the name of biblical right (effectively collapsing the historical into the transcendental, the
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naturalizing), killed in the name of retributive justice, Palestinians are ordered in the name of race
rendered see-through, of a category in denial, of a conception unmarked because of a history cutting
too close to the bone. (Goldberg 2008, 43)

In 2003, Israel introduced a law according to which any Arab Jew who married a
Palestinian would have to move out of the Occupied Territories or leave Israel. Introduced for
the purpose of not altering the demographic balance, this law was just another expression of
an “ethnoracial purging,” a practice related to that of ethnic cleansing but carrying a different
appearance. That is, as Goldberg writes, “the process of removing, evicting (what Ghada
Karmi calls ‘vanishing’, 2004) almost all Palestinians identified as such from Green-Line Israel”
(2008, 34). If, before the Oslo Agreements (1993-1995), the introduction of a system of permits
and a regime of restraints allowed the state of Israel to keep the Palestinian component at a
distance while exploiting its workforce, after Oslo the only goal of Israel has been to externalise
the Palestinian “demographic threat,” as Alina Korn writes in her essay “The Ghettoization of
Palestinians” (2008). After Israel replaced the Palestinian workforce, Palestinians have been
confined to ghettoes, sometimes surrounded by barbed wires, fences, walls, evocative of
South Africa’s bantustans, but with a different political design. In fact, these disconnected
islands into which the West Bank is fragmented are not functional to domination but to
segregation and ethnic-racial discrimination, built to separate not so much the Palestinians
from the Israelis, but to separate Palestinians from other Palestinians.5 The ghettoization of
the Occupied Territories is certainly a method to control Palestinian space, because it
addresses the possibility of movement, and it acts as a deterrent against the outbreak of revolts
(Hanafi 2009). Adi Ophir described this mechanism bluntly, affirming that the
Israeli domination in the Palestinian Territories means the reduction of lives to ‘bare life’ without
eliminating too many people, the destruction of habitable space without expelling too many people from
that space, the production of impoverishment without starvation, and the denial of access to medical
treatment without allowing the outbreak of epidemics. (2004)

Particularly after 2001, with the eruption of the Second Intifada and with the Israeli
involvement in what has been globally termed as the war on terror, the imagery projected on
the Palestinians has worsened. As a consequence, any Palestinian, even when entering the
state of Israel for work reasons, is regarded as a potential terrorist and a threat to the security
of the state.
Palestinians, Lebanese, Arabs are all terrorists, hiding bombs under their beds to aim at Israel, lurking
at the border ready to kidnap the stray Israeli soldier, scheming incessantly to obliterate the State of
Israel. (Goldberg 2008, 43)

The social construction of the philistine as a dangerous, threatening subject to be
eliminated has probably reached its highest level (or rather the lowest) at the time of the
aggression on Gaza in 2014, when even prominent Israeli politicians fomented the debate,
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inciting rapes and adopting violent equations between Palestinians and terrorists, with a terrifying choral consensus throughout the media.6 But, actually, this is a very frequent discursive
practice, which is added to an extensive range of material tools that define a complete
asymmetry of power depriving Palestinians of meaningful political rights.
Recognizing the politics of racialization, segregation, and territorial fragmentation at
stake in the Israel-Palestine area and directed towards the Palestinians, does not mean to
affirm that the conflict is to be analyzed through the unique lens of identity or race, it being
altogether a question of modern nationalism and colonialism (Lubin 2014, 174). However, it
does open up a new perspective, favouring a lucid reading of the extent to which Israel
exercises its sovereign power as an advanced colonial state project that uses a democratic
façade for Jewish citizens, its white majority, while camouflaging its dictatorial practices against
a black minority living in a state of exception: Palestinian citizens of Israel, Jerusalemite
Palestinians, and Palestinians residing in the different areas of the Occupied Territories, alongside the refugees inside and outside the camps, and all the Palestinians outside Palestine,
who are prevented from returning, or even from visiting their land.7
Born Palestinian, born black? Merging Palestinianness into
Blackness: some observations
Described in these terms, the peculiarity of the Palestinian condition somehow recalls the
apartheid regime that characterized South Africa until the early 1990s and for far too many
decades, by undeniable correspondence. Such correspondence might be important to reflect
upon, not just for the purpose of delineating some interesting historical analogies, but in order
to attempt to understand its implications for the future. A recent collection of essays, Apartheid
Israel (Soske and Jacobs 2015), has gathered various theoretical and analytical contributions,
reflecting precisely on whether there could be an efficient comparison between pre-1989 South
Africa and the present internal configuration of the state of Israel, since both contexts share a
history of racial violence and exclusion, although in different terms. Although, as the editors
write, comparisons between Israel and South Africa stretch back to the 1970s, the past decade
has seen a growing recognition that Israel’s policies and practices toward the Palestinian
people should be characterized as apartheid. Apartheid in South Africa was not invented all of
a sudden by the Nationalists in the first half of the 20 th century, but was sustained by centuries
of settler colonialism and an already existent economic and legal regime of segregation. In a
similar fashion, its origin in Israel is linked to a process of conquest and settlement justified
largely on the grounds of religion and ethnic nationalism (Soske and Jacobs 2015, 4). It might
easily be said where the two systems differ: the South African system was based on a racial
distinction, whereas the Israeli structure is set on an ethno-nationalist separation, with different
and overlapping lines of division. It could also be added that the issue of labour – where
exploitation of the native workforce was essential for the segregation regime in South Africa –
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loses its centrality in Israel. Yet both peoples (the ‘native’ South Africans and the Palestinians)
never ceased to pose a challenge to the settlers’ domination. Nevertheless, whatever the
analogies might reveal or ignore, the reality of a system of political exclusion and domination,
although experienced differently in the local conditions, leads us to a further level of discussion,
where, while recognising the singularities of each case, it is possible to bring multiple stories
of oppression into dialogue.
While facing the toxic results of the relationship between colonial domination and racial
capitalism, the two communities have had much to share and talk about. South Africa began
being engaged with the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) during the 1980s – when
Israel was emerging as an important arms supplier to the Apartheid regime despite the
international embargo, and when 35% of Israel’s arms export was destined to South Africa.
These were arms tested then and now on the bodies of Palestinian men, women and children
(Vally 2015). It has been exactly the export of the weaponry and technology of the Israel
military-industrial complex that enacted the first connection. It still constitutes a relevant key in
assembling the networks of transnational solidarity movements towards Palestine, as Angela
Davis’ recent works on G4S and the prison-industrial complex point out (2015). As Salim Vally
recalls, the ties between South African Blacks and Palestinians strengthened in the last two
decades, with rallies of hundreds of thousands of people against Israeli atrocities in Gaza, and
in support of the BDS Movement (Boycott Divestment and Sanctions).8
More than a socio-historical comparison or a set of solidarity actions, what represents
one of the most innovative and radical attempts in connecting these two stories of violent rule,
is the overall paradigm shift that this comparison could contribute to when approaching the
conflict. To identify Israel as an apartheid regime demands a reconsideration of the situation
beyond the frames of a territorial dispute between two ‘nations’. A series of shared experiences
of political and critical practices uncover the limits of citizenship and regimes based on
exclusion that characterize the formation of the modern nation-state. By this we intend the
current anomaly of violence and racialization as a general impact of Israeli politics, following
long-term policies defined by settler-colonialism (Wolfe 1999; Veracini 2006; Salamanca et al.
2012). This entails a necessary reconfiguration of the possibilities of overturning the current
condition, a possibility that is no longer achievable through a process of peace agreements
and international resolutions, but only through a process of decolonization of Palestine and an
undoing of the actual asymmetry of power relations as the fundamental premise for any
solution.
Bearing this idea in mind, the aim of what follows is to extend and re-map the geographical coordinates of this analogy and solidarity, not in order to build new comparisons, but
rather in order to think about how to redesign a decolonial political imaginary that – and here I
borrow Alex Lubin’s words – resists beyond modernist racial ideologies and modernity’s most
powerful political imaginary (Lubin 2014). Furthermore, the sense of observing the Palestinian
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experience alongside that of Blacks in South Africa, lies in the necessity to open up a discussion and to recognize not only the similarities in the ways of defying power, but also – in all
their divergences – the global multiplicity of possibilities for those oppressed to subvert the
colonial violence. This implies the material and symbolical undoing, through force and representation of that “melding of strength, victimhood and a supremacist complex” (Mbembe 2015,
viii) that the state of Israel also uses. Eventually, there are no lessons to be learned, but
perspectives to confront, and not only in relation to the Black community in South Africa, but
also with regards to Black American politics in the United States, deposited in the cyst of what
Keith P. Feldman defines as US imperial culture (2015).
In relation to Black Americans, a similar chain of multiple disciplinary and bio/necro/thanato-political powers highlights the many connections and resonances between the
articulation of Palestinianness and that of Blackness. Professor Ebony Coletu argued in her
contribution on the Jadaliyya roundtable on anti-blackness and Black-Palestinian solidarity,
that Blackness could be intended as “a predicate that releases those who kill black people
from responsibility.” It may also be seen, as Nadera Shalhoub-Kevorkian discussed on the
same occasion, as “the constant creation of death in order to allow the potential of life and
living power of the others.” In this case, “the political economy of Blackness – in its everydayness, in its intimacy, in its sexuality, in its economic gains, in its geopolitical scope – is also
the political economy of Palestinianness,” which constitutes itself through a form of otherization. It collapses into a way of being perceived in zoological terms. In the end, a dehumanization that both invokes and advances white supremacy.
Thus, more than applying the lens of the Black experience to read other contexts of
domination, or finding simple analogies, the aim of this article is to highlight, through Blackness,
another possible way of reading the Palestinian situation, in all its tragic uniqueness, but at the
same time, while never decontextualizing and a-historicizing the roots and the political legacies
of the occupation and settler colonial domination, putting into evidence the matrix of dispossessing and dehumanizing violence and containment which is at the basis of these two
conditions and to see, beyond an exceptional understanding of domination, how they mutually
interfere and affect the lives of these people.
In an article published in the Salon magazine, David Palumbo-Liu discusses the “congruencies” between the two contexts in the wake of what happened in Ferguson, Missouri, and in
Gaza. In fact, in the same days in which Ferguson saw unrest sparking in August 2014, after
the police killing of Michael Brown and Black people’s revolts against endless police brutality,
with the suburb of Saint Louis becoming the epicentre of nationwide protests against the hypermilitarized police forces targeting Black and migrant communities, Israel was conducting its
latest and longest brutal military attack on Gaza, Operation Protective Edge. Palumbo-Liu
writes that both peoples hold a history of dispossession from their land and homes, alongside
an ongoing system of oppression, for which “Blacks in America still struggle under the continuSolombrino
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ing effects of historical slavery, as it shows up in unemployment, lack of adequate educational
facilities and access, and institutional racism that expropriates black resources, curtails and
contains minority rights, and maintains white advantage” (Palumbo-Liu 2014). Palestinians
similarly are still facing a radicalised and continuous colonial rule, which saw its climax in the
Nakba of 1948 in terms of forced displacement and dispossession. Nowadays the siege of
Gaza and the current occupation of the West Bank represent the evidence of the persisting
and longstanding effects of that colonial rule.
Notwithstanding the different political systems, both African Americans and Palestinians
experience a de facto inequality and systemic discrimination in their access to basic democratic rights, coupled to state violence. The same violence which prevented Rula from crossing
the checkpoint while killing unarmed Palestinians, much like what happens in the US, where
Blacks are frequent targets of suspicion, harassment, acts of intimidation. According to the
data collected by grassroots organizations for the Operation Ghetto Storm report, in 2012 one
black man was killed every 28 hours by police, security personnel, or vigilantes. Among the
people killed by police, 44% were unarmed.9 This systematic violence combines with the
permanent interruption and containment of everyday life, preventing free movement and
enforcing racial segregation: a violence for which no one will be held accountable for. The logic
of impunity in the US translates into immunity from prosecution, similarly to the lack of
accountability and criticism towards Israeli politics with regards to the violation of human rights.
The resonances regarding the violent spectrum of technologies of domination do not single out
only the processes of building and enacting a vertical model of sovereignty and subjugation,
but also the practices of enduring and defending these forms of domination, through a system
of enclaving, isolating, and de-humanizing people, alongside intimidating, surveilling, policing,
and punishing any form of resistance or subversion. This can be explained by referring to what
Laleh Khalili has called a horizontal circuit, “through which colonial policing or security
practices have been transmitted across time or from one location to another” (Khalili 2010,
415). A complex, multi-layered and polydirectional traffic and exchange of colonial knowledge
practices and ideas of domination, which circulates not only between colonies and metropoles,
but also between different colonies of the same colonial power, unravelling what she calls
imperial isomorphism. In the interlaced formation of combining techniques of governmentality
with domestic practices of coercion in the metropole, the knowledge of policing – as a
disciplinary mechanism for circumscribing anti-colonial intransigence – and the technologies
of control spread themselves through a network of learning sustained by transnational epistemic communities. From the Israeli military practices of urban warfare, urban police actions
and theoretical studies, well described in Eyal Weizman’s Hollow Land, to those of
surveillance, Palestine has been rendered “a laboratory for a bilateral US/Israeli security
industry that has shaped Israel’s approach to the ‘problem’ of Palestinians and the US’s
approach to the ‘problem’ of urban black poor” (Lubin 2014, 152).
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Not surprisingly, one of the main points of connection established between Palestinians
and Black Americans in 2014, and which will be discussed later, was also motivated by the
fact that the New York Police Department and other American police departments were trained
by the Israeli Defence Force. The transference of the knowledge of counterinsurgency
measures – initially used to contrast the drug trade – characterized by “heightened security
and military techniques as well as mass incarceration” (152), was targeting a category that is
identified and rendered a surplus population. In fact, the Israeli expertise imprint has been
evident not only in the increasingly military attitude of police towards territories and subjects
under surveillance, but also in the containment tactics and repression of activists during
mobilizations, very much influenced by practices of mass incarceration, similarly to the way
Israel privileges practices of preemptive and administrative detention. The presence in both
territories of Group 4 Security (G4S), one of the biggest corporations dealing with security
management,10 representing the privatization of security, imprisonment and warfare, and
responsible for the repressive treatment of political prisoners inside Israel, is indicative of the
profit-driven character of the private companies associated with the rise of mass incarceration
in the US (Davis 2015). This expresses more than a metaphoric connection between the US
and Palestine; it is emblematic of the combination of a rapacious capitalism with institutionalized racism, at work in the containment and colonial administration of territories and populations. The sovereign rule over Palestinians has very much to do nowadays with the power of
control and containment, a politics of dissolution and rendering invisible (Hochberg 2015) that
finds in the Israeli detention, as in Black mass incarceration in the US, and more generally in
the prison-industrial complex, a common denominator.
Captivity, as identified by the scholar Greg Thomas, is ultimately the key to understanding the intersection in the two narratives. Studying the intersections between Palestine, the
Black Panther Party (BPP) and the Black Radical tradition, Thomas has brought into focus the
reverberations between the Nakba and the Maafa (Swahili word chosen for the ‘Middle
Passage’), as they both translate the same thing: disaster or catastrophe, underlining the
necessity to think of the ongoing Nakba as part of a regime of captivity (2016), in the ongoing
Zionist attempt to control Palestinians. Palestinians are captives in their encysted territories
fenced in by walls, just like Black people are in their suburbs. In this fashion, the theme of
captivity extends well beyond incarceration, suggesting a symbiotic relationship between enclaves, ghettoes and prisons, which allows us to understand Black and Palestinian lives as
tied together, whether in exile, in the occupied territories or in the controlled suburbs, as
captives of the colonial political machines.
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From Enemy of the Sun to the Black-Palestinian Solidarity Movement:
transnational conversations and the global freedom struggle
In a crucial sense, Palestinianness is Blackness. This is explicitly announced in the eloquent
title of the 1996 poetry collection by Suheir Hammad: Born Palestinian, Born Black. For
Hammad “Blackness describes a double-consciousness that links Arab and African American
political imaginaries” (Lubin 2014, 167), so she opens her collection with the famous extract of
a poem by the Black feminist essayist and poet June Jordan, “Moving Towards Home,” which
in its concluding lines recites
I was born a black woman
And now
I am become a Palestinian.11

June Jordan wrote this poem after travelling for her first time to Lebanon, after the Sabra
and Shatila massacre of 1982. In this process of becoming other in the face of dispossession,
the lines between her and the Palestinians merge in collective grief, moving toward a kind of
different home in the world (Saliba 2016). What she was poetically delineating, was the line of
a transnational discourse of solidarity and resistance, which encompasses the historical trend
across geographical experiences affected by the legacy of colonialism, military occupation,
and dispossession. It continues to draw links throughout spatial and temporal divides, whether
around the construction of walls, the militarization of borders, the confiscation of the land or
the brutalization of incarcerated bodies (Seidel 2016). Comprehensibly, her lines have recently
become “a touchstone for naming convergences between racial and gender struggles and
struggles for justice in Palestine” (Feldman 2015, 185).
Jordan’s verses did not emerge from a political and cultural vacuum. On the contrary,
they were rooted in a historical moment when radical antiracist movements in the US were
starting to critique Israeli settler colonialism and to espouse the anticolonial expression of
Palestinian solidarity in relation to military occupation. With the 1967 June War, and the
beginning of the Israeli occupation in the West Bank, the ground for Black and Palestinian
solidarity was radically changed. Before that, the 1960s had been the years of the decolonial
Pan-African movements gaining space internationally, and the years of the idea of internal
colonialism taking ground among Black radicals, with the conceptualization of Black Americans
as “a colonized people within a colony” formulated by the BPP. Already in 1964, after a visit to
Gaza, Malcom X published his essay “Zionist Logic” in The Egyptian Gazette, examining
Zionist attempts to ‘camouflage’ its colonial practices as benevolent.12 That was the time of the
growing US Black internationalist interest in global anti-imperialist struggle, in which Palestine
was at the forefront, drastically distancing the Black American movement from its initial
enthusiasm for the solution of the Jewish diaspora. Black activists used Palestinian anticolonial imaginary geography to link a race-conscious critique of the incorporative modalities
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of US imperialism to the Palestinian national liberation (Feldman 2015, Chapter 2). Three
different statements were issued by the BPP as position papers on the Middle East in 1970,
1974, and 1980 promoting Palestinian liberation. These were the years of the BPP training
with the PLO in Algeria, with Huey P. Newton, a key figure and co-founder of the BPP, discussing it as a question of human rights and affirming that “We support the Palestinians’ just
struggle for liberation one hundred percent. We will go on doing this, and we would like for all
of the progressive people of the world to join in our ranks in order to make a world in which all
people can live.”
It is often reported by many researchers that it was a group of the Student Non-Violent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), one of the most important organizations of the Civil Rights
Movement in the 1960s, who published in 1970 “Enemy of Sun: Poetry of Palestinian
Resistance,” a book edited by Naseer Aruri and Edmund Ghareeb. This was a collection of
Palestinian resistance poetry, which was found among other books in the prison cell of George
Jackson, a famous BPP militant, after his assassination in the San Quentin prison. The poem
“Enemy of the Sun” by Samih al-Qasim was even published in the Black Panther newspaper
under the name of “Comrade George,” after a draft copy of the poem written by hand was
found in Jackson’s cell. Yet, this erroneous authorship and misattribution has become over the
years an anecdotal yet powerful symbolic fact. It has cemented, through the language of
captivity, and a poetic of prison abolitionist solidarity, a series of tangible and intangible BlackPalestinian connections in resistance to colonial prison regimes and occupation (Gossett in
Jadaliyya Roundtable, 2016).
To retrace BPP, SNCC, and the Black Radicals’ internationalist engagement with
Palestine is undoubtedly an interesting story, with profound and significant relevance, still
echoing in the present. In this sense, the summer of 2014 represented a crucial historical
conjuncture in which Black-Palestinian solidarity was both reinforced and deepened. Everywhere in the United States, people took to the streets and to social media to condemn socalled Operation Protective Edge. Palestine solidarity activists built bridges with prison
abolitionists, immigrant rights activists (under the banner “Stop the War on Children From Gaza
to the US/Mexico Border”), and workers (in the Block the Boat demonstrations). 13 On their side,
Palestinians were among the first to express solidarity with the Ferguson protesters, advising
them on how to resist tear gas and rubber bullets, and – for those residing in America – joining
them on the streets in Saint Louis.14 “The Palestinian people know what it means to be shot
while unarmed because of your ethnicity,” was one of the most common banners in social
media photo galleries and live protests.15 Yet, this connection was rapidly triggered not only
because the same type of tear gas canister shot in Palestine a few days before was then used
in Ferguson, but also because the killing of Michael Brown, that of Eric Garner, and of many
more, were immediately linked to what was happening on the other side of the globe. The
connection between the Israeli racial state violence in the name of security and the US
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racialized extra-legal executions – from drone strikes abroad to the killing of Black men,
women, and transgender people at the hands of the police – were elaborated in statements of
support and solidarity signed by many Palestinian activists, intellectuals and organizations,
widely circulated throughout the media (Kelley 2016).16
In October 2015, the Black-Palestinian Solidarity (BPS) campaign released a video on
YouTube called “When I See Them, I See Us.”17 Featuring many Palestinian and AfricanAmerican intellectuals and artists, the video was the visual echo of a connection sewn up again
by the events of August 2014, which had redesigned a geography of anger. The same
horizontal circuit discussed above was now activated on the same map of anger and control,
but also of struggle: linking Ferguson, Missouri, the whole of the United States of America, with
Beit Lahya, Jabalyyia, Shujaya and Gaza, Palestine. In the eyes of the activists, the same
governing power that disciplines Blackness also disciplines Palestinianness, and unsuspectedly weaves vital connections creating solidarity. It re-activates the old tradition of decolonization and anti-racist movements, allowing them to be read with the same critical look.
We choose to build with one another in a shoulder to shoulder struggle against state-sanctioned
violence. A violence that is manifest in the speed of bullets and batons and tear gas that pierce our
bodies. One that is latent in the edifice of law and concrete that work together to, physically and figuratively, cage us.18

BPS is in fact today the political articulation of that African-Arab imagery that was popular
in the 1990s and the 2000s as a structure of feelings (in Raymond Williams’ terms). That same
structure of feelings is now a joint struggle against forms of structural racism and the carceral
and lethal technologies that keep it alive. BPS is a statement for and a commitment to
resistance, against the systems of violence and criminalization that make the lives and bodies
of the Black and Palestinian population so devalued and expendable. The stories of Tanisha
Anderson and Mohammed Abu Khdeir, Ali Dawabshe and Eric Garner, Sandra Bland and
Nadeem Nowarah reminds us how important it is to establish connections between the systems of violence and criminalization that make the Black and Palestinian bodies so easily
eliminable. They are all victims of the same mirrored experience, so much so that they can tell
each other when I see them, I see us.
This was the occasion to imagine in their struggles the possibility of a transnational and
indigenous alliance pioneered by the marginalized and the voiceless. Over the course of the
last years, a delegation of Black community organizers of the protest in Ferguson and
members of Black Lives Matter and Dream Defenders toured Palestine for a ten-days trip, “to
allow for the group members to experience and see first-hand the occupation, the ethnic
cleansing and brutality Israel has levied against Palestinians, but also to build real relationships
with those on the ground leading the fight for liberation.” Similarly, a delegation of ten students
from Birzeit University sponsored by the National Students for Justice in Palestine began a
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two-week Right to Education tour of the US with a visit to St. Louis and Ferguson.19 Eventually,
more than 1100 Black activists, artists, and scholars signed a “Black Solidarity Statement with
Palestine,”20 as a way to continue their conversation, explicitly endorsing the grassroots
Palestinian-led campaign of the BDS Movement, and suggesting that the above cited G4S be
identified as a target for a joint struggle. The statement expressed a determined commitment
to the Palestinian liberation, while recognizing Israel’s perpetration of injustice and cruelty, with
its system of apartheid based “on ethnic cleansing, land theft [and] the denial of Palestinian
humanity and sovereignty,” alongside its legalized regime of discrimination.
In their attempt to continue transnational conversations and the interactions of cultural
translations in their joint struggle against capitalism, colonialisms and embedded racisms, such
practices are to be intended as a starting point for future engagement with other indigenous
people globally and for cross-pollination with other global struggles. It was in such terms that
the Palestinian-American novelist Susan Abulhawa wrote about the “essential blackness of the
Palestinian struggle,” suggesting an understanding that requires “that we reorient the
Palestinian struggle to align with indigenous struggles – struggles of the marginalized and
voiceless – which I consider to be spiritually and politically black” (2013). It is not a coincideence, in fact, that both communities converged in support of the Native American “Water
Protectors” at Standing Rock in their struggle against the construction of the Dakota Access
Pipeline, stating that they were “relatives in this struggle.” This is an example of their willingness to impact beyond the borders of their respective communities, thus building an archipelago of struggles and resistance against various forms of dispossession.21 The nature and
force of these dispossessions varies, but important forms of resistance overlap, in an effort to
rethink alternative political and social paths towards liberation, by affirming today, even more
strongly than yesterday, that in these violent times of white supremacy and neoliberal
ideologies, native, indigenous, Black, and Palestinian lives matter.
An ending note
Approaching heterogeneous but distinct geographies and intersecting political imaginations is
useful not only in order to delineate an active comparison, precious as this is to understand
the complexities of the forces at play in our global contexts, but also to create spaces of
dissonance and to bring to light the existence of a decolonial imagery that forcefully emerges
in contexts of physical, economic, geopolitical, and racial boundaries. In the process of reading
Palestinianness through the lens of Blackness, we can find a set of meanings that go beyond
solidarity, commitment, and resistance. Bringing Blackness to bear on Palestinianness can be
a political practice that highlights the limits of citizenship, the violence of belonging, and the
exclusionary system that characterizes the modern nation-state. These overlapping narratives
that emerge from exclusion, statelessness and exile politics need to be excavated in order to
reconstruct, from a figuration of the “broken geographies of modernity,” a new transgressive
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and insubordinate geography. This implies a geography of liberation, seen as a dialectical
space produced in the collision between nationalism and colonialism, between the politics of
refusal and subaltern liberation. It calls for a project, a decolonization project, and the construction of a radically diverse and less complicit new world.
Notes
In Shades of Anger, a spoken word pièce by the Palestinian artist Rafeef Ziadah, she recites: “And did
you hear my sister screaming yesterday, as she gave birth at a checkpoint with Israeli soldiers looking
between her legs for their next demographic threat? Called her baby girl Janeen.”
2
On the issue of human shielding, see Perugini and Gordon 2016.
3
See https://electronicintifada.net/blogs/maureen-clare-murphy/israeli-forces-killing-cold-blood-palestin
ian-families-say; https://www.alaraby.co.uk/english/news/2017/5/9/palestinian-teenage-girl-executedin-cold-blood-by-israel; http://www.middleeasteye.net/columns/elor-azaria-and-case-killing-palestinians-962877267; http://www.rense.com/general96/coldblooded.html. Accessed April 25, 2017.
4
Nadera Shalhoub-Kevorkian defines as occupation of senses another form of violence through which
settler colonial dispossession is performed in the occupied Palestinian territories, referring to “the
sensory technologies that manage bodies, language, sight, time and space in the colony; the
administration of who acts, who speaks, who gives birth and how, and who walks/moves/drives where
and how; and what kind of language, music, smells, marches, colours, cultures and scenes are
promoted and inscribed over the spaces, lives and bodies of the colonized” (Shalhoub-Kevorkian 2016,
1).
5
On the idea of the spatial configuration of the West Bank as an archipelago of disconnected islands,
see Lambert 2013; Petti 2007; Weizman 2007.
6
See https://electronicintifada.net/blogs/rania-khalek/israeli-government-promotes-rape-advocate-exp
ert-palestinians and http://warincontext.org/2014/07/24/israelis-promoting-the-rape-of-gaza-and-itswomen/. Accessed April 18, 2017.
7
It should be noted, however, that far from disregarding the different political implications or generalizing
different living conditions minimizing the fractures inside the Palestinian community, what I am trying to
delineate with regards to the Palestinian people is the subjective condition of discrimination and
exclusion, and thus of estrangement, alienation, outofplaceness (in diaspora) or outsiding (inside the
oPt), which is precisely caused by a certain Israeli politics of domination through displacement and
dispossession, involving every Palestinian to varying degrees, in and outside the Palestinian territories.
8
See the BDS movement website at https://bdsmovement.net/. Accessed May 24, 2017.
9
See https://mxgm.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/Operation-Ghetto-Storm.pdf. Accessed May 1,
2017.
10
As one of the biggest corporations in the global market for private security services, G4S operates on
a variety of services and in many geographical areas, crossing the globe from Europe to Africa to North
America, and it is exemplary involved in the management of the immigrant detention systems in the
United Kingdom.
11
The full text of the poem can be found at http://www.al-awda.org/until-return/june.html. Accessed May
21, 2017.
12
The text of Malcom X’s “Zionist Logic” can be read here: https://law.wustl.edu/staff/taylor/protest/
aaprp3.htm. Accessed May 22, 2017.
13
See https://electronicintifada.net/blogs/charlotte-silver/us-activists-block-israeli-cargo-mass-shutdow
n-west-coast-ports. Accessed April 10, 2017.
14
See http://www.merip.org/ferguson-palestine; https://www.stl-psc.org/; https://www.afsc.org/friends/
ferguson-i-am-reminded-palestine. Accessed April 27, 2017.
15
See http://www.haaretz.com/world-news/1.628702. Accessed April 27, 2017.
16
See also https://electronicintifada.net/blogs/rana-baker/palestinians-express-solidarity-people-fergus
on-mike-brown-statement. Accessed April 27, 2017.
17
See http://www.blackpalestiniansolidarity.com/. The video When I see Them I see Us is on the
homepage. Accessed May 10, 2017.
18
The video script can be read at http://www.blackpalestiniansolidarity.com/script.html. Accessed May
24, 2017.
19
See http://www.ebony.com/news-views/dream-defenders-black-lives-matter-ferguson-reps-take-hist
oric-trip-to-palestine#axzz4i1NCBlox and http://www.ebony.com/news-views/building-unity-wreckingwalls-palestinians-come-to-ferguson-032#axzz3J4VVMrLb. Accessed May 14, 2017.
1
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20

Read the full text at http://www.blackforpalestine.com/read-the-statement.html. Accessed May 24,
2017.
21
See http://blacklivesmatter.com/solidarity-with-standing-rock/ and http://mondoweiss.net/2016/10/pal
estinians-standing-pipeline/. Accessed May 24, 2017.
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EcoSImies of care: a proposal for decolonizing
‘sustainable development’
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ABSTRACT
This article focuses on questions of power, colonialism and capitalist relations in order to understand
and disrupt the dominant discourse and project of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. I
analyse the mainstream sustainable development conceptual framework (WB 2012; UN 2015; UNDP
2016) and argue that it has become profoundly problematic, even seriously unthinkable, to do good
work under the current ‘development’ framework, with its modernist and extractivist premises of
bounded individualism and human exceptionalism. There is urgent need for new discourses and
modes of representation that shift resource-related debates to open platforms for engaged, decolonized, and decentralized public discourse. Drawing on feminist, indigenous, decolonial art and critical
environmentalist knowledges, I propose here an ‘ecoSImies of care’ as a way to think beyond the
dead end of sustainable development green capitalism and resurrect a ‘limit to growth’ and sustainability of life discourse and practices. In this sense, ecoSImies of care open a radical way of imagining
the economy and economics as multiple, inter-eco-dependent, polyvocal, and as bringing together
social-political insights in a contextual and situated manner.

1. Introduction
The 2012 Rio+20 United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development (UNCSD) adopted The Future We Want declaration on Sustainable Development and Green Economy and
set the basis for the current global development Agenda 2030 and its 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). According to the current global “plan of action for people, planet and
prosperity” (UN 2015, 5) Transforming Our World: The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development (hereafter Agenda 2030), the SDGs “will stimulate action over the next fifteen years”
(5). Meeting the SDGs will cost the estimated $3 trillion a year (The Economist 2015), and
will focus on critical issues such as the protection of the planet “from degradation, including
through sustainable consumption and production, sustainably managing its natural resources
and taking urgent action on climate change, so that it can support the needs of the present
and future generations” (UN 2015, 5).
The Rio+20 conference opened with a video titled “Welcome to the Anthropocene.”
The British-accented, female android voiceover in the video invites the audience to reflect on
the “relentless pressure” humanity inflicted on the planet now that “we have entered the Anthropocene,” and that we should have confidence that “our creativity, energy, and industry
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offer hope.”1 Yet the Kari-Oca II Declaration,2 agreed in Rio in parallel with the UNCSD
Rio+20 meeting and signed by over five hundred grassroots Indigenous Peoples, states:
We see the goals of UNCSD Rio+20, the ‘Green Economy’, and its premise that the world can only
‘save’ nature by commodifying its life-giving and life-sustaining capacities as a continuation of the colonialism that Indigenous Peoples and our Mother Earth have faced and resisted for 520 years.3

In this context, the present article asks: Why is it suddenly necessary (again) to specify
that development has to be sustainable? What, exactly, is to be sustained in sustainable development? Is ‘development’ the only answer to thinking about sustainability and climate
change? While the dominant sustainable development narratives and project (hereafter ‘sustainable development’) have ecological, economic, and social aspects, I argue that their basis remains deeply modernist, extractivist, and capitalogenic. If we are to speak about a
more-than-human world, it will not suffice to build a cultural and social vocabulary through a
human-centric development discourse that views the Earth primarily as a provision or sphere
of human perceptions, experience, and control. The assumption in ‘sustainable development’
that everything we encounter is a resource for human consumption and production must be
challenged, as this capitalogenic vision has led directly to countless environmental and social
disasters. The text that follows takes a decolonial approach seen as a political, anti-colonial
sensibility and a suit of practices and theoretical approaches that seek to disrupt and contrast
hegemonic western ways of knowing, writing and seeing the world. Timothy Mitchell (2002,
3) observed that the idea of ‘economy’ has remained curiously unexplored by scholars in
contrast with other categories like class, gender, nation and culture. In order to open up a
radical way of imagining economy and Economics – as multiple, polyvocal, and as bringing
together social political economic insights in a contextual manner – I draw upon feminist,
indigenous, decolonial art and environmentalist knowledges and suggest the notion of ‘ecoSImies of care’. I owe the ‘ecoSImies’ term, in its Spanish version (ecoSImia), to Miguel
Guaira Colapy, a Cotacachi indigenous leader who suggested it as an analytical category to
contain subaltern knowledges. I formulate here ecoSImies as ‘ecoSImies of care’ to question
an economy based on accumulation by appropriation and dispossession (ecoNOmies) and to
radically situate ‘taking care of life’ at the very centre of economy and Economics (ecoSImies
of care).
In the next section, I explore the historical concept of sustainable development and analyse its similarities with the Anthropocene. Section 2 centres on questions of power, colonialism, and capitalist relations in order to analyse the integrated sustainable development
multidimensional framework..I argue that ‘sustainable development’ tells a capitalogenic story that climaxes with a modernist framework based on human-centric individualism, extractivism, and privatisation. In Section 3, I invoke ecoSImies of care to show the radical affirmation
that all humans are already inter-eco-dependent. Here, I also suggest three ethical criteria of
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contemporary economies for the sustainability of life. In Section 4, I conclude by rejecting
hope as a political strategy and taking a critical position that enables us to recast economic
endeavours in light of the twenty-first-century crises.

It is not about carbon…
‘Sustainable development’ is not a new buzzword in the development discourse (hereafter
‘development’).4 The current ‘sustainable development’ idea is derived mostly from the 1987
Brundtland Report by the United Nations World Commission on Environment and Development, also known as Our Common Future. Prominently defined in the Brundtland Report,
‘sustainable development’ is still mainly referred to as “development that meets the needs of
the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”
(UN 1987, 43; UN 2015). It “requires the promotion of values that encourage consumption
standards that are within the bounds of the ecological possible and to which all can reasonably aspire” (UN 1987, 44; UN 2015). In the Brundtland Report as well as the Rio+20 The Future We Want document and its subsequent Agenda 2030, there is an intent to reconcile
Economics with Ecology (understood as separate disciplines) in order to protect the environment from pollution, deforestation, the greenhouse effect, climate change and, at the
same time, to ensure the pursuit of economic growth that was – and still is – considered a
condition for general happiness and development.
The Rio+20 document foregrounds climate change as an inevitable and urgent global
challenge with long-term implications for the sustainable development of all countries (UNDP
2012a). In this regard, the current Agenda 2030 states in the Sustainable Development Goal
13: to take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts and aims to mobilize
$100 billion annually by 2020 from all sources to address the needs of developing countries
in the context of meaningful mitigation actions and transparency on implementation and fully
operationalize the Green Climate Fund through its capitalization as soon as possible (UNDP
2012a). SDG 13 commits to combat climate change to ensure a ‘sustainable development’
path mainly to ‘developing countries’ and argues that climate change “is an issue that requires solutions that need to be coordinated at the international level and it requires international cooperation to help developing countries move toward a low-carbon economy.”5 Yet
climate change and ‘sustainable development’ is not about carbon, but about our interrelated
global economic power system (Klein 2014) and economic thinking stretched over histories
of colonialism, industrializations, and globalizations.
The discipline of Economics has an unmistakable allure and authority in ‘development’
and its imagination as part of western modernity,6 which stems from its self-presentation as a
rational science supported by empirically tested methods and professional management
techniques. This means that implementing ‘sustainable development’ projects and programmes in the so-called ‘developing countries’ embodies not only the institutional and fiCarrasco-Miró
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nancial power of its proponents (e.g. the UN, the World Bank and the International Monetary
Fund), the upgrading of living standards, and the modernization of the productive apparatus,
but also the cultural weight and discursive authority of Economics. That is, ‘sustainable development’ contains specific ideas, practices, and forms of knowledge as its essential components, since development “entails a learning process” (Zein-Elabdin 2003, 31). In this
sense, the notion of ‘development’ has functioned discursively since post-World War II as a
regulated space that has ultimately provided the conditions for the possibility of knowledge
and justiﬁcation for political intervention in postcolonial and non-western societies (Escobar
1995). This means that ‘development’ has organized what it means to be poor or wealthy,
just or unjust, with or without ‘development’, and has classified, in this way, certain subjectivities and knowledges as ontologically and epistemologically inferior. Thus, it is not surprising
that ‘development’, dominated by the discourse of Economics, is seen to be closely associated with colonialism. In this regard Eiman O. Zein-Elabdin and S. Charusheela (2004) maintain that
[e]conomics is epistemologically comfortable with the notion of colonialism and imperial domination […
It] can thus be soundly characterized as a colonial discourse grounded in exclusion and erasure of the
unfamiliar. (2-3)

In other words, ‘development’ is premised by the belief that some people of the world are
‘developed’ while others are ‘underdeveloped/developing’ making domination possible
through a series of ‘deficits’ and a catalogue of ‘needs’.
In this context, it is worth noting the similarities between the concept of ‘sustainable development’ and the Anthropocene – a narrative widely deployed within Euro-Austro-USA academic environmental studies and politics that invokes a pan-human species responsibility
for the current climate crisis – and the parallels between the problems that ‘sustainable development’ and the Anthropocene pose and encounter. The Anthropocene and ‘sustainable
development’ stories have surfaced together at the height and expansion of neoliberalism,
when climate action has been relegated to ‘adaptation’ and capital has corrupted the autonomy, discourse and activist charge of the mainstream environmental movement, turning it
into an ally of private wealth. From the ‘Welcome to the Anthropocene’ Rio+20 keynote video
to the current United Nations Environment Programme “Stories from the Anthropocene,”7 the
Anthropocene in ‘sustainable development’ turns out to be a view ‘from nowhere’ that tends
towards normalizing the story of human exceptionalism, colonialism, and planetary decline,
leading not to better stories imagining more liveable presents and more liveable futures but
often, instead, more of the same Anthropos – i.e. ‘man’ as the supreme exception capable of
fashioning his world and his own autonomous self.
Activists from environmental justice, climate justice, and indigenous organizations do
not invoke the ‘new’ Anthropocene’s rhetoric of humans as destroyers or masters of nature.
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Rather, these groups provide examples of socially and ecologically sustainable communities.
Natureculture8 histories are not homogeneous and the story of the rise of modernity and climate change is rooted in social and economic injustice as much as in the exploitation of nonhuman nature (Haraway 2016) and in the histor(ies) of colonial violence and appropriations.
There is, therefore, a specific type of ‘man’ connected to a particular culture (i.e. the logocentric homo economicus) that is destroying the planet.
The Anthropocene portrayed in ‘sustainable development’ helpfully poses the question
of the Nature/Society dualism, but cannot resolve that dualism since it accepts its selfdefinition – as a marker abstracted from the web of life. Thus, the Anthropocene story in ‘sustainable development’ is unlikely to guide us helpfully towards sustainability. Instead, I find
the notion of Capitalocene (Moore 2016; Haraway 2016) useful insofar as it better describes
the modernist rhetoric of ‘sustainable development’ and suggests a new synthesis beyond
the nature/society dualism and the practice of ‘human exceptionalism’. In this regard, Capitalocene is figured as a critical zone rather than one grand mess that includes all of humanity. It is, therefore, an argument about thinking the ecological crisis (Moore 2016) rather than
an argument about geological history – although of course the two are related. Rethinking
capitalism in the web of life as suggested by Donna Haraway (2016) and Jason W. Moore
(2016) locates the current crisis of climate and environmental change in our planet beyond
human species-being. As pointed out by Jason W. Moore (2016),
Capitalocene does not stand for capitalism as an economic and social system. […] Rather, the Capitalocene signifies capitalism as a way of organizing nature – as a multispecies, situated, capitalist
world-ecology. (6)

Thus, understanding development as a colonial discourse in the Capitalocene, exercising
power through an articulation of racial or cultural difference, rather than as an analysis that
begins with undifferentiated humanity and a culturally neutral path of an economy, becomes
crucial to locate climate change and the transformation of the environment in the twenty-first
century. In this sense, ‘sustainable development’ needs to be situated not merely in relation
to fossil fuels, but within complex and interrelated processes of global-scale economicpolitical organizations stretched over histories of enclosures, colonialisms, patriarchy, industrializations, and globalizations.

2. The unsustainable ‘sustainable development’ framework
The mantra of ‘development’ that ‘growth is good’ has been repeated so many times that it
has the feeling of common sense. Again, the ‘new’ Agenda 2030 on Sustainable Development directs us towards endless Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth based on extraction
and consumption. For example, Target 17.19 of the SDG says only that ‘development’ will,
by 2030, build on existing initiatives to develop measurements of progress on sustainable
Carrasco-Miró
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development that complement GDP (UN 2015). Yet over the last sixty years under the
‘growth is better’ narratives, more natural resources have been raided by (some) humans
than in all previous centuries together (Arns et al. 2015). Large-scale mining is penetrating
ever deeper layers, multinational land grabs are advancing to remote corners, and the race is
on for the division of the seabed and the resources in it (Klein 2014). This frantic rhythm of
‘progress’ has spurred images of crisis and doom while firing up the competitive rush for new
frontiers. Why must the sole measure of progress be growth and measured in price? Who
benefits from this single story? There are plenty of non-growth options and stories to be told,
all of which have been ignored in the SDGs and Agenda 2030. In this regard, Victoria TauliCorpuz (2015), UN Special Rapporteur on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, claims that
[a]s they stand now, the SDGs are a step backwards from these achievements [global recognition of
Indigenous Peoples rights]. Indigenous Peoples have been all but erased from the development
agenda. Include us, so that we can protect our traditions and territories for our children and protect the
planet’s biodiversity for all the world’s children. Don’t leave us behind.

Yet, to date, Indigenous Peoples are still not included and indigenous and community
lands remain unprotected and vulnerable to extractivist economic activities – that is, the intensive exploitation of natural resources from where the economy is organised in a dependent way – such as land grabbing from more powerful entities like governments, corporations
and ‘development’. In 2016, for example, approximately twice as many such land deals were
found to be ‘in operation’ as in 2013 and up to 59 percent of these deals cover communal
lands claimed by Indigenous Peoples and communities. Yet these settler ‘development’ projects are funded, promoted, and supported by ‘development’ agencies such as the World
Bank, which has played a pivotal role in funding land deals to the tune of more than $8 billion
over the past decade (Oxfam 2012).
In what follows, I critically analyse the UN ‘sustainable development’ multidimensional
approach – environmental, economic and social – and propose elements of analysis and
critique. I argue that what is actually sustained in ‘sustainable development’ is the economic
exploitation and appropriation of humans and nature, as well as unsustainable and extractivist modern, industrial economies. In order to highlight the already existing worldviews and
platforms of life-enhancing political strategies, I provide throughout this section examples of
communities and projects that support sustainable liveable presents and futures. This may
help development economists and analysts to retrieve plural valorisations people have about
the environment and nature. It may also improve our understanding of contemporary economic endeavours in support of a just and democratic transition toward renewable energy,
local economies, and socially and ecologically sustainable communities.
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The Environmental Dimension: Nature as Capital
One of the key dimensions of the ‘sustainable development’ integrated framework is the environmental one and it mainly refers to the ‘natural capital’ approach (UNDP 2016; WB 2012).
‘Natural capital’ refers to the environmental assets of a country, especially for ‘developing
countries’, and comprises natural resource stocks, land, and ecosystems. As the WB (2012)
and UNDP (2016) state, accounting for natural capital leads to better economic decisions
about development priorities and investments. Yet the natural capital approach clearly resonates with a colonialist/extractivist economy. History tells us that extractivist economies have
led to widespread poverty, increased inequality and inequity, promoted different kinds of violence to people and nature, caused recurrent economic crises, destroyed other economies
and social networks, consolidated ‘rent-seeking’ mentalities, and seriously damaged the environment for future generations. Natural capital stands for a new ‘development’ method of
intervention in the environment, with nature reframed as “a specific type of capital, which
needs to be measured, conserved, produced, and even accumulated” (Kenis and Lievens
2015, 8). In this approach, nature comes to stand for a collection of tradable ecosystem services and durable goods used in production as infrastructure or equipment or price that are
“mobilized to defend productivity gains, minimize costs of capital expansion, and stave off
crises of reproduction” (Lohmann 2016, 4). Thus, in this approach, nature is objectified and
its value is reduced to a unique value of scale: price.
Price generates the illusion that monetary measurements offer a good indicator of the
value that derives from other scales to better decisions for sustainable development. Yet
economic estimation is one of multiple forms of evaluating nature. Not only does measuring
nature minimize the different values of nature to technical instrumentalization; it also removes any possibility of public dialogue about its valorisations. Different answers that people
give about the importance of a natural area or nature for its ecological richness, the beauty of
its landscapes, cosmovisions or sacred places, are reduced or removed in this dimension to
the same scale of expression: price. In ‘sustainable development’ nature should be valued
economically if we are to protect it globally.
If nature is measured in price, then the protection of the environment is a form of investment. The biological diversity of ecosystems is not valuable because each form of life is
an end-in-itself embedded in communities of mutual support, but only valued as a source of
‘ecosystem services’ for ‘development’. In this dimension, ecological cycles, such as water or
the regeneration of the soil, have become ‘services’ that can enter the market through ‘sustainable development’. Here the criteria of efficiency and economic profit are imposed, and
ecological, cultural, religious, sacred, or aesthetic values are left behind. When we discuss
the value of nature, we advance to an ethical place even if ‘development’ does not recognize
it. Thus, when price is the only measure to allocate value without an ethical discussion, this
estimation is anthropocentric and capitalogenic.
Carrasco-Miró
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As many ecologists and Indigenous People around the world have been saying for
many years, human presence is neither necessary nor indispensable to maintain ecologic
sustainability (Gudynas 2004; Haraway 2016). In other words, the ecologic dimension of sustainability is a property of ecosystems and not of human beings. Yet, by introducing nature to
the market, ‘sustainable development’ disarticulates and removes the concept of nature and
replaces it by capital, services, products, or resources. As argued by Jason W. Moore, “the
genius of capitalism […] has been to treat nature as ‘free gift’ […] to make the whole of nature work on the cheap” (2016, 112). If ecosystems are (ab)used to the point of collapse,
then all life in the planetary community is diminished (Klein 2014). To admit and embrace
that ecocide entails an all-encompassing diminishment would already be a break with ‘sustainable development’.
The process of assigning prices in the natural capital dimension is not innocent or neutral, but reflects a rationality based on aspects such as maximization of benefits, the utilitarian use of resources and consumerism. Individual consumerism presents itself as a problem
for sustainable development. Consumption is the end of the economic chain and ‘sustainable
development’ supports this vision through consumerist campaigns in environmental issues or
promoting recycled products such in the UN The Lazy Persons Guide to Saving the World.9
Yet, can we shop to end environmental degradation? As argued by Kapoor (2008), consumerist campaigns are all ideological attempts to remove from reality the dimension of capital.
In other words, a way to purify life and try to get rid of capital and its inherent dangers and
inconveniences.
Through the provision of policy advice and the development and implementation of
programmes, ecological or biodiversity management in ‘sustainable development’ is emphasized in terms of technical management, where the development experts are the decisionmakers (WB 2012) that help demonstrate sound biodiversity management practices on-theground and build capacity to sustain them (UNDP 2012b). It is assumed that development
experts offer the best possibilities in elaborating sustainable strategies. Development experts, including and/or in partnership with mostly Northern-based environmental NGOs, are
helping, for example, to identify new environmental areas for commodification in ‘developing
countries’. NGOs such as Nature Conservancy, the Wildlife Conservation Society, the Dian
Fossey Gorilla Fund, and the Jane Goodall Institute are feeding a substantial global demand
for nature-related photographs, ﬁlms, and commodities (Kapoor 2008). They are helping to
transform Africa’s natural capital (forests, wildlife, landscapes) into symbolic capital and
money, thus incorporating nature and wildlife into a broader capitalist system. In so doing,
‘sustainable development’ and its environmental dimension are preparing the ground for
greater extractivist activities. Their growing presence in Africa has resulted in their ability to
inﬂuence and lobby governments, not simply on conservation issues, but on broader policymaking related to wildlife and land management, environment and eco-tourism (including
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hotel and resort real estate development) (Kapoor 2008). Nor is this practice limited to the
non-human. Natural capital is easily translated as cheap labour as ‘a means of development’,
for example in the trillion dollar industry of tourism, where nature-based tourism is one of the
main tourist practices, that in turn naturalizes the inequality forced upon those living in the
global South,10 especially women and people of colour.
Paradoxically, in this dimension, it is possible to lose natural capital as long as it is
substituted for another capital associated with human capital (social or economic) to assure
that ‘quality of life’ is not reduced (see UNDP 2016). Yet the assumption that substitution is
almost perfect between nature and human capital is a serious distortion of reality (Daly
1994). In fact, while human capital could bring financial resources in sustainable development projects/programmes such as agroforestry, it cannot help, for example, to accelerate
the growth of trees. This purely capitalist imagination about sustainability as the idea of maintaining a stock of capital, traps nature into the exterminism of the Capitalocene. Thus, ‘sustainability’ in this dimension does not sustain nature nor life.
One way to problematize the natural capital approach both discursively and with reference to its representational sovereignty over reality in ‘sustainable development’ is to question the so-called primacy of ‘economic value’ over political, cultural, symbolic, spiritual, nonmaterial values. In the ‘sustainable development’ capitalogenic approach, there is no space
to dispute what has value or what is understood as wealth. Natural capital is about competency rather than mutual support. Economic valorisation and the market could be important
contributions to sustainable strategies but they are insufficient on their own. Thus, it is key to
raise the all-important question of ‘the value of the value’ from multiple locations and sites of
lived realities. When nature is considered a subject, hence independent from human assessment, it emerges as a plural category that can be evaluated by means of different indicators. This plurality of nature ends ‘development’ epistemicide and ecocide. Yet different approaches to nature are incommensurability (not incompatibility) due to the plurality of values
in front of nature. Measurements to nature will be always incomplete. In that sense, capital
could be used as one of the indicators amongst many others so its application is limited.
Many world visions and practices are currently extending community and art beyond
human species, positioning nature as a subject of rights in its own terms. For example, in
January 2013, on behalf of the rights of nature, a coalition formed by various indigenous and
rights advocacy organizations filed a lawsuit against the Ecuadorian state for violating the
constitutional law by allowing large-scale mining exploitation to enter the Cordillera del Condor in western Amazonia, one of the world’s most important biological refuges and currently
under pressure due to the dramatic expansion of large-scale extraction activities. The Amazon people of Sarayaku won the trial and argued for the centrality of the ‘Living Forest’ in
their community’s cosmology, modes of being, and ecological survival. Although in indigeCarrasco-Miró
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nous cosmovisions nature has never required such rights, simply because it is part of a larger whole, intercultural dialogues about different valorisations of nature (see Biemann and
Tavares 2015) have led to more just and ethical agreements.

The Economic Dimension: Inclusive Green Economy
The economic dimension in ‘sustainable development’ refers to an inclusive green economy.
Inclusive green economy is one of the ‘sustainable development’ keywords in the current
Agenda 2030. Little by little, ecological meanings of ‘sustainable development’ have been
usurped, so that sustainable development has become virtually synonymous with sustained
economic growth or, in more warmly persuasive fashion, inclusive green growth. As stated
by WB 2012 “inclusive-green growth is the pathway to sustainable development” (2) (see
also UNDP 2016). ‘Inclusive’ and ‘green’ are fulsomely positive adjectives, which promise an
entirely different way of doing business. Where ‘sustainable’ rings rather grey and technical,
‘green’ is vivid; where ‘development’ is restricted to the ‘developing countries’ and can seem
abstract and subjective, ‘growth’ is global in scope and sounds solid. This entails a series of
technological, managerial, and behavioural changes, in particular to build in principles and
parameters of ‘sustainability’ and ‘inclusion’ into production, consumption, and trade while
maintaining high rates of economic growth as the key driver of ‘development’.
The ‘green’ in this approach is based on the premise that if a value for nature’s goods
and services can be set, this would provide enough motivation for the private sector to shift
to cleaner energy sources, pollute less, and basically start investing in green technologies
and business models. In so doing, it identifies a use-value for nature, which is a product of
human labour as well as the satisfaction of a human need, along with an exchange value that
comes from selling an environmentally conscious commodity or service. Here, environmental
degradation and climate change not only pave the way for the privatization of public assets
and common pool resources, but also offer entirely new market opportunities. That is to say,
on the one hand, “in our age of global ecological crisis” capitalism profits from the “destruction of the planet” (Foster et al. 2010, 71-72); on the other, the “growth of natural scarcity is
seen as a golden opportunity in which to further privatize the world’s commons” (Foster et al.
2010, 70) and accumulate capital. Yet, why is growth the only answer? It is now clear that
green capitalism – including ‘development’ initiatives such as carbon taxes, dematerializing
the economy, cap-and-trade schemes, debt-for-nature swaps, market-based green design,
hybrid cars and biogas – has completely failed (Klein 2014; Haraway 2016). With increased
devastation to land and water and uncontrolled growth in greenhouses gases, green capitalism or inclusive-green growth has only brought us closer to an irreversible ecocatastrophe
(Arns et al. 2015). However, inclusive green growth insists that environmental sustainability
is reliant upon the market system and the advancement of the new technologies of geoengi98
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neering and nuclear renewal energy (see UN 2015). In this economic dimension, development’s hope for the world lies with an eco-industrial revolution sparked by technological innovation and directed by the signals of the market as the ‘new’ magic elixir for continuous
growth. Technology can undoubtedly help in some cases to reduce inequalities, but today
there is no hope that technology can maintain the current highly consumptive system in a
time of natural resource depletion (Klein 2007, 2014). Enchanting the object with ‘greens’
and ‘inclusions’, ‘sustainable development’ bypasses, once again, the historical, economic,
and imperial legacies of ‘development’ that create categories of objects and people as needed, desired, valuable, or disposable, removing the possibility of recognizing the racialized
and gendered platform of the Capitalocene. In other words, ‘development’ techno-utopia
masks the chronic problems of our time and hides the culprits who are responsible for gaming the system in their favour.
The ‘inclusive’ side in the green growth dimension refers to all segments of the population to contribute to and benefit from economic growth in an environmental sustainable manner. As stated by the World Bank, inclusive-green growth
aims to operationalize sustainable development by reconciling developing countries’ urgent need for
rapid growth and poverty alleviation with the need to avoid irreversible and costly environmental damage. As such, efforts to foster inclusive-green growth must focus on what is required in the next five to
10 years to sustain robust growth, while avoiding locking economies into unsustainable patterns, preventing irreversible environmental damage, and reducing the potential for regret. (WB 2012, 2)

Here it is believed that ‘developing countries’ cannot have good environmental management
because they are ‘poor’. It is assumed, therefore, that there is a positive relationship between
economic growth and environmental quality and that some economic wealth is indispensable
for environmental management. Yet Indigenous Peoples, social movements, environmentalists and feminist economists along with many existing studies and reports have demonstrated that when the income per capita increases, some environmental impacts also increase,
such as solid waste, emissions of CO 2 in the atmosphere or the accumulation of very toxic
substances such as cadmium or nickel (Gudynas 2004). In other words, with more economic
growth the environment is deteriorated for long term or accumulative impacts (Klein 2014).
The universal ‘we’ and ‘us’ embodied in the ‘sustainable development’ discourse obscure the extensive scholarship on diverse human histories and resilient naturecultures
(Haraway 2014) that are imagining and producing innovative approaches to climate mitigation, adaptation, and sustainability. Sustainability does not necessarily imply having direct
property over natural resources, but demands an adequate ecological and social regulation
of its management. This concept does not require a state, collective, ‘development experts’
or market property over nature as natural capital and inclusive-green growth approaches, but
imposes conditions of responsible use over the environment. This approximation is similar to
some Andean approaches (Gudynas 2004) where there is no private property over the land,
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but the community adjudicates certain rights of use.

The Social Dimension: Poverty Eradication
The social dimension in the ‘sustainable development’ framework refers to poverty eradication. According to this approach, we need economic growth even at the expense of irreversible ecological catastrophe in order to cope with inequality and poverty. Yet with the economic
growth acquired until now and fiercely promoted with the previous UN-Millennium Development Goals (2000-2015), we should have made some significant progress in this direction.
Instead, in most societies inequality grows alongside their growing economies. Thus, the
dominant narrative that ‘things are getting better’ and that, if we keep doing things the way
we have been and the global economy keeps growing, we can end global poverty by 2030
must be challenged. Instead, we need to claim the fact that poverty is created by hundreds of
years of history and inequality, perpetuated by colonialism, slavery, racism, and resource
theft.
‘Development’ has failed to discern its own complicity in the very ‘poverty’ and pollution
they seek to eradicate. In fact, ‘sustainable development’ often rationalizes the latter, making
business itself the solution to poverty eradication or environmentalism. By so doing, ‘development’ masks and purifies corporate ills, acting as a countermeasure to socioeconomic and
nature exploitation. Powerful economic groups not only consume more natural resources but
they can also ‘buy’ better quality environmental conditions. These groups live in cleaner
neighbourhoods or countries away from pollution and consume food of higher quality. As
Naomi Klein (2007) points out, with environmental harms and changes in climate adversely
affecting the poor, we face a
collective future of disaster apartheid in which survival is determined by who can afford to pay for escape. Perhaps part of the reason why so many of our elites, both political and corporate, are so sanguine about climate change is that they are confident they will be able to buy their way out of the worst
of it. (530)

The SDGs do discuss reducing inequality. However, their prescription is technocratic,
obscure and wholly incommensurate to the sustainability of life. In an Open Letter to the UN
regarding the SDGs, several thinkers, artists, activist, peasants, workers, students, spiritualists – called The Rules Community – signed and argued that
[t]he SDGs claim they can eradicate poverty in all its forms by 2030. But they rely primarily on global
economic growth to achieve this tremendous task. If such growth resembles that seen in recent decades, it will take 100 years for poverty to disappear, not the 15 years the SDGs promise. And even if
this were possible in a shorter timescale, we would need to increase the size of the global economy by
a factor of 12, which, in addition to making our planet uninhabitable, will obliterate any gains against
poverty.11

For example, target 10.1 of the SDG states that by 2030 they will “progressively achieve and
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sustain income growth of the bottom 40 per cent of the population at a rate higher than the
national average” (UNDP 2015, 25). As already argued by the Rules Community, this commitment allows inequality to grow without limit until 2029, so long as it then begins to be reduced. The SDGs thus fail to endorse the only means that can achieve their stated goal of
ending poverty. In effect, by not tackling the roots of impoverishment, ‘sustainable development’ promotes imperial and environmental racism and perpetuates severe poverty, leaving
this fundamental problem to future generations. If ‘sustainable development’ is really preoccupied with poverty, the first question that should be posed is: how is poverty created? Then
a different story will be told.
Drawing upon feminist, indigenous, artistic, and critical environmentalist knowledge politics, in the next section I suggest to think the economy under ecoSImies of care. EcoSImies
of care go beyond moral disposition and reflect on ‘value’ in a language other than that of the
systemic/structural fait accompli, raising the question of ‘the value of the value’ in the economy. By understanding sustainability beyond the automatically assumed ‘sustainable development’, ecoSImies of care open windows to taking seriously the sustainability of life.

3. EcoSImies of care
It matters which stories tell stories, which concepts think concepts.
Donna Haraway (2016)

Despite the recent ascendency of the ‘sustainable development’ story, communities, peoples
and social movements around the world are co-producing new narrative, political, and art
tools for mobilizing, organizing, and “dancing a new world into being” (Klein 2013, 1). Creating generative, receptive politics and coalitions means casting our lives with some and not
others. As the planet heats up and as intra-human and interspecies divergences speed up,
we need worlds that world worlds, to “make a much hotter compost pile for still possible
pasts, presents, and futures” (Haraway 2016, 57). As Haraway (2016) has argued, it matters
what thoughts, knowledge, or stories are marshalled to theorize and transform a profoundly
damaged world. Words matter in producing particular kinds of politics and new economic
imaginaries. In this context, I propose ecoSImies of care to question the ‘economic man’ as
the basic unit of analysis and force the epistemological and ontological pluralization of economies. I owe the ecoSImy/ies term in its Spanish version (ecoSimia/as) to Miguel Guaira
Calapy, a Cotacachi indigenous leader (Ecuador) who suggested ‘ecoSimias’ as a term, an
analytical category and a potential tool to imagine and think subaltern knowledge. Its meaning is related to a popular etymology that assumes ecoNOmy as the negation of what is mine
and/or what is ours (Gudynas 2004), making clear that not just capitalism but all ecoNOmy is
a way of accumulation by dispossession. In this sense, ecoSImies are about processes of
(re)appropriation from the global South – as well as many and significant vital exchanges
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through multiple forms of cooperation that are situated and contextual – which dialogue
through difference, singularity and heterogeneity (Gudynas 2004).
Formulating ecoSImies as ecoSImies of care may help to grapple with the question of
sustainability. EcoSImies of care open a communitarian dimension of autonomy and collective self-organization that expands the alternatives for thinking about the politics of care. It
shows the radical affirmation that we, all humans, are already interdependent and ecodependent, and situates ‘taking care of life’ at the very centre of the economy and Economics. This means we need to take care of life together, since life is always life in common and
we must inhabit a living environment. By taking seriously this radical affirmation of our lives,
economy and Economics only makes sense from the sustainability of life (i.e. taking care of
our vulnerabilities, managing inter-eco-dependence, inhabiting a living surrounding, and understanding land as a place where beings live in a respectful way), which is in direct antagonism with the capitalogenic ‘sustainable development’ ideal where life is under attack (ecoNOmy). Here I find the notion of ‘cuidadanía’ – a pun created by the Spanish feminist collective Precarias a la Deriva on the Spanish words ‘ciudadanía’ (citizenship) and ‘cuidados’
(cares) – inspiring. ‘Cuidadania’ is a new form of recognizing ourselves as subjects that place
care, non-human and human desires-needs-wants at the centre of our societies and communities as opposed to the notion of citizenship that centres around capitalist markets.
There are several things, however, that ecoSImies of care do not mean. First, they do
not refer to ideological, gender, ethnic, racial plurality; nor does it refer to the incorporation or
inclusion of marked differences into a multiculturally ‘better’ Economics. Second, they are not
an issue of reporting differences amongst contexts (i.e. ‘case studies’) that present people
facing similar ‘economic’ situations and behaving more or less the same – thus, confirming
already defined (western) universals and ‘development’ as the only game in town. Third,
ecoSImies do not mean indigenous. EcoSImies of care are about the sustainability of life
knowing that in each notion of ecoSImy there is a notion of well-being. Thus, the ecoSImies
of care proposal aims at transforming the concept from one that conceives economics/‘development’ as power disputes within a singular world (ecoNOmies) to another one that
includes the possibility of adversarial relations among worlds (ecoSImies of care). In that
sense, ecoSImies of care is the reconfiguration of the political as a decolonial reaction to the
violence of the expansionist, universalist logic of ‘sustainable development’. EcoSImies of
care are about the re-existence and resistance of currently devalued and removed economies in ‘development’. In other words, to account for economic difference affirming the epistemic rights of the racially devaluated global South – that is, diverse modes of social organization with diverse forms of subjectification that enunciate fundamentally different, yet always
entangled, worlds.
In ecoSImies of care, sustainability does not equal slowness and durability; it tells the
story of how everything we do around the world is interconnected here and now. For exam102
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ple, how the western lifestyle, known to have an effect on climate change (Klein 2014), also
has an impact on herdsmen in the Sahel (see Biemann 2015). A way of thinking about sustainability, then, is to generate images that do not exhaust the possibilities of others by fixing
them in a place when their potential for a fuller life is likely to be realized in a distant country.
Thus, ecoSImies of care question the very meaning of wealth: what has value in this common place where we all live and die? Situated notions of value such as el Sumak Kawsay or
el buen vivir in Ecuador, Suma Qamaña in Bolivia, Ubuntu in South Africa or Vida digna in
Spain are epistemologies capable of inspiring another way of being and being in the world,
contributing to the global debate about environmental sustainability and climate change.
In this framework, ecoSImies of care are less of a critical tool than an attitude reflecting
contemporary awareness of how we live our lives and how to die well. Drawing on feminism,
ecoSImies of care are at once a critique of the force of the ‘economic man’, contesting everything that seems self-evident, unified, present, and inescapable in what counts as human,
while also being the imagination of something that would no longer be ‘man’ as such but still
not some pure feminine outside (for the pure feminine was always part of the logic of man).
As follows, I suggest three workable ethical criteria of contemporary ecoSImies:

Biocentric approach
A biocentric approach recognizes that life shall prevail over production or trading relations
and reproduction of goods at the cost of the regeneration of life. Under this criterion, for example, economic strategies that exploit the generative powers of women, people of colour,
Indigenous Peoples, animals, plants, genes, and cells, or support countries in exporting food
when that same country suffers from malnutrition, are enacting violence and attacking life.
Thinking the ecoSImy under this principle helps us to shift away from the singular goal of
material affluence that rejects and attacks life and allows us to decentre capitalist markets to
enunciate the diverse existing ecoSImies of care (beyond markets, the state, households).

Uncertainty
Economics has been trying to control and remove uncertainty through equilibrium formulations for coordinating atomistic agent behaviour. Yet we live in a world marked by the fundamental unknowability of the future. Uncertainty is intrinsic to the environment and human beings, and thus to the economy. Environmental systems and humans have non-linear relations and they are not necessarily in equilibrium. They are uncertain and can be chaotic and
messy. Yet uncertainty should not be a negative aspect that prevents ‘objectivity’. Uncertainty is an inaudible attribute and for this reason pushes us to go in-depth into public discussions and intercultural dialogues about multiple estimations, values, and perceptions.
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Commitment
‘Development’ helps to produce a generous and benevolent national community or western
identity, building unity and pride. Yet “benevolent first-world appropriation and reinscription of
the Third World as an Other” (Spivak 1988) does not want to encounter the global South in
its own terms but for other, usually global, Northern purposes. Yet, how to live together in a
way that living is worthy and just for all? I suggest here, first of all, commitment. To further
understand the nature of commitment I may use Amartya Sen’s (1977) interesting distinction
between sympathy and commitment. If I am disturbed by the idea of others being poor, following Sen’s argument, this is a case of sympathy. If, on the other hand, this idea does not
make me personally uncomfortable or distressed, but still makes me think there is something
deeply wrong with it, it is a case of commitment. Following this definition, commitment is not
primarily or chiefly motivated by individualized sentiments of, for example, ‘how to feel good
about poverty.’12 In other words, commitment does not radiate from the individualized emotional self and does not aim at satisfying ongoing emotional aspirations of development’s
‘feeling good’ agendas and goals. Commitment is the willingness to let ourselves be committed, to be put in a commitment for an unforeseen problem that challenges us. Commitment,
thus, is not resolved in a declaration of intentions or set of goals but it sets in motion a difficult process. Commitment rips us from what we are or what we believed to be (Garcés 2013)
and incorporates us into a space that we do not control at all. We are involved in a situation,
a dialogue, that exceeds us and that demands, finally, that we take a position. Taking a position is not just taking sides (for or against) or making a judgment (I like, I do not like). It is to
have to invent an answer that we do not have and that, whatever it is, it will not leave us
equal. Taking position is to attend the incompleteness of all knowledge, the infinite richness
of ecoSImic imaginaries, and beginning to heal what Gloria Anzaldúa (1987) calls: the colonial wound. That is, a commitment to ways of knowing from the perspectives of those who
have systematically suffered the injustices, dominations and oppressions caused by colonialism, capitalism, and patriarchy.

4. Final remarks
According to the tenets of the current dominant sustainable development discourse and project, nature should be valued economically if we are to protect it globally. Yet why is economic estimation the only option presented in ‘sustainable development’ to value nature? This
article has considered the current global development Agenda 2030 on Sustainable Development and has analysed ‘sustainable development’ discourse and its key dimensions: environmental (natural capital), economic (inclusive-green economy) and social (poverty eradication). I have argued that ‘sustainable development’ haunts a totalizing modernity story with
capitalism as its universal telos, and that it hinders the possibility of accessing the critical
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insights of those who have been ‘left behind’, colonized, or bulldozed over in the Capitalocene.
At the same time, there is urgent need to think what a life worth living is and how to live
and die well as mortal critters, in a moment when the edges of the human are in question
under the Capitalocene. The UN jointly with other ‘development’ actors claim that the global
Agenda 2030 on sustainable development offers “hope in a world beset by crisis” (UN News
Centre 2016). Yet, if ‘sustainable development’ solely attempts to ‘culturalize’ the ‘development’ discourse regarding the physical and chemical transformations our planet is undergoing, it fails to address a deeper problem and contributes, in this way, to modernity’s permanent war on the biosphere. Rather than looking hopefully to a day when these tensions are
resolved either in a final moment of posthuman vanquishing of ‘man’ or the technological
triumph of human survival, I reject hope as a political strategy. Relying upon hope would be
to resurrect the presumption that ‘economic man’ as the fundamental unit is thinkable, which,
as Haraway’s states, makes doing good work impossible.
Rejecting hope as a way of grappling with the notion of sustainability, I propose ecoSImies of care to question the ‘value of the value’ in the economy and Economics and as a
commitment for the re-existence and resistance of currently devalued economies in ‘sustainable development’. In this sense, ecoSImies of care is an effort to continue building an economically just world, made of equitable and ethical future social organizations in light of twenty-first-century crises.
Notes
1

See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pTk11idmTUA.
The Kari-Oca II declaration is a sacred document that encompasses Indigenous Peoples struggles
worldwide.
3
See http://www.ienearth.org/kari-oca-2-declaration/.
4
The dominant representations and institutional practices that structure the relationships between
west and non-west.
5
See http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/climate-change-2/.
6
A social vision that includes a liberal-democratic nation-state, an industrial capitalist economy and a
series of specific institutions of public life and ‘civil society’, requiring a particular mode of interaction
between individuals, individual and state and individual and society.
7
See http://staging.unep.org/newscentre/default.aspx?DocumentID=27059&ArticleID=36079.
8
I use here natureculture as a synthesis of nature and culture that recognizes their inseparability in
ecological relatioships that are both biophysically and socially formed (see Haraway 2014 and 2016 or
any of Haraway’s work)
9
See http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/takeaction/.
10
I am using ‘global South’ as a metaphor of the systemic and unjust human suffering caused by
global capitalism and colonialism (Santos 2014) as well as patriarchy and all their satellite oppressions.
11
See https://therules.org/petition/sdg-open-letter/.
12
See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2JpqCvAalag.
2
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ABSTRACT
This article investigates the literary representation of the 1989 protest of Tiananmen Square in Beijing,
China, in three texts that can be ascribed to what Belinda Kong defines as ‘Tiananmen fiction’, that is,
works produced by writers in the Chinese diaspora with Tiananmen as a central narrative event. The
analyzed novels, Ha Jin’s The Crazed (2002), Xialou Guo’s I Am China (2014), and Madeleine Thien’s
Do Not Say We Have Nothing (2016), all written in English, take some distance from other more
traditional themes in the literary output of the Asian diasporic community, usually linked to the identitarian issue, to embrace a clear political and ethical stance. Although produced in distinct geographical
areas (the US, Canada, and the UK) and by authors differently ascribed to the Chinese diaspora, the
selected texts share an interest in the historical event of Tiananmen Square as an occasion to reflect
on questions of human dignity, national history, and the revolutionary role the arts have in totalitarian
regimes – all themes that merge in the memory of Tiananmen. The current emergence of such issues
in the literary production of the Chinese diaspora offers an opportunity to discuss the representation of
Chineseness both at home and abroad, providing a resistant positioning against the official history of
the country that has silenced the event, and highlighting the importance of insurgency as a tool for the
survival of human dignity.

I can’t compare life with death,
truth with imagining,
my palms with the back of my hands.
Tonight, the night that never ends,
a tree grows out of tear, and from the tree
many desperate hands are hanging.
In your dark night
my words fail to form.
Liu Xia, “Dark Night” (1997)1

1. Tiananmen Square in facts and fiction
The architect Chen Gang posited Beijing’s Tiananmen Square as a ‘zero point’. He used the
father of Marxism Friedrich Engels’ words to explain his own vision of Tiananmen: “Zero is a
definite point from which measurements are taken along a line, in one direction positively, in
the other negatively. Hence the zero point is the location on which all others are dependent, to
which they are all related, and by which they are all determined. Wherever we come upon
zero, it represents something very definite: the limit. Thus it has greater significance than all
the real magnitudes by which it is bounded” (as reported in Thien 2016, 297; italics in the
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original). This is the role the tragic events of the 1989 popular student uprising in Tiananmen
have in Jian’s, Kublai’s, and Sparrow’s lives, the protagonists respectively of Ha Jin’s The
Crazed (2002), Xialou Guo’s I Am China (2014), and Madeleine Thien’s Do Not Say We Have
Nothing (2016) on which this essay focuses. In these novels, Tiananmen Square is a zero
point of sort, a historical event that determines the characters’ life as well the novels’ positioning in the literary production of the Chinese diaspora. I selected these novels in view of their
thought-provoking representation of the Tiananmen uprising: the narrative memory of the
protest gives the authors the possibility to explore questions such as political abuse, oppression, and the Chinese Communist Party’s power in controlling bodies, deaths, and dreams –
a biopower, in fact, which became most visible in 1989, when the People’s Liberation Army,
contrary to the promise of its name, besieged Beijing with the sadly known deadly results.
Despite the centrality of human rights issues in the texts, this article zeroes in on Jin’s, Guo’s,
and Thein’s works with the intention to interrogate questions of insurgency and human dignity,
showing how Tiananmen is a historical as well as symbolical event that represents the negative
limit of the communist biopower, but also a positive point of renewal offering new directions in
the characters’ lives, in Chinese history and its public memory, and in the development of the
so-called Chinese diasporic literature.2
The Tiananmen movement started as a students’ protest in April 1989. Differently from
more recent examples of popular uprisings, Tiananmen did not emerge out of economic suf fering or a clear and direct distrust in the representational sovereignty of the Communist Party,
but came from an absence of choice in the life of the citizens, who felt more and more deprived
of their human rights. Gathered at Tiananmen Square, students did not directly question the
communist ideology, but how the ‘permanent revolution’ project led to a de facto state of
exception and violations of human rights – such as the use of torture, the diminution of freedoms, the decimation of cultural life, the nullification of the horizon of possibilities, the constant
vulnerability of subjects exposed to the practices of control of the communist regime and, in
general, to a drastic reduction of a dignified liveable life. The protest gained momentum in May
of the same year. As Kay Schaffer and Sidonie Smith well summarize in their study on human
rights and narrated lives,
on May 14, students … declared a hunger strike. On May 16, three hundred thousand students
marched. By May 18, more than a million people were demonstrating in and around the Square. By
June 4, more than two hundred Chinese journalists and tens of millions of intellectuals, workers, civil
servants, peasants, police and soldiers had joined the student demonstrations. Frustrated by inflation
and corruption and sympathetically engaged by the students’ actions, masses of people rallied in more
than three hundred cities in a nationwide demand for reform. (2004, 188)

June 4 is usually considered the final day of the Tiananmen democratic movement: at
night, the Army encircled the Square and the surrounding areas, killing “between 1,000 and
3,000 protestors and innocent bystanders,” while thousands of others were injured. In Belinda
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Kong’s words, the intervention of the Army on June 4 “epitomizes the half-century-long genealogy of communism’s cannibalist biopolitics” (2012, 16), which is most evident to the West
because of the media coverage of Tiananmen, but is not limited to it, as both Thien and Jin
show.
Despite its coverage in the West due to the presence in Beijing of thousands of Western
journalists to follow President Gorbachev’s visit, Tiananmen has gone underground in the official memory of the PRC and its literature. Because of its historical failure as a movement,
which forced many of its actors to actual or existential displacement, and the homeland ban
on the memory of the event,3 Tiananmen has emerged productively only far away from its
place of origin and mainly in English, the “major linguistic platform for the global discourse on
Tiananmen in almost all genres” (Kong 2012, 31), from poetry to drama to fiction. 4 Although
Tiananmen was “first and foremost a national event …, its representational afterlife has been
catapulted beyond the nation,” so much so that writing about Tiananmen “constitutes a preeminently diasporic enterprise” (Kong 2012, 2), and is therefore defined by the linguistic practices
of the Chinese diasporic community.5 Despite its national facticity, and because of the Chinese
veto on its memory, the Tiananmen protest now exists mainly as a textual occasion in the
transnational fiction of the Asian-American community in the West, of the Chinese-born exiled,
and for western readers with access to English.6
While the leaders of the students’ movement did produce first-hand accounts in the years
immediately following 1989,7 Tiananmen as a literary theme has had a late flourishing, with
fictional recreations that started to be written only at the turn of the millennium. Kong has
defined this group of texts as ‘Tiananmen fiction’, that is, literary works written in Chinese or
English and published as original texts or in translation, which deal with the memory of the
1989 democratic movement.8 Taking some distance from more traditional themes in the literary
output of the Asian diasporic community (such as the clash between consent and descent,
immigration, the feeling of nostalgia for lost traditions, etc.), Tiananmen fiction introduces a
clear political stance that differentiates Asian-western literature produced recently from its
antecedents.9 However, differently from the flourishing of life narratives, such as memoirs and
autobiographies, the novels I interrogate are not linked to life-based experiences of Tiananmen. They are works of imagination that, nevertheless, give the historical events of Tiananmen
central relevance for both the reconstruction of Chinese history and the investigation of other
issues such as human dignity, democracy, and, in the specific interest of this essay, the role
of the arts in totalitarian regimes. They help the reader to make sense of both Chinese history
and the history of insurgencies, following the well-known idea by Alison Landsberg of a
prosthetic memory as an ethical choice that goes beyond biological claims. Tiananmen fiction
is thus understood as a cogent tool to frame a historical – and narrative – memory, useful to
complicate the literary tradition of the Chinese diaspora and to adjust the image of China in
the world, remembering a different history and positioning the question of human rights as a
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central one, in contrast to a neutral vision of the PRC due to its successful role in the global
economy. In this sense, recalling the beginning of this article, Tiananmen can be considered
a ‘zero point’, a historical event from which to measure both the Chinese past and its projection
in the neo-capitalist order of the present. How these texts circulate and relate to one another,
creating a virtual dialogue on Tiananmen, can be read as a minor act of late insurgency, which
doubles the narrative examples of active resistance analyzed in what follows.
2. Ha Jin and Xialou Guo: the arts as resistance?
Beside participating in the literary representation of the 1989 democratic protest, Jin, Guo, and
Thien share a reflection on the role of art in occasions of public dissent. In their novels,
literature and music have a clear political dimension, understood as privileged sites for addressing questions of freedom and suffering that merge in the memory of Tiananmen. Literature is, in their case, a form of entertainment as well as of resistance, a tool through which to
give voice to silenced victims of Chinese biopower – despite the fictional success or failure of
the history they tell. In their reconstruction of the private lives of Sparrow, Kublai Jian, and Jian,
and how their human dignity collides with the communist state authority, the authors relate a
story of protest, its premises and aftereffects. By doing so, they posit Tiananmen as a defining
moment for both Chinese history and the personal history of the main characters, who
experience a sort of new beginning (or its impossibility, as in Guo’s I Am China) as a consequence of their first-hand or mediated involvement in Tiananmen.
Of the three authors, Chinese-born Ha Jin is the only one who can claim a direct memory
of the event. A Chinese university student in the United States at the time of Tiananmen
Square, he was shocked by the violence perpetrated by the People’s Liberation Army, of which
he was a former member, and decided not to go back to China and to stay on in the US.10 As
happened in Jin’s real life, the violence of the Army’s intervention is what most shocks Jian,
the protagonist of The Crazed: “I couldn’t imagine that the government would dare to unleash
military force on the citizens and students, especially with so many foreign reporters still in
Beijing, who had gone there for the Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev’s visit about two weeks
before” (Jin 2002, 256). In general, The Crazed channels a certain malaise at the unspeakable
past through the words of the ‘crazed’ Professor Yang, whom Jian is forced to assist. Exposed
to the mental and physical collapse caused in the professor by the violations of the Cultural
Revolution, the restrictions of the pre-Tiananmen government, and absence of truth and impossibility of aspiring to it, Jian grows more and more sceptical about his future career as a
PhD in Beijing. Despite being a-political throughout most of the novel, the progressive realization of his own vulnerability, that is, his exposition to the abuse of his university superiors and
of a rotten state system, eventually transforms the young man into an activist who gets involved
in the protest of the Square. This event changes his destiny forever: after witnessing the deaths
of innocents, he becomes fully aware that his position, as well as the one of his fellow citizens,
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cannot but continue to be vulnerable within the Chinese regime. Jian’s final act is radical: he
crosses the border and leaves China under a new identity.
Even literature, something Jian initially and naively perceives as a pure form of beauty,
truth, and freedom, shows its subjection to the central power: as the ‘crazed’ Professor Yang
wonders, “Who is an intellectual in China? Ridiculous, anyone with a college education is
called an intellectual. The truth is that all people in the humanities are clerks and all people in
the sciences are technicians. Tell me, who is a really independent intellectual, has original
ideas and speaks the truth? None that I know of. We’re all dumb labourers kept by the state –
a retrograde species” (Jin 2002, 153). Although the Tiananmen movement ends tragically, as
Jian’s faith in literature, the richness of a person’s dreams and sorrows do function as a social
practice of resistance, which advances individual agency as a sign of residual of human dignity,
in spite of the homogenization required by the Chinese government. However, art maintains
its dignifying potential only as long as it goes underground or, as in Jin’s biographical example,
abroad.
The role of art as a tool of political resistance and protest, besides being a site of freedom, is central in I Am China by Xialou Guo, one of the prominent contemporary Asian global
writers. Born in China in 1973, the British-based Guo belongs to a younger generation of
Chinese expatriates, too young to participate in the protest. As is biographically true for the
author, her protagonists belong to that generation too young to fully participate in the students’
demonstration, but who is too old to avoid its memory and the inevitable comparison between
the possibilities manifested in 1989 and the consequences of hope destroyed.
The bulk of I Am China deals with the spiritual (alongside the corporeal) death of the
generation after Tiananmen. Through the letters and diaries Iona translates from Chinese into
English, the book narrates the love between the punk musician Kublai Jian and poetess Mu,
alongside their ongoing dialogue on the role of art, politics, and revolution in China. Whereas
to Mu art should go beyond the political in order to escape ideologies (Guo 2014, 83), to Kublai
“there is no art without political commitment. All art is political expression” (Guo 2014, 14).
Living according to these words, punk and rock ‘n’ roll function as Kublai Jian’s activism after
the defeat of the democratic movement of 1989. Nostalgic of the political and cultural excitement of the Tiananmen period, Kublai Jian uses his fame as a punk musician to distribute his
political and artistic manifesto during his most successful concert. The document is the cause
of his fall to ashes and expulsion from his homeland and forced dislocation in the West. There,
Kublai passes from activist to non-person: his personal and political struggle is meaningless,
unheard, and forgotten. His humanness, together with his voice, progressively fades away.
Forced to wander from one immigration centre to the other across Western Europe, he finally
commits suicide in Crete. His fiancé Mu takes an opposite direction: after the collapse of her
life with Kublai Jian, she negotiates a new position in neo-capitalist China and accepts a job in
the London-based branch of a Chinese company.
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As the title of the novel announces, the individual life of the protagonist Kublai Jian is an
invitation to read the personal in a political way, even more so when we discover, in the second
half of the novel, that Kublai Jian is the son of the fictive Chinese Prime Minister Hu Shulai
(Guo 2014, 250). Kublai is the one asserting “I Am China” in his manifesto, which exposes the
shortcomings of the communist revolution and considers the role of art. Music, in his case
punk, is a form of rebellion: it is his attempt at living a good life in a context that is, in reality,
limited by the restrictions of the Chinese regime. In Kublai Jian’s vision, music is the artistic
substitution of the failed Tiananmen protest and his way of atoning for his absence from the
Square on June 4. As he tells Mu, “On 3 June, after spending two hours in the square and
raising banners and flags, I have to confess, a weariness overcame me. Mu, did I ever talk
about this weariness? I returned to the campus alone. I should have stayed. It should really
have been my event. It’s like my defining moment happened without me” (Guo 2014, 5).
A sense of perpetual defeat for that crucial absence, but also of constant preservation of
the hope of that revolution, accompanies Kublai throughout his life. Memories of those days
recur in his letters to his younger fiancé, who was not in Beijing in 1989:
I remember the night after the massacre. I went alone to Tiananmen Square. It was midnight. The troops
of the People’s Liberation Army had washed the blood off the pavement. The hunger strikers’ tents had
been pulled down and the square was. … I stood there and thought: this is our most glorious square.
For hundreds of years people have celebrated, fought and marched on it. Every day hundreds of
thousands of bicycles roll over it; hundreds of thousands of people walk on it. But now the people are
defeated. I wish my blood was soaking into the earth between those stones: that would have been a
worthy death. That would have been a worthy youth. (Guo 2014, 3-4)

Kublai Jian’s missing from the Square on June 4 appears to be also the force that urges
him to participate in China’s ‘Jasmine Revolution’ in 2011, a form of protest that has its genesis
in the Jasmine Revolution of Tunisia.11 The reference to the Tunisian Revolution links China
to recent global insurgencies, suggesting a more cosmopolitan political consciousness that is
however prevented from developing in China, at least officially: “It’s ridiculous!” Mu laments,
“The press aren’t allowed to mention a word of what’s going on in the Arab world right now.
It’s going mad in Tunisia and Egypt and we’re not supposed to know” (Guo 2014, 183). News
from the contemporary world are blocked, as well as the memory of Tiananmen. The prohibition of the memory of 1989 has an obstructive result even in people’s action, afraid of
mentioning the missing ones for the risk of being reported or the pain the scar still produces
(Guo 2014, 62). This is not the case with Kublai Jian, described as one of the organizers of
China’s Jasmine Revolution, alternatively called the “Strolling Revolution,” a form of protest
whose aim is to confuse the police and prevent the arrest of the actors of the demonstration,
prohibited in China by the law (Guo 2014, 183-184).12 As was the case with the Tiananmen
insurgency, the government intervenes to stop the action and hits the symbol of the
transnational democratic movement, the jasmine: “From today the government is banning the
selling of jasmine flowers. All the window displays in hotels, restaurants and shops with
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jasmine flowers have been stripped bare. Most flowers shops in Beijing will be closed
indefinitely” (Guo 2014, 184). As this very recent suppression indicates, even if “the youth of
Tiananmen Square realized the impossible for hundreds of years,” as Kublai writes in his
manifesto, “it did not last. The impossible vision faded into concrete reality and China became
a state again” (Guo 2014, 362): a state of exception in which ‘revolution’ is a double-edged
word, connected to the hope of change and the perpetual cycle that returns to its communist
beginning.
3. Human dignity in Madeleine Thien’s Do Not Say We Have Nothing
Of the same generation as Guo, Madeleine Thien is a Canadian author of Chinese-Malaysian
heritage and is therefore considered, differently from Jin and Guo, a second-generation Asian
Canadian. As a writer, she had already proved her interest in matters of human rights in her
previous work, Dogs at the Perimeter (2011), about the Khmer-Rouge regime in Cambodia.
With the Man Booker Prize finalist Do Not Say We Have Nothing she returns to issues of
personal and national injustice, devoting pages and pages to what comes before the events of
1989, but extending also to the afterlife of the protest and representing in this sense a link
between Jin’s and Guo’s novels. In this family saga that spans three generations, official and
private history mingles, reproducing the continuities between the Asian and the diasporic
Chinese community. In her telling of different cycles of ‘revolutions’, Thien imaginatively illustrates the penetration of politics into private lives, the silences left after repression, but also
what the characters do to resist.
The novel opens in Vancouver in 1990, where Marie’s mother welcomes and gives
refuge to Ai-ming, a Chinese girl from Beijing. In the aftermath of the Tiananmen protest, Aiming gets to Canada illegally in the attempt to cross the border to the United States and take
advantage of an amnesty for Chinese students arrived there after the Tiananmen demonstrations (Thien 2016, 51; 143). As the book unravels the story of Marie’s and Ai-ming’s families,
we discover the two girls are the daughters of platonic lovers Jiang Kai (Marie’s father, who
left for Canada) and Sparrow (Ai-ming’s father, who stayed in China). In contrast to the father
she has known, thanks to Ai-ming Marie discovers Kai was a talented concert pianist in China
before migrating to Canada; however, “haunted by people and events” of his past, Kai forces
himself to silence in the New World (Thien 2016, 364). Similarly, Ai-ming’s father Sparrow was
a talented composer at the Shanghai Conservatory and Kai’s teacher.
As the novel makes clear, Tiananmen is only the most recent protest in China,13 a
country whose modern history is battered by a series of ‘revolutions’ and their violence, starting
from the most effective one, the Communist Revolution which led Chairman Mao to power, to
the Cultural Revolution of the 1960s and 1970s and its dramatic consequences, passing
through a number of abusive moments such as the Land Reform Campaign (1947-1952), the
Hundred Flowers Campaign (1956-1957),14 and the Great Leap Forward (1958-1962).15 In its
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use of the word ‘revolution’, deployed alternatively by the communist government to name
repressive crusades or by protesters in Tiananmen invoking a possibility of change, the novel
shows the complicated history of the concept and its articulation over time. 16 In Do Not Say
We Have Nothing, ‘revolution’ is not an innocent appeal to change. Contrary to Kublai Jian’s
invocation of a ‘perpetual revolution’ as “the revolution that even revolutionizes itself. Perpetual
revolution is complete freedom. And love is complete freedom” (Guo 2014, 363), in Thien’s
novel the idea of a ‘perpetual revolution’, paraded by the communist regime, is shown as a
deleterious attempt that transforms Chinese subjects into internal enemies. It starts a vicious
cycle, which in the end revolves against its own principles of change and call for freedom.
A negative employment of the term, at least from the point of view of those 750,000 who
fell victims of its merciless coercion, is the Cultural Revolution, whose restriction of personal
freedom catches Sparrow and Kai in their juvenile years. After Sparrow’s dear cousin and Kai’s
sweetheart Zhuli commits suicide because she is unable to resist the burden of unjust accusations, the two men follow different strategies to survive the repression and pain for a
disintegrated youth. In his attempt at finding a liveable life that enables him to continue playing
music, Kai sides with the Red Guards, finds the favour of the Party and, eventually, a way out
of China. On the contrary, Sparrow is one of the random targets of the militia’s abuse of power:
That night, enforces from the Shanghai revolutionary committee had surprised the neighborhood. They
had pulled everyone from their rooms and ordered a renewed search for counter-revolutionary materials.
Numbly, he Sparrow had fed his books and music into the bonfires … Sparrow had even burned the
papers he had hidden up in the trusses of the roof. His beautiful Symphony No. 2, the still unfinished
No. 3 – they went into the flames. Nothing remained. (Thien 2016, 289)

With the closure of the Conservatory in 1966, its five hundred pianos destroyed, and the
destruction of both his music and family, a paralyzed Sparrow decides for non-action and
accepts rehabilitation and its connected musical silence: he “was sent to a camp in Heilongjang
Province, in the frozen borderlands of the Northeast” (Thien 2016, 300) for six years and then
to the South, where he “worked in a factory making wooden crates, then wire, and then radios,
for two decades” (Thien 2016, 35), oblivious of his past as one of China’s most brilliant
musicians. Unable to domesticate the power of his music to please a regime that has
decimated his family, Sparrow prefers to become speechless, that is, music-less. Even his
name symbolically changes from Sparrow to Bird of Quiet.
Tiananmen provides the occasion for a resurrection of both Kai’s and Sparrow’s past as
musicians and their hope of meeting again after a twenty-year-long separation. The book
recovers the events of Tiananmen in detail, from April 22, 1989, when the three students
kneeled before the Great Hall of the People (Thien 2016, 298; 353) until June 4, the day the
Army violently cleared the square. Fiction intermingles with historical reconstruction, which
Thien accomplishes with care, even including archival photos in the book (2016, 298).
Tiananmen is shown as a growing occasion of revolt, which gets bigger day by day, eventually
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involving the whole city of Beijing, its inhabitants, students as well as factory workers, but also
expanding to other parts of China. Although it ends in failure, not achieving its goal of reformation, the author portrays Tiananmen as a living revolution, which changes people and the
perception of their civil existence.
Sparrow’s involvement in Tiananmen comes thanks to his daughter Ai-ming who, as a
future university student, participates in the demonstration:
She told me about days and nights when more than a million people had come to the Square. Students
had begun a hunger strike that lasted seven days and Ai-ming herself had spent nights on the concrete,
sleeping beside her best friend, Yiwen. They sat in the open, with almost nothing to shelter them from
the sun or rain. (Thien 2016, 52)

In this episode, the distinction between private and public life is suspended. Similar to what
happened in more recent examples of popular revolutions, sleeping on public ground is a way
to claim the public space and de-legitimize the state by foregrounding the bodies, persistent in
the face of their precariousness (Butler 2017, 156-157). If, during the Cultural Revolution,
political incursions into the character’s lives established a neglecting continuum between
public and private lives, the students’ life in the Square is a form of claiming agency instead of
subjectivity. Their living the public space in a private manner becomes, therefore, positive and
assertive (Butler 2017, 117). Each member of Sparrow’s family, despite their different relation
to the Square, reclaims their position in the public sphere by the mere fact of their physical
occupation of the city. The reader moves with them from the private locale to the public city;
they live both places simultaneously, with no clear daily life routine. Theirs is an extra-ordinary
plurality of public and visual movement. Even before being a linguistic claiming, as Judith
Butler explains in Notes Toward a Performative Theory of Assembly (2015), her book about
the alliance of bodies and contemporary forms of protest, Sparrow’s, Ai-ming’s, and the other
citizens’ bodily appearance in the public space talks of a rejection of a reduced human and
living dignity (2017, 249). The alliance of the students’ bodies gathered in the Square gives a
visual demonstration of these people’s refusal of their human precariousness. 17
The assembly of bodies in Tiananmen insists on claiming their right to live a life of dignity:
their revolution is not meant to revolutionize things (that is, to completely change them), but to
oppose the government’s power. Tiananmen has indeed played this role also in antecedent
moments of Chinese history, as Sparrow recalls: “In 1976, after Premier Zhou Enlai died,
similar events had taken place. Beijingers had come to the Square and mourned openly,
provocatively; his death had allowed people to demonstrate loyalty to the disappeared” (Thien
2016, 360).18 Because it is perceived as the center of the people’s resistance to disappearance
(real and from the public space), “during those six weeks of demonstrations, Ai-ming had
felt at home in China; she had understood, for the first time, what it felt like to look at her
country through her own eyes and her own history, to come awake alongside millions of others”
(Thien 2016, 52). Together with those “millions of others” Sparrow also awakes:
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The previous night, while his wife and daughter slept, he’d written a wall poster to bring to the Square.
… By the time Sparrow reached Tiananmen Square, it was twilight; thousands of others like him had
come to feel the breeze of the open air. Walking across the Square’s infinite greyness, he felt as if he
had been exiled to some distant moon. (Thien 2016, 360)

This feeling of internal exile, which coincides with his rehabilitation as a factory worker,
comes to an end; his resistance to the nullification of such a displacement combines with a
rebirth of sort, a new existence consecrated by music and the acceptance of that ancient love
for Kai that comes back. In his personal demand for a liveable life that is not just mere physical
survival, “the Square came into Sparrow’s thoughts like a continuous sound” (359), which
resuscitates his initial love for music: he finally starts to compose again, and “his sonata for
piano and violin, the first piece of music he had written in twenty-three years” (Thien 2016,
413) sees the light with the title “The Sun Shines on the People’s Square, a title that echoed
Ding Ling’s novel of revolutionary China, The Sun Shines over Sanggam River” (Thien 2016,
393).19 He even starts a new epistolary correspondence with Kai, dreaming of a future meeting.
To him, Tiananmen becomes “a gate, the passageway to a square with no walls, no obstacles,
just the wind and space to breathe, and even a call to abandon oneself” (Thien 2016, 374).
A ‘percolating revolution’ in Chinese people’s and in Sparrow’s life, the protest has a
meaning well beyond the national borders. As Marie recalls, upon hearing the news of
Tiananmen, Kai flies back from Canada to Hong Kong, exactly
at the same time as momentous events occurring in China, events which my mother watched
obsessively on CNN. I asked who these protesters were, and she said they were students and everyday
people. I asked if my father was there, and she said, “No, it’s Tiananmen Square in Beijing.” The
demonstrations, bringing over a million Chinese citizens into the streets, had begun in April, when my
father still lived with us, and continued after he disappeared to Hong Kong. Then, on June 4th, and in
the days and weeks following the massacre, my mother wept. (Thien 2016, 4-5)

Tiananmen, however, proves a failure, and both Sparrow and Kai find death together with the
other students and civilians protesting in the Square. Sparrow disappears in the protest; his
wife and daughter are supplied with his ashes, the particulars of his death unknown. Unable
to meet Sparrow in Hong Kong, as the two men had agreed, Kai commits suicide.
Despite the historical and diegetic failure of the protest, forms of survival – and hence,
of success – do appear in Do Not Say We Have Nothing thanks to the arts. This is the case of
the Book of Records and The Sun Shines on the People’s Square, the literary and musical
relics that survive the abrogative violence of the Chinese regime and arrive in Marie’s hands
to testify the struggle to remain human of her elective family. With a name that recalls the Book
of Songs, one of the most ancient poetical Chinese texts, in Thien’s own words the Book of
Records is “a book with no beginning, no middle and no end, in which the characters are seeing
an alternative China where they recognise mirrors of themselves and which they write
themselves into” (Armitstead 2016, n.p.). As a matter of fact, the Book of Records is a novel
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that circulates among people in handwritten form and in separate chapters; the book admits
openness (there is no fixed and definite plot) and space for private lives. Although relating the
love between May Fourth and Da-wei, it also functions as an alternative virtual site to record
the crimes of the regime and remember the lost ones. Wen the Dreamer, Sparrow’s uncle and
a victim of the repression of the Cultural Revolution, is symbolically one of the guardians and
co-authors of the book, able to dream beyond the restrictions of the regime but also
denouncing its deeds:
He Wen the Dreamer showed me his suitcase. Written on the inside of the lining were the names of
the men who had died, and the dates of their falling. It is, I believe, the only accurate record that exists.
He told me that he had a plan to do something more. He would take the names of the dead and hide
them, one by one, in the Book of Records, alongside May Fourth and Da-wei. He would populate this
fictional world with true names and true deeds. They would live on, as dangerous as revolutionaries but
as intangible as ghosts. (Thien 2016, 180)

Using Butler’s reasoning in Notes Toward a Performative Theory of Assembly, telling
and listening to/reading a story is a way to take possession of one’s life. Being able to
pronounce and record a name may be an acknowledgment, especially for those victims of
reeducation and camp labor whose life has been deprived of the relational network sustaining
their humanity (2017, 320). How the Book of Records circulates and the open and welcoming
story it tells display that human dignity is a relational responsibility; more than being simply
linked to questions of rights, it persists in the relationship and mutual recognition of human
beings.20 Its words try to tell a different history, filtered through the power of the imagination,
as opposed to the communist ideology’s materialism and pragmatism. As the musical
composition Sparrow creates during the protests of Tiananmen, the Book of Records is what
survives the repression and is smuggled to Canada. Together, these two unique memories of
an alternative history and of the will to create artistically as a way to remain a full human being
constitutes a third space of negotiation and reconstruction, where one may start again.
Differently from Jin’s novel, in Guo’s and Thien’s texts, art, be it literature or music,
proves to have a discursive power that is both political and personal at the same time; it is an
anchor to a dream of humanness fulfilled, a way to contravene the dumbness of a life that is
not quite liveable, and a manner to claim certain rights. It has a role in the definition of the
memory of the nation, as is the case for the Book of Records, but also its future, if we enlarge
the perspective and consider these novels as part of a dialogue on what China is today.
As with other examples of recent literature of protest and, particularly, forms of writing
connected to the Arab spring (see Cariello, and Covi & Marchi, in the present issue), “these
narratives begin to form official and unofficial forms of history” (Colla 2013), challenging in their
specific ways “authoritarianism and the communist regime’s discursive monopoly on Chineseness” (Kong 2012, 6). As such, Tiananmen fiction plays an enthralling role in the diasporic
Chinese republic of letters, because of its “capacity … to serve as a third, transformative
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space” (Kong 2012, 6) in the production of the historical record of the Chinese collective
memory, which is now much more fluid than in the past. In this attempt at calling into question
a monolithic discourse on Chineseness, the memory of Tiananmen emerges as a symbolic
civil space, which mingles history and imagination for the transformation of the memorial
horizon and to discuss issues of the globalized present. Kong cogently asserts that “diaspora
literature on Tiananmen hence performs a double function: on the one hand, it reinforces global
perceptions of the PRC as a totalitarian regime by focusing on one of the most violently
repressive acts in twentieth-century history” (2010, 146). It carries out, in other words, a
denouncing role with respect to giving voice to the question of abused human rights in China.
On the other hand, “it compels an alternative perception of China as a diverse and contested
space by focusing on Tiananmen as an episode of mass protest and competing political
discourses within the PRC itself” (Kong 2010, 146). Above all, in this essay’s reading, these
narratives achieve the always crucial role of making history and its violence known, offering
an unofficial locale to discuss the importance of and the controversy about popular uprisings
and to remember that a liveable life was, but still is, an emergency spontaneously understood
despite the vulnerability of its subjects and although politics tries to suppress such an instinct.
Notes
1

See http://aaww.org/poems-liu-xia-liao-yiwu/. All websites were accessed on June 6, 2017.
On the very complex cultural dynamics of the Chinese diaspora and the contested boundaries of terms
such as Asian American literature, Asian global literature, Chinese diasporic literature, transnational
Chinese literature, etc., see Sau-ling 1995; Lim 1997; Lim et al. 2006; Ty 2002; Ong and Nonini 1996;
Chuh and Shimakawa 2001; Goh and Wong 2004; Kong 2010; Teng 2005; Okamura 2003; Tu 1994.
3
The government has always downplayed the importance of Tiananmen calling the event “turmoil,” “riot”
and an example of “counter-revolution” (Kong 2010, 145), using the same words employed during the
Cultural Revolution to address the enemies of the regime accused of introducing western and capitalist
thoughts in China. However, the fact that June 4 is a patrolled date in Chinese cities provides evidence
of the significance of the memory of Tiananmen even in China and despite the state’s effort at belittling
the movement.
4
This is even true for first-hand accounts of the event, as in the case of Wei Jingsheng’s letters from
prison. As Schaffer and Smith write, these kinds of literary documents are often banned in China and
find publishers in other countries (2004, 1), especially in English-speaking countries such as the US or
the UK, because of a richer publishing market, a readership interested in questions of human rights,
and the obvious predominance of English in the marketplace.
5
Such texts, therefore, provide an interesting case of the intermingling of literature and human rights
from a double perspective: one diegetic, as they narrate the sad episodes of a human tragedy, and one
extra-diegetic, because of their production mechanism that compels them to be produced only abroad,
outside China. In fact, the publication of these novels in Western countries talks of the absence of
freedom of speech and writing in China, which has compelled its diasporic community to take on the
responsibility of an otherwise silenced memory of the nation.
6
Occasionally it also travels back to China, as in the case of Chinese Ma Jian’s Beijing Coma (2008):
written in Chinese but published first in its English translation, the book is currently banned in China,
where it has been smuggled via Hong Kong in the form of a Chinese translation of the English translation.
7
Personal stories and memoirs, written by leaders of the students’ demonstration, started to circulate
immediately after the events (Schaffer and Smith 2004, 192). Among these early examples, I would like
to mention the anthologies Children of the Dragon: The Story of Tiananmen Square (1990) and New
Ghosts, Old Dreams (1992), with an explicit human rights focus, Li Lu’s Moving the Mountain (1990),
Liu Binyan and Ming Ruan’s Tell the World: What Happened in China and Why (1989), Shen Tong’s
Almost a Revolution (1990), written with Marianne Yen, Zhang Boli’s Escape from China: The Long
2
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Journey from Tiananmen to Freedom (1998), Xiaokang Su’s A Memoir of Misfortune (2001), and Ian
Buruma’s Bad Elements (2001).
8
Tiananmen fiction includes texts such as Hong Ying’s autobiographical novel Summer of Betrayal
(1997), Annie Wang’s Lili (2002), Diane Wei Liang’s Lake with No Name: A True Story of Love and
Conflict in Modern China (2004), and Terrence Cheng’s Sons of Heaven: A Novel (2007).
9
This is true of literature produced in the US, as the work of Ha Jin demonstrates, but also in Canada
(see the global perspective of Thien), and in the UK (Kong 2010, 145-147). This trend can be traced
also in other examples of Chinese literature produced in western languages, as Kong briefly traces for
the francophone and Dutch world (2012, 7).
10
Jin’s decision to stay abroad is similar to the choice of voluntary exile of other Chinese intellectuals,
such as Gao Xingjian, Hong Ying, Yang Lian, Bei Dao, Duo Duo, and Liu Binyan (Kong 2010, 145).
11
The Tunisian Revolution of 2010-2011, improperly known as the ‘Jasmine Revolution’, is one of the
best known insurgencies of the so-called Arab Spring. The protests took place in Tunis and other Tunisian cities and were caused by a diffused popular dissatisfaction with the growth of prices, the extensive
unemployment, and ubiquitous corruption.
12
As Mu explains, “yesterday I saw the police begin to arrest the strollers – but they could not tell who
were the protesters and who were normal people out walking, since the secret protesters have
conducted their ‘strolling’ in the park and on local streets” (Guo 2014, 183).
13
Thien does not consider the Strolling Revolution of 2011, whose global and national impact is however
much inferior to the role Tiananmen has had in Chinese and worldwide history.
14
While in the rehabilitation camp, Sparrow’s aunt Swirl meets Lady Dostoyevsky, a victim of the
Hundred Flowers Campaign: “It was during the Hundred Flowers Campaign. They told us to criticize the
Party, the university, each other, even the quality of our lunches and the functioning of the toilets. […]
So I, the idiot, stepped forward and said that my request for permission to travel to Leningrad had been
denied fourteen times, and that a scholar of my standing must engage with her contemporaries” (Thien
2016, 104).
15
As Sparrow’s aunt Swirl recalls, the year she met her future husband Wen the Dreamer “there was
famine everywhere. In 1958, during the Great Leap Forward, the true face of our Revolution was
revealed. […] We had to become only what they proclaimed us to be, we existed to be forged and reforged by the Party. […] In six months, half the people starved, first the children and the old, and then
the rest” (Thien 2016, 173).
16
On the historical evolution of the idea of revolution, see Hannah Arendt’s study On Revolution (1963).
Despite the differences of each moment, the invocation of a ‘revolution’ has always been sustained, as
Elliott Colla maintains, “by people insisting on living lives of dignity” (2013, n.p.).
17
I use the concept of human precariousness/precarity and vulnerability as employed by Judith Butler
(see Notes Toward a Performative Theory of Assembly for a definition and analysis).
18
The centrality of Tiananmen Square in Chinese insurgencies is cyclical: besides 1989 and 1976, the
Square was also the stage of the 1919 May Fourth student movement, a telling precedent to the
students’ democratic demonstrations of 1989, and of the antigovernment protests of 1925 and 1926.
19
The use of music during protests is a documented fact. In Tiananmen, for example, Bob Dylan’s
ballads and Beethoven’s Ode to Joy were played to rally the students (Mitchell 2013; Jian 2014).
20
In line with Emmanuel Levinas, Butler affirms that freedom is not a personal attribute (I am free), but
can exist only in the relation between human beings. When talking about a liveable life, therefore, we
are not simply addressing issues of personal human dignity, but we should consider the human as
foremost a relational being whose action and dignity depend on the principle of equality (2017, 142143).
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The comic book as a ‘place of mediation’: encounters
between codes and perspectives in Etenesh.
L’odissea di una migrante by Paolo Castaldi
Giada Peterle
University of Padua

ABSTRACT
Starting from the graphic novel Etenesh. L’odissea di una migrante [Etenesh. The odyssey of a
migrant] by Paolo Castaldi (2011), the present contribution proposes to interpret the comic book as a
‘space of encounter’ between disparate subjectivities and as a ‘place of mediation’ between different
cultural and geographical perspectives. The first part of the article aims to situate the analysis of
Etenesh within the recent field of ‘comic book geographies’, paying particular attention to the encounter between comics, postcolonial, and geographical studies in the emerging debate around
‘postcolonial comics’. Furthermore, the graphic novel by Paolo Castaldi is proposed as an example of
how comics could profitably enter contemporary ‘Italian postcolonial studies’.
The second part will present the reasons why it is appropriate to embrace ‘interviews’ as methodological tools in postcolonial geographical research: on the one hand, I respond to the question about
who is the interviewer, presenting my own positionality through a short auto-ethnographic account. On
the other hand, I see the interview as a privileged means by which to explore the composition process
of the story and to analyse the intimate hesitations and feelings through which the author mediates
between his and Etenesh’s perspective. The dialogue with the interviewee becomes a means by
which the comic book, as a storytelling practice and a finished product, emerges as a ‘place of
mediation’ between the perspective of Etenesh, a young woman coming ‘from the European South’;
the perspective of the author of the graphic novel, Paolo, who is a white male born and living in Italy;
and us, the readers.

Introduction: encountering Etenesh, the graphic novel

As soon as we left Sudan, and reached the desert,
I understood it would be an awful journey.
A living hell.
Etenesh
Paolo Castaldi, Etenesh. L’odissea di una migrante (2011)

This article aims to contribute to the international debate involving cultural studies, geography, literary criticism and comics studies in the interdisciplinary field of comic book geographies. On a national level, starting from the idea of an ‘Italian postcolonialism’ in literary
criticism (Fracassa 2012; Lombardi-Diop and Romeo 2014; Oboe and D’Agostini 2016) and
geography,1 my aim is to involve other codes, such as comics, in the study of migration
because of their strong influence on popular culture and collective imagination (Dell’Agnese
ISSN 2531-4130
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and Amato 2016). On the international level, my study aims to contribute to the emerging
field of comic book geographies (Dittmer 2014, 2010a, 2010b; Fall 2014, 2006), but from an
Italian postcolonial perspective. My further proposal is to explore comics starting from a
‘processual’ point of view (DeLyser and Hawkins 2014), going beyond the mere interpretation
of their content and narration to focus on their process of production.
From a methodological perspective, my analysis further draws on an increasing body of
work that explores autoethnography – as a prolific, because subjective, perspective – to
engage with research in the social sciences. While cultural geographers have recently explored ethnographic storytelling and autoethnography as a way to obtain a greater understanding of spatial processes (Butz and Besio 2009; Ellis et al. 2011), I suggest embracing
these methodologies also in the reading of comic books.
Therefore, endeavouring to suggest a viewpoint and to ask questions, rather than to
find definitive theoretical and methodological answers, the present article is structured into
three main parts. First, I briefly outline the emergence of a postcolonial perspective in comics
studies, including an Italian point of view; I introduce Etenesh. L’odissea di una migrante
[Etenesh. The Odyssey of a Migrant] by Paolo Castaldi (2011) as my case study and suggest
the idea of the comic book as a ‘space of encounter’ and a ‘place of mediation’ among
authors, editors, subjects/protagonists of the story and readers. Second, I share my own
experience as a comic book reader and cultural geographer, seeking to make explicit the
critical tools I later use to formulate the questions of the interview: this part is also meant to
reflect on how every reading practice and the ‘event’ of encountering a text and a case study
is necessarily influenced by our own positionality and subjective route. Finally, I present a
short interview with the author and the editor of the graphic novel Etenesh, Paolo Castaldi
and Guido Ostanel.
1.1. Emerging (Italian) postcolonial comic book geographies
Within the interdisciplinary field of comic book geographies, there have already been proposals to explore comics from a postcolonial perspective. In the volume Comic book
Geographies by Jason Dittmer (2014) – which has consolidated the birth of a new interdisciplinary field of studies between geography and comics studies – besides chapters on
autobiography, geopolitics, cartographies and the representation of landscape in comics,
there is a chapter devoted to the study of postcolonial spaces in graphic novels (MacLeod
2014). Going beyond the borders of geographical research, I also consider the volume
Postcolonial Comics: Texts, Events, Identities, edited by Binita Mehta and Pia Mukherji
(2015), representative of the prolific encounter between comics and postcolonial studies and
of the still unexplored possibilities offered by this interdisciplinary field. I found it particularly
stimulating that the volume does not include an Italian postcolonial perspective, even though
it underlines the power of comics to produce and circulate new postcolonial vocabularies and
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narratives in different geographical, especially European, contexts. Thus, this fundamental
work became a stimulus to trace some prolific routes for future research, from which I could
start my own exploration of Italian postcolonial comic book geographies.
In their introduction to the volume L’Italia postcoloniale [Postcolonial Italy] (2014), Cristina Lombardi-Diop and Caterina Romeo bring to light the reason why an Italian postcolonial
perspective has been developed since the late 1990s to take into account and map (Romeo
2015) the particular condition of contemporary Italy’s postcolonial heritage with both its
political and its social and cultural implications, as well as its literary and artistic outcomes.
Even if the Italian postcolonial critical perspective is often focused on the cultural and literary
production of postcolonial subjects in Italy, my attempt is to focus also on the reception,
narration and representation of migrant bodies, trajectories and stories in Italian comic
books. Referring to the comic book by Paolo Castaldi, my interest is not (only) in how
Etenesh tells her own story of migration to Italy but especially in how her story has been
embraced and told by a non-migrant author listening to it ‘from the European north’. Starting
from these perspectives, I found Cristina Greco’s contribution to the volume by Martine Bovo
Romœuf and Franco Manai – entitled Memoria storica e postcolonialismo. Il caso italiano
[Historical Memory and Postcolonialism. The Italian Case] (2015) – especially stimulating
where she proposes the graphic novel as a prolific genre to explore Italian postcolonialism
from a cultural, historical and literary critical perspective. Not simply does Greco affirm that
comics have a particular capacity to be “‘open’ to transcultural interpretation, becoming a
space for otherness to pass through” (2015, 203) but to support her claims she also chooses
two case studies, both published by the Italian publishing house BeccoGiallo:2 Ilaria Alpi, il
prezzo della verità [Ilaria Alpi, the Price of Truth] (2008), about the dramatic story of an Italian
journalist, reporter and photographer who was killed in Mogadiscio in 1994, and Etenesh.
L’odissea di una migrante [Etenesh. The Odyssey of a Migrant].
In my analysis, I decided to start precisely from this second graphic novel, Etenesh by
Paolo Castaldi, for several reasons. First, the protagonist of the comic book is not a fictional
character but a living person the author had the opportunity to meet and listen to before
attempting to narrate the story. Etenesh was able to cross the Mediterranean Sea only after
a terrifying journey: she started from Ethiopia, passed across the desert towards Libya and
finally landed on the Italian island of Lampedusa. Second, not simply does Etenesh come
from one of the former Italian colonies, being part of the thousands of micro-histories whose
contemporary routes still tell the colonial past of our country and compose the macro-history
of Italian postcolonialism, she is also now living in Rome, contributing to the narration of the
postcolonial cultural mosaic of Italy’s capital city. Finally, even if Etenesh’s travel is told in
first person from a female perspective throughout the graphic novel, it was translated into a
comic book by an Italian male author: Paolo Castaldi. Thus, I believe that focusing on the
process of its composition permits reading the comic book as a ‘place of mediation’, not
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simply between different cultural but even gender perspectives. As I will further explain
below, I decided to interview only the author and, briefly, the editor of the graphic novel, not
to ignore Etenesh’s voice but rather to explore how migrant and postcolonial subjects are
represented and how their stories are told in contemporary Italy.
1.2. The comic book as a ‘space of encounter’ and a ‘place of mediation’
Etenesh. L’odissea di una migrante was published by BeccoGiallo in 2011. The first blackand-white edition was reprinted and substituted in 2015 by a colourized version. The graphic
novel tells of Etenesh’s journey, focusing not so much on the sea crossing but more on her
route to pass across the desert to reach the Libyan city of Tripoli and, after that, the
Mediterranean coast. While Castaldi decided to tell the lesser-known part of the migratory
route leading to the European coasts – the one that precedes the sea crossing – I decided to
go beyond the traditional perspective in comic book geographies by not focusing on the
representation of spatial phenomena in the contents of comics but rather on the processes
that precede the material object of the comic book itself. In fact, starting from the idea of the
comic book as a place of mediation and a space of encounter, I explore the space and time
of encounter between the author, Paolo, and the protagonist of the story, Etenesh, asking
what happens when a European, Italian, male cartoonist meets a female migrant’s perspective to tell her story ‘from the south’; and what do creative and cultural, and even intimate and
‘counter-identitarian’, processes bring to the encounter between different geographical,
gender, and ethnic perspectives.
After that, thinking about the comic book as a place of encounter, not just between
disparate cultural, geographical, and gender perspectives but also between different languages and codes, texts and images, I analyse and explore Castaldi’s stylistic and narrative
choices, as well as BeccoGiallo’s reason for publishing his work. In doing this, I did not want
to restrict my study to my own critical tools and perspectives, I aimed to go deeper into the
mediation and writing process, exploring the gestures and choices that allow the transference from an oral story to a graphic novel, from a blank page to a finished product. As
McDowell stresses, when engaging with interviews as a method of research, “the purpose is
to explore and understand actions within specific settings, to examine human relationships
and discover as much as possible about why people feel or act in the ways they do” (2010,
158). Thus, I decided to address my questions directly to the author of the comic book and to
Guido Ostanel, the editorial director of BeccoGiallo publishing house, to follow their travel
and attempt to mediate and narrate Etenesh’s story among Italian readers (fig. 1).
From a theoretical perspective, I take into account firstly the proposal by Sheila Hones
to interpret the literary text as a ‘spatial event’ that takes place every time readers encounter
the text and thus make it happen (2008, 1301) and, secondly, the suggestion by Angahard
Saunders to explore also the process of writing as a ‘spatial event’ in its own right (2013,
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285). Starting from these two perspectives and moving my analysis from the literary text to
comics, I asked myself: What if we interpret the comic book as a spatial event in which the
reader makes the story happen? What if we explore the process of composing the comic
book as a spatial event, interpreting the moment in which the author meets the story to tell it
as a ‘spatial encounter’?

Fig. 1. The word ‘odyssey’ presents the protagonist as a migrant soul. If departing always
means to leave something behind you, Etenesh departs leaving her entire family and
previous life, represented here by the photographs in the background. Pages 19-20. All
figures in this article, credits: BeccoGiallo 2015.

If “to approach the text as a spatial event is to recognize the sociality that lies at its
core” (Saunders 2013, 286), my further aim here is to suggest that the comic book could be
profitably explored from an Italian postcolonial perspective for several reasons: as Greco
suggests in her chapter, “the idea is to reflect on the forms of expression that facilitate a
process of hybridization between cultures through writing about the experience of migrant
subjects and of their interpreters” (2016, 204). In this hybridization, both the spatial events of
writing the comic book and of the graphic novel itself – as a story that circulates in the hands
of hundreds of readers after its publication – represent a ‘place of mediation’ in which the
perspectives of the author and of the reader meet those of the migrants. Through the writing
and reading processes, authors and readers momentarily ‘experience’ and follow migrants’
trajectories: sometimes, when the framing of the panel proposes a subjective point of view,
they even embrace the migrant’s own gaze, looking at his/her dramatic journey as if they
were experiencing it at first hand, and, even if just for a short moment – such as the writing
and reading time – the comic book makes the encounter with postcolonial subjectivities
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happen (fig. 2). As Greco affirms: “The encounter across the border gives birth to a new
space, where cultural spheres previously ascribed separately to colonisers and colonised,
oppressors and oppressed, become transversal: open to the inclusion of new cultural
systems” (2016, 204). Thus, a third space of encounter, a ‘place of mediation’, emerges from
the comic book every time someone engages with its visual and textual narration when
writing and reading it.

Fig. 2. Here the author and the readers embrace
Etenesh’s gaze during her crossing of the Mediterranean Sea. Page 16.

2. An auto-ethnographic account of how I came to meet Paolo Castaldi
As mentioned before, the following interview is intended as an opportunity to explore the
postcolonial geographies of comic books before and after their publication, giving importance
to subjective aspects, such as authorial feelings and actions during the writing process. The
aim of this paper is not to let the particular narration of geopolitical aspects or description of
landscape emerge from the case study’s ‘representational’ (i.e. visual and textual) features.
Rather, I would like to focus on its ‘non-representational’ and processual aspects (Dittmer
2010). Considering BeccoGiallo’s comic-book series as a place of interdisciplinary and
intermedial encounter, I attempted to imagine this article as an ‘encounter’ in itself. Therefore, I decided to insert in my analysis something I could barely control (becoming myself, as
a researcher, a bridging figure in the process of discovering Etenesh’s postcolonial geo128
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graphies): an interview. Interviews often disclose unexpected aspects of research, leading it
along unexplored paths and to unexpected conclusions. In the same way, when starting this
project, I knew where I was coming from – my reading of Paolo Castaldi’s graphic novel and
my interest in its writing process as a ‘spatial event’ (Saunders 2013) – but I could not
foresee what the perspectives of the author and of the editor were. As Linda McDowell summarizes, when adopting interviews as methodological research strategies “questions about
identification, contacts, interactions, interpretation and representation are important at dif ferent stages in the process whereas issues of ethics, responsibility, equity, status and power
underlie the whole process” (2010, 158). Furthermore, the questions about whose voices
should be heard (the interviewee[s]) is followed by questions about who is the listening
subject (the researcher[s]) and who s/he is writing for (the reader[s]).
When I prepared this interview, my first aim was to realize a kind of ‘ethnography’ of
the production of Etenesh, discovering the place and time where the telling of this story
began. The comic book actually became a ‘space of encounter’ since it gave me the opportunity to meet Paolo Castaldi and to draw – with his help – the geographies of Etenesh.
L’odissea di una migrante, going beyond the illustrated and written pages of the comic book
as a material object. Therefore, the interview features the different journeys and perspectives, trajectories and languages, and codes and lives that crossed the pages of Castaldi’s
graphic novel: yet, this interview is also about a series of ‘encounters’.
Proposing the idea of comics as places of mediation not simply between disparate
visual and textual codes but even between different perspectives, among the many questions
I could have asked Paolo about his work, I decided to focus on the way he met Etenesh and
her story, on how he distanced himself from his male, Western perspective to embrace her
‘from-the-south’ female one, on the way in which he encountered his readers after publishing
his work and, finally, on the way in which form meets content and comics language meets
other codes in his particular narrative style. The researcher’s ‘situatedness’ and subjectivity
are also intended as epistemological resources for geographical and ethnographic research.
Trying to respond briefly to McDowell’s second question about “who was listening to Paolo’s
and Guido’s answers” (2010, 158), I would like to make my own positionality explicit,
momentarily collapsing the borders between objects and subjects of research (Butz and
Besio 2009, 1662). Therefore, what follows is a brief ‘autoethnographic’ account (Ellis et al.
2011) of how I came to encounter the BeccoGiallo publishing house and one of its most
popular authors, Paolo Castaldi. I believe tracing my own journey in relation to my encounter
with Etenesh will highlight that every creative process, and research practice, is made up of
fortuitous events, relationships, shared interests and subjective perspectives.
The following interview was conducted between April and May 2017 thanks to a close
collaboration I had established since 2011 with one of BeccoGiallo’s editorial directors, Guido
Ostanel. This happened especially through the fundamental mediation of the cartoonist
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Claudio Calia. While I was working as a journalist and reporter for the Italian website for
comics information LoSpazioBianco.it, Calia introduced me to the national comics scene,
permitting me to encounter and interview authors like Zerocalcare, Gipi, Manuele Fior,
Alessandro Baronciani, Davide Reviati, Alberto Corradi, Sara Pavan, Marino Neri, Rocco
Lombardi and many others. Among them, I found some good friends and enthusiastic collaborators, one of which was Guido Ostanel. I rapidly realised this was a great opportunity as
a reader, and especially as a researcher, to explore not simply the contents of BeccoGiallo’s
comic book series but even the process of writing, drawing and publishing them. While my
intimate map was rapidly changing and I became a PhD student in geography, I was trying to
conciliate my novel perspective as a cultural geographer with that of a literary and passionate
comic book reader. In that time, together with BeccoGiallo, I became part of the organising
team of Oblò. Rassegna di docu-film e graphic novel, a festival where documentary films and
graphic novels were the starting point of deepening topical issues like climate change, global
conflict, fair trade, migration and social and cultural integration. On 23rd February 2015, we
organised a presentation titled “Questa è la mia terra. Cambiamo il sistema non il clima”
[This is My Land. Let’s Change the System Not the Climate]; Paolo Castaldi, with his graphic
novel Etenesh. L’odissea di una migrante, was one of the special guests. The following
interview, thus, represents our second encounter.
3. A dialogue with Paolo Castaldi and Guido Ostanel
3.1. The encounter between the author and Etenesh’s story
GP: Hi Paolo. Thank you for your time. What I would like today in this interview is for you to
draw a map of your graphic novel Etenesh. L’odissea di una migrante. My wish is not simply
to trace with you your protagonist’s journey, rather, to cross the borders of the comic book
itself to explore ‘the history of your story’, identifying the trajectories that made it possible. My
aim in this interview is to follow your experience as a storyteller, thus developing a kind of
ethnography of the process of composing the comic book. In other words, the map I would
like to trace is that of your journey.
I know this travel began with an encounter in the place where Etenesh’s trajectory and
yours crossed for the first time and the journey of Etenesh, the graphic novel, took shape.
Where were you, in the time and space of your life and of your career as a comic author,
when you came across Etenesh’s story? When did you decide to tell it?
PC: I was at the start of my journey, intended as my route and career as a comic author.
Before 2011 – the year when the graphic novel was published by BeccoGiallo – I had just a
few, minor publications and I was in search of my own identity, of my own space in an
effervescent, growing comic book market. At that time, many publishing houses like Bao and
Eris – which can now easily be found in the bookstores – were only at the beginning of their
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development. Together with me, many authors were emerging, giving rise to a small ‘resurgence’ of Italian ‘authored’ comics. It was the right moment to debut as an author!
Also, in my private life, I was trying to take significant steps. During the drafting of
Etenesh, I moved in with my girlfriend, leaving my family home. It was a humble apartment,
with everything we needed, in the western suburbs of Milan, a city I am very attached to – I
don’t know whether it’s a good thing or not. I placed a small drawing board in our bedroom.
There, mostly at night, I drew another, far more dramatic story: Etenesh’s.
The topic of migration has piqued my interest for a long time. At that time, it wasn’t so
‘exploited’ by the media and politics as it is nowadays. Few and imprecise, very imprecise,
words were said about migration. For this reason, I wanted to shed some light on it, in my
own small way. I was already sick and tired of hearing rumours about migration. On
television, they were showing only the tip of the iceberg of this dramatic phenomenon, the
part that was most suitable for spectacularization, that is, the landing on the Italian coastline.
Consumed faces, moribund infants, men and women broken by sun and thirst, shipwrecks...
Images that touch and move souls. However, very few people – including me – knew exactly
what was behind that. Where do these people come from? What’s moving them across the
desert? What’s the price for a better future?
Another fundamental stage of my personal journey in search of the right answers was
Rome. Here, thanks to Ethiopian film maker Dagmawi Yimer, I met Etenesh. She told me her
experience in a three-hour interview, sitting at the table of a bar, near Termini Station. Three
long hours that felt like months. Heavy, touching, too hard to be forgotten. It was a sunny and
fresh spring day, ideal to start a journey that is still ongoing. Every time I present my comic
book in a bookstore, in a library or in a school, the journey goes on and, with it, also my own
journey as an author and a man (fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Sketching Etenesh. Pages 3 and 6.
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3.2. The encounter between the author and ‘the other’
GP: I believe to tell a story is always a form of mediation. If we are telling an episode we
experienced first hand, the account becomes a bridge between ourselves and whoever is
listening to or reading us. Nevertheless, when we decide to tell a story that other people
experienced, the story itself becomes a meeting place between us and ‘the other’. In this
way, different trajectories cross each other, and the protagonist of the event meets our
trajectory and the trajectory of everyone who is going to read the story.
In your case, your graphic novel became a meeting place between your personal
perspective of someone living north of the Mediterranean Sea and the perspective of those
‘from the south’ and thus forced to risk their lives to cross the sea. How was it for you, not
just to meet (listen to) but to embrace (tell) a migrant’s perspective when you started the
narration of Etenesh’s tragic route?
PC: At the beginning, it was very hard. After assembling Etenesh’s suffering words, I asked
myself what right I had, as a privileged boy from the north – not just of Italy but in a global
sense – to tell a story that was so far from my reality, so delicate, with the aim of publishing a
comic book that was expected to sell and bring profit. For some days after our encounter
near Termini Station, I hesitated, struggling with the moral and ethical issues you’re referring
to in your question.
The answer was already in the recorded audio file. Etenesh’s story itself was the
answer – her words, unfiltered, without any fixed stance. I let them flow over my body, in my
hands, on the paper, without any resistance, being a mere ‘amplifier’, altering them as little
as possible through my own artistic sensibility.
Thus, I decided to tell the story as honestly as possible, with humility, like someone
who sits in the back of a classroom when the only thing he can do is listen because he has
everything to learn and nothing to say.
3.3. Encountering the female other
GP: Your willingness to tell one of those migrant stories, and precisely the story of a female
migrant, of Etenesh, further forced you to embrace the perspective of a woman. How was it
for you, as an author and as a man, the experience of giving voice to a female perspective,
of encountering her fears and struggles, of perceiving her body and pain?
PC: It was easier than I thought – assuming that I was able to. Maybe it’s because – as Valentina, my girlfriend says – I have a strong feminine side... I don’t know.
I wanted to narrate the south-Saharan migration as seen from a woman’s perspective
because I believed that, in this way, I could ‘engage’ readers more thoroughly. While she
was telling her difficult story, I kept repeating to myself, How could this girl, alone, so small
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and slender, face such a hard travel? I would have certainly died. I tried to imagine the ‘hell
of the small things’, of those things you never think about. When speaking about migration
and women, the first images that come to a narrator’s or a journalist’s mind concern
brutalities, rapes, abuses. I wanted to think about those aspects of everyday life that
constantly remind you of the nightmare you are living in. The impossibility to access any
toilet, for example, in the heat, maybe during your period: for a woman, who is used to
having always access to a toilet, at home, at her workplace, everywhere she is, it must have
been a little, yet big, drama. A real psychological and physical violence (fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Drawing the violation of female bodies in the
Sabha Prison, Lebanon. Page 112.

3.4. Between form and content
GP: Through the cooperation between images and words, comics build a closer relationship
between form and content than textual narration. Building a comic page always means
making certain choices, even simply in the structuring of panels, concerning the narrative
articulation of space. There are many aspects of the stylistic choices of Etenesh that I would
like to explore with you, but, in particular, there has been a significant formal change from the
first to the second edition of the graphic novel that I would like to focus on: the switch from
black and white to the colouring by Giuseppe Morici. In the second edition, colour assumes
an expressive, symbolic and even narrative function. On the one hand, the vivid red colour
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gives materiality to the suffering of the protagonist through the constant visualisation of
blood, the symbolization of violence and abuse; on the other hand, it plays a narrative role. In
fact, like a red wire it illuminates Etenesh’s dress, enabling readers to follow her story among
many other migrants’ stories and to identify her on the overcrowded trucks crossing the
desert, among the groups of standing women in the Sabha prison or on the bottom of a
rubber dinghy off the coast of Lampedusa.
Finally, the contrast between the colour of the desert sand and the blue of the sea
enables you to stress the alternation between the different narrative and temporal levels in
which the story is organised: first, the sea journey, from Tripoli to Lampedusa, which
functions as a ‘narrative frame’, and then the travel – certainly less widely known through the
chronicles – that precedes the crossing and tells the escape from Addis Ababa to Sudan,
across the Sahara to Libya.
So, why did you make this choice and what is, in your opinion, the added value of the
integration of colour in Etenesh?
PC: To be honest I had the idea of using colour since the first edition. Almost all of my works
are thought and realised in colour, even when monochromatic. Then, mostly for publishing
rather than artistic reasons, we opted for greyscale.
When in 2015 Des Ronds dans l’O bought the rights for the French version, they asked
us if a recolouring would be possible. French readers are less used to black and white, so it
was fundamental for them to have coloured pages for the publication of Etenesh (fig. 5 and
fig. 6).

Fig. 5. The alternation of colours helps the alternation of different narrative levels. Here
is an example of the sandy colour of the difficult trip across the desert. Pages 40 and
41.
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Fig. 6. The blue of the water as a backdrop for all those sequences telling the sea
crossing from Tripoli to Lampedusa. Pages 91 and 92.

Fig. 7. Colours play a symbolic and expressive,
beyond narrative, role in the comic book. The use of
red stands out to represent the power of Etenesh,
but also to symbolize the rivers of blood flowing
along contemporary migration routes. Page 49.
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In that period, I was working on two other comic books that had to be delivered soon,
therefore I entrusted the colouring process to Giuseppe Morici. Yet the chromatic
suggestions were in my head from the beginning... the red dress, the colour of the sand, the
blue of the scenes set in the sea... I just shared them with Giuseppe, who quickly got the
idea and did a great job. The addition of colour not only made the pages more readable and
less ‘oppressive’, it further added another voice to the story – if we can imagine the page like
an orchestra playing signs, lines and traits. The reader can easily feel the heat, the night, the
cold, the fear the protagonist felt. Colour, when wisely used, is not just as a mere ornament,
it has the power to ‘speak’ exactly like a caption, a panel or a close-up (fig. 7).

3.5. The comic book as a place of encounter between other texts and languages
GP: The language of comics is understood as an intermedial, hybrid language because of its
combination of images and text. So, what’s the particular relationship between the image and
the text you pursued in Etenesh? What are the contact points where images mediate what
words wouldn’t be able to explain and, at the same time, the passages in which words
became necessary, going beyond the figurative and evocative power of illustrations?
PC: My narrative style tends to be dry and linear to create silences on which texts can lean –
if necessary. I always try to tell as much as I can with the drawing itself. If you need textual
parts to make a scene work, this means you didn’t conceive and draw it well and you should
reformulate it (fig. 8).

Fig. 8. The gutters between the panels become like silences in the narration: we can only
imagine, as readers, what Etenesh’ mother is saying on the other side of the telephone.
Pages 84, 86, and 89.

I believe the sequence in which Etenesh calls her mother, almost at the end of the
story, is exemplary. Seven splash-pages, full-page illustrations, where you see only a closeup of the girl’s face while she’s crying at the telephone. The reader can only imagine the
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mother’s words on the other end of the line. I think that sequence is the strongest passage of
the entire story; I think it’s really well done and I’m rather proud of it.
There is this fundamental, basic contradiction according to which everything should
always be clear, explained, leaving to the reader the mere role of a non-participating
spectator. It’s an enormous mistake (fig. 9).

Fig. 9. This page represents the moment in which
Etenesh escapes from the Sabha prison. The obsessive repetition of the words ‘Shoot me!’ accompanies
the rapid rhythm of her running steps. Page 115.

GP: Your story also establishes a significant intermedial and intertextual dialogue with other
codes, enriching the narration with other languages and texts. From the reports and
interviews by Gabriele Del Grande to the documentary film by Dagmawi Yimer, from the
preface by Moni Ovadia to the bibliographical suggestions (films, websites, works of literature
and journalism), you give readers the opportunity to look more deeply into the topic of migration, if they want to. Yours is a graphic novel that crosses the borders of its own code and
makes its dialogue with other languages explicit. So, what’s the influence of these other
languages on your work, and how could you include them in your narration?
PC: The comics language has basically two souls: the graphic sign and the written text. Both
alone permit you to say a lot. Thus, integrations mostly fill a conceptual rather than linguistic
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vacuum. The testimonies collected by Gabriele Del Grande – inserted almost in the middle of
the story as a couple of simply textual pages – for example, have the immediacy of reporting,
of journalism. I needed them to bring the reader back to reality after some very narrative and
poetic passages. I didn’t want the readers to rest on the captions, on the silent landscapes of
the desert. I needed ‘a slap in their face’ to bring them back to the harsh reality. They should
not forget that Etenesh’s story is a real story of suffering and death, like thousands of other
stories.
Referring to Moni’s preface and to the interview with Dagmawi, I just followed the
typical format of BeccoGiallo’s comic book series, where every comic book is enriched by
extras that help deepen the subject. I think it’s one of their most interesting aspects as a
publishing house because a comic book will never be as exhaustive as an essay or a long
journalistic report can be; nevertheless, it is able to open a small window on a bigger story, to
awaken your curiosity thanks to its special relationship between text and drawing. Then, it’s
up to the reader to go more in depth if s/he wants to. BeccoGiallo simply helps you to do it
immediately, that’s it.
GP: Are there any places that were still unexplored from other narrations or codes and that
your comic book was able to explore?
PC: Honestly, I don’t think so. A documentary film like Un uomo sulla Terra [A Man on Earth],
for example, tells the same drama. In that you can find what you also find in Etenesh, but in
different forms. Comics are just another medium, intended here as a metaphorical means of
transportation, to undergo the same journey. What changes are the times, the panoramas,
the sounds, the sensations. If we go from Milan to Paris whether by car, train, motorcycle or
by bike, of course we are going in the same direction but our experience will be completely
different according to the means we are using.
3.6. The encounter between the author and the reader
GP: We already talked about how the comic book became a place of mediation between
your and the protagonist’s perspectives, between male and female perspectives, between
two points of view that look at the Mediterranean Sea from opposite shores. Now I would like
to know what geographies the comic book has drawn after it was published, to understand
how your and Etenesh’s perspectives met the readers’.
What journey did your comic book undergo after its publication? Have there been any
directions you wouldn’t expect as an author?
PC: When you publish a book, a comic book at a national level, your journey has no secure
direction. You are there, on board, standing on the bow of a ship, trying to see a faraway
land on the horizon, with golden beaches and trees rich in tropical fruits. But you never know
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for sure whether you’re going to arrive or not. The ship could run into a storm just outside the
harbour, causing it to be wrecked. Etenesh has been travelling for six years and has arrived
at many, sometimes unexpected, harbours. It won international awards and was translated.
One day, for example, I received a letter from France: a few lines personally signed by
Robert Badinter, the former Minister of Justice, a real reference point in the fight for human
rights. He complimented me on my graphic novel and told me he would encourage young
people to read it, starting from his grandchildren. I was speechless for a few minutes.
Etenesh brought me into the Italian schools, it allowed me to meet the prisoners of San
Vittore, to encounter great people, which has been a very enriching experience for me. When
you get published, you need to go with the flow, to let it carry you away and redraw the
geography of your soul. It’s a wonderful feeling.
GP: To conclude, how did you experience your role as a ‘bridge’, as a mediator between
different perspectives, between yours, Etenesh’s and the readers’?
PC: I’m not the bridge. The story I drew on paper, the graphic novel, is the bridge. I don’t do
anything, I just look forward. There are so many stories to tell. I don’t want to have a role in it.
My work ends when the book gets printed.
During presentations, I’m always introduced as an expert on migratory phenomena. But
I’m not; I’m just an author who wrote a story, the story of Etenesh. Nothing else. It’s the only
burden I feel I can bear. If someone searches for a bridge to reach the other side of the river,
that person shouldn’t come to me, rather s/he should go to a library and ask for my comic
book.
3.7. The encounter with BeccoGiallo
GP: Guido,3 starting from your experience with Etenesh by Paolo Castaldi but widening your
perspective to the manifold works of ‘civic engagement’ that BeccoGiallo published in the
past ten years, do you think comics can be intended as a ‘place of mediation’? Do you
believe they can represent a place of encounter between different perspectives (man and
woman, narrator and reader, migrants and locals, ‘me’ and ‘the other’) besides between
different codes and languages?
GO: Yes. If cinema, written literature and oral storytelling, theatre and music are interpreted
as a place of mediation – and today we can say this loudly – then the same applies to
comics. It might be even more interesting to understand how this language – which is now
coming to the attention of critics and a wider public – is different from other languages in the
ways it works, it’s used, it’s read and re-elaborated. Let me say it differently: comics can be a
place of mediation in a very original manner, sometimes being similar to cinema, other times
being closer to illustrated narration, but each time telling stories in particular, always different
forms.
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Consider that, according to Art Spiegelman – the author of Maus, which was one of the
most famous, read and awarded comic books in the history of modern comics – the comics
language is one that is more similar to the way in which our brain works: our memory does
not work with formatted texts, nor with perfect film sequences, rather with a constant alternation of images and texts, with explosions of images and words. When the author of a comic
book proposes a sequence to his/her readers, s/he always leaves a wide margin of responsibility to them. The reader, to a limited extent, decides how to compose the sequence, how
long to linger on a single panel or on a detail, and maybe that detail (a word, an entire
sentence, a background, a red brush stroke, a face or a particular composition of all these
elements) will let him/her take other directions and force him/her to move towards a personal
memory, a recent experience, an apparently lost memory. Finally, readers are always
coming back to the same comic book, as if nothing happened. Nevertheless, something
happened, maybe under the skin, unconsciously – but something really unique happened,
something special and personal for each reader. It seems that comic authors are constantly
forced to say: “Here you are, dear reader. This is what I put on the table. It’s now up to you.
Take it, watch it, read it, be ready to recompose it as it comes, make what you want out of it,
take your own responsibility.”
In this sense, if the language of comics is used by a capable and wise author, it can
become a very powerful tool. In my opinion, a really interesting means – today still underexplored – for mediations, dialogues, encounters, possible redefinitions.
4. Conclusions. Comic books and voices ‘From the European South’
The interviews with Paolo Castaldi and Guido Ostanel enabled me to explore the postcolonial geographies of the graphic novel Etenesh. L’odissea di di una migrante from a processual perspective, focused not on the finished product but rather on the storytelling practices.
As I tried to bring out in the opening paragraphs, this article hopes to represent, firstly, a
certainly partial and incomplete proposal to explore comic books as prolific case studies that
could profitably enter the emerging debate within an Italian postcolonial perspective. Thus,
the short encounter with the editorial director of an Italian publishing house specialized in
comic books of ‘civic engagement’, aims to suggest BeccoGiallo’s comic book series as a
prolific object for further analyses in the field of Italian postcolonial studies. Indeed,
BeccoGiallo’s publications comprise works that were personally written and drawn by
postcolonial subjects, but also comic books derived from interviews, reports, workshops and
different encounters with them. Precisely, this second group of works inspired in me the idea
of the graphic novel as a ‘space of encounter’ and a place in which different perspectives,
male and female, northern and southern, meet through the mediation of a visual and textual
story.
Taking into account the advantages and disadvantages of interviews as methodological
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research tools, I tried to stress the importance of ‘encountering’ and interviewing the author
of Etenesh, the graphic novel: this was an opportunity to deepen the acts, gestures, decisions, feelings and doubts connected to the comic book writing practice. These choices and
intimate feelings become especially significant when the comic book tells the personal story
of someone other than the author him/herself. Although Paolo Castaldi affirmed that “he is
not the bridge but the comic book itself is the bridge,” my aim was to explore with him the
events, the practices, the questions and hesitations that finally led to the graphic novel we
can now find as a finished product in European bookstores. Therefore, particularly significant
is the part in which he describes his encounter with Etenesh and the sense of oppression he
felt later when starting his writing process. Even if the information we gain through the
interview is not necessary to understand the comic book in itself, as a story, it gives us the
opportunity to explore Etenesh as a practice, as a place through which people and perspectives coming from the European north and south have met and tried to understand each
other. As I said, the fact that this graphic novel was not personally written by Etenesh, the
woman who actually underwent the dramatic journey across the Mediterranean Sea, but by
Paolo, a young white male, who was born and is living and working in Italy, suggests an
understanding of the comic book itself as a place of mediation between their disparate
experiential, cultural, geographical and gender perspectives.

Fig. 10. The traces of Etenesh’ steps in the sand. Page
117.
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Beyond these methodological and theoretical reasons, I believe Etenesh by Paolo Castaldi represents a significant example of how comic books should have a full role in the
contemporary debate within Italian postcolonial narratives. Entire migratory routes are still
unknown or ignored by northern countries. Like footsteps in the sand, their traces seem to be
constantly erased by indifference, censored by (dis)information or removed by our detached
perspectives. Through his graphic novel, Paolo Castaldi, together with BeccoGiallo, has
been able not simply to embrace the perspective of Etenesh and her female and migrant
gaze ‘from the South’, starting from his white, male, European perspective, he has further
been able to involve readers in his encounter with Etenesh through the reading of the comic
book, which becomes a place of mediation where the authorial and protagonist’s gazes
merge with our own. Following this reading journey, we cannot ignore those footprints in the
sand any longer; we are, rather, forced, as Guido Ostanel says, “to take our own responsibilities as readers” and tell Etenesh’s story, making this mediation ‘take place’ again and
again (fig. 10).
Notes
1

For an overview of recent research and debate on postcolonial geographies from an Italian perspective, see Tania Rossetto (2014) and Caterina Romeo (2015).
2
BeccoGiallo is a small ten-year-old Venetian publishing house based in Padua, specializing in graphic journalism: comic-book series are mainly focused on the narration of real, often historical, facts.
3
The final part of the interview is a short dialogue with Guido Ostanel aimed at presenting the perspective of BeccoGiallo publishing house and its perspective on the role of comics in the circulation of
ideas and the representation of contemporary migratory, cultural and postcolonial phenomena.
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Ceux qui traversent la frontière1
Georges Didi-Huberman
EHESS, Paris

ABSTRACT
Those who cross the border
This contribution takes as its starting points a poem by Niki Giannari and the documentary film Des
spectres hantent l’Europe (Spectres Are Haunting Europe, dir. Maria Kourkouta and Niki Giannari,
2016), shot in the refugee camp of Idomeni in Central Macedonia (Greece), in order to offer a reflection
on the theme of hospitality as a space of antinomies and the emergence of spectrality. Following Spectres de Marx by Jacques Derrida (1993), it identifies in the “refugee crisis” an agent of dislocation that
has the potential to remove the ‘ghosts’ haunting the West. If the survivors who reach the frontiers of
Europe can be seen as specters carrying a revelation, the ghosts currently troubling Europe are the
issues raised by the spectral presence of the refugees: the antinomy between an acknowledgement of
the human desire ‘to pass’, to move beyond borders, and the sanction of the frontier; between the ‘sacred’ law of hospitality and the ‘profane’ laws of politics and international procedures, which reflect the
crisis of the institutions regarding hospitality. In tune with the Freudian notion of the unheimlich, this
spectrality challenges our present and our political memories, as it shakes the foundations of identity
formed over time. In response, a new ethics is being born, on whose necessity political philosopher
Achille Mbembe insists at the end of his Politique de l'inimitié (2016). This ethics is recognizable in the
proliferation of actions and practices that revive and restore the fundamental and universal right to mobility. Didi-Huberman ends on a reflection on the image and reach of art as a transit agent, capable of
forcing antinomic poles. Thus, the words “ils sont déjà passés” in Giannari's text, seemingly contradictory in the context of the containment system of refugee camps, invoke a dimension beyond the purely
material and the contingent. In their spectral nature, those who cross borders and pass from country to
country “move beyond” us (dépassent); they become figures of the power of desire and the avant-garde
of their people: “the power of the past” that looks to the future (P. Pasolini).

“Ils passent
et ils nous pensent”
Même les longs plans de pas – ces pieds misérablement chaussés, ces pieds dans la boue
mais qui avancent toujours (fig. 1) –, dans le film Des spectres hantent l’Europe, apparaissent
comme l’indice évident d’un désir souverain, le désir de passer. “Dans ces petits pieds pleins
de boue,” écrit Niki Giannari, “charnellement / gît le désir qui survit / après chaque naufrage”…
Un désir, écrit-elle, qu’en Europe “nous avons perdu depuis longtemps” (ici je dirais plutôt qu’il
n’est pas perdu, non, mais seulement refoulé, ce qui peut faire d’autres genres de ravages,
plus névrotiques, qu’une perte ou forclusion de ce désir au sens propre). Or de quel désir
s’agit-il? Désir de quoi, pour quoi, vers quoi? Niki Giannari répond avec une clarté toute simple,
là où se rejoignent bien le “séculaire” (ou la profanation) et le “sacré” (ou la tradition): c’est, ditelle, “le politique” en tant que tel.
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Fig. 1. Des spectres hantent l’Europe. Maria Kourkouta & Niki Giannari (2016).

Oui, c’est exactement là, au point de contact entre des “spectres” et des barbelés, au
point de jonction entre le désir de passer et la sanction de la frontière “On ne passe pas,” que
se situe, pour cette histoire, la matière même du politique. Cette matière agite l’Europe dans
sa plus longue durée. C’est d’elle qu’il était déjà question dans Les Suppliantes d’Eschyle –
qu’une récente traduction a voulu rebaptiser Les Exilées, comme elle aurait pu dire Les Réfugiées –, tragédie explicitement liée au mythe fondateur de l’Europe et qui raconte comment
des femmes “noires,” venues du Moyen-Orient, sont accueillies à Argos selon la loi sacrée de
l’hospitalité, d’où s’élève un conflit avec la loi profane et les calculs politiques que cet accueil
aura fait naître dans la cité.
C’est alors que l’hospitalité devient à son tour le champ de conflit et la matière politique
– éthique, tout autant – des “spectres qui hantent l’Europe.” Dans son livre Spectres de Marx,
Jacques Derrida avait bien posé le problème: “Dès qu’il y a du spectre, l’hospitalité et l’exclusion vont de pair. On n’est occupé par les fantômes qu’en étant occupé à les exorciser, à les
mettre à la porte.” Bref, les spectres nous divisent: ils nous condamnent à la position clivée de
celui qui
accueille sans accueillir l’étranger, mais un étranger qui se trouve déjà au-dedans (das Heimliche-Unheimliche), plus intime à soi que soi-même, la proximité absolue d’un étranger dont la puissance est
singulière et anonyme (es spukt), une puissance innommable et neutre, c’est-à-dire indécidable, ni active ni passive, une an-identité qui occupe invisiblement et sans rien faire des lieux qui ne sont finalement ni les nôtres ni les siens. […] Et si c’était la Chose même, la cause de cela même qu’on recherche
et qui fait chercher?

Les spectres de l’Europe seraient donc les spectres, étrangement inquiétants, de l’hospitalité. Inquiétants parce qu’ils nous sont, justement, beaucoup trop familiers. Il n’est pas indifférent de rappeler, puisque je parle ici d’un film et d’un poème – d’un poème écrit pour un
film —, que l’“inquiétante étrangeté” selon Freud constituait d’abord, à ses yeux, un problème
esthétique (de fait, il pourrait bien constituer le problème esthétique le plus crucial) lié à la
notion même de survivance: une “étrangeté” qui, lorsqu’elle nous apparaît, ne nous semble si
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“étrangère” que parce qu’elle fait signe vers un chez-soi d’autrefois, “l’antiquement familier
d’autrefois” (das ehemals Heimische, Altvertraute), comme l’écrit Freud en décidant d’entourer
la marque de familiarité – c’est-à-dire la parenté, la ressemblance, la proximité – par deux
marques d’éloignement temporel, pas moins.
Les spectres de l’Europe, ce ne sont donc pas exactement ces gens “séculaires et sacrés,” vêtus d’imperméables en plastique et qui tentent de passer une frontière à Idomeni: ce
sont les questions qu’ils posent à notre présent, à nos propres désirs comme à nos mémoires
politiques. Ils apparaissent comme des spectres parce que leur inquiétante étrangeté fait en
nous monter l’angoisse du chez-soi d’autrefois. On pourrait, alors, dire que ce sont bien des
questions qui hantent l’Europe. Des questions de temps, par conséquent des questions d’être
et d’existence. Comment, alors, s’étonner que nos questions – nos plus profondes, nos plus
intimes questions – nous viennent si souvent de l’étranger? N’est-ce pas sous la forme de
l’Étranger que la question, en Europe, commença de se poser dans l’histoire de la pensée
philosophique, ainsi qu’on peut le lire dans les dialogues de Platon? Jacques Derrida, non par
hasard, consacra en janvier 1996 une séance de son séminaire De l’hospitalité à cette question même: “L’Étranger porte et pose la question […]. Parfois, l’étranger, c’est Socrate luimême, Socrate l’homme dérangeant de la question et de l’ironie (c’est-à-dire de la question,
ce que veut dire aussi le mot ‘ironie’), l’homme de la question maïeutique. Socrate lui-même
a les traits de l’étranger, il représente, il figure l’étranger” – surtout lorsqu’il se confronte,
comme citoyen, aux lois de la cité. Jusqu’à assumer la mort devant la porte close de ceux qui
refusaient ses questions.
À chaque fois qu’il est question de la question, il est question de l’étranger. À chaque
fois qu’il est question de l’étranger, il est question de l’hospitalité. Alors se dresse, comme
Derrida y insiste, l’antinomie – l’anti-nomos, c’est-à-dire l’anti-loi – ou le conflit des lois
qu’Eschyle ou Sophocle avaient déjà si bien raconté dans leurs tragédies. “L’antinomie de
l’hospitalité,” écrit Derrida, “oppose irréconciliablement la loi, dans sa singularité universelle, à
une pluralité qui n’est pas seulement une dispersion (les lois) mais une multiplicité structurée,
déterminée par un processus de partition et de différenciation: par des lois qui distribuent différemment leur histoire et leur géographie anthropologique. La tragédie, car c’est une tragédie
destinale, c’est que les deux termes antagonistes de cette antinomie ne sont pas symétriques.
Il y a là une étrange hiérarchie. La loi est au-dessus des lois. Elle est donc illégale, transgressive, hors-la-loi.”
Telle est donc l’antinomie. Elle aura incité Gérard Bensussan à écrire un texte dont le
titre, “Difficile hospitalité,” évoque bien sûr le livre d’Emmanuel Levinas Difficile liberté. Dans
ce texte il rappelle les antinomies, et ce qu’il nomme le “double régime de la morale d’hospitalité.” Il rappelle qu’en hébreu le verbe ‘j’habite’ (ani gar) s’écrit selon une graphie exactement
identique à celle de ‘je suis étranger’ (ani ger). Mais telle est l’antinomie qu’à Idomeni comme
ailleurs la frontière ne cesse de s’ouvrir et de se clore selon l’infernal battement qu’engendrent
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les rapports de force tragiques entre ‘la loi’ (sacrée) et ‘des lois’ (séculaires): “Les aléas, les
figures et les incertitudes de l’hospitalité sont comme les battements d’une porte qui claque
sans jamais trouver sa fermeture définitive ni son ouverture quiète.” Point de vue éthique auquel répondra, chez Benjamin Boudou, une façon plus juridique – faut-il en effet parler de
‘devoir’ ou de ‘droit’ d’hospitalité? – et, pour finir, plus politique de poser la question. L’ouvrage
tout récent de ce chercheur, intitulé Politique de l’hospitalité, entend dresser une généalogie
conceptuelle, mais aussi en appelle à se dresser, dans le débat contemporain, pour une politique de la “démocratisation des frontières.”
Car il s’agit bien de cela: que font ‘nos lois’ de nos frontières et des citoyens pour qui les
franchir constitue une question de vie ou de mort? Niki Giannari, à propos de ce que font – et
quoi qu’elles en disent – nos lois sur les frontières, ne sait que répondre: “J’ai honte.” Honte
du mensonge sur le mot “accueil” et de la violence que constitue, depuis Idomeni jusqu’à Calais, “cet hospice inhospitalier qu’est devenue l’Europe.” Honte que des lois, comme celle promulguée en France dès 1995, instituent un “délit d’hospitalité menaçant de prison toute personne aidant les étrangers en situation irrégulière, soit en logeant des demandeurs d’asile,
soit en rechargeant leurs portables, soit en les aidant à passer la frontière,” comme le rappellent Guillaume Le Blanc et Fabienne Brugère dès l’ouverture de leur livre La Fin de l’hospitalité.
La Convention de Genève sur le statut des réfugiés serait-elle désormais lettre morte? Ne saiton pas que plus de quarante mille ‘migrants’ sont morts, depuis l’an 2000, en tentant de passer
une frontière?
La ‘crise des réfugiés’ dont on parle tant aujourd’hui pourrait être considérée, plus encore, comme une crise politique des institutions juridiques de l’hospitalité occidentale: “Il y a
bel et bien une crise, mais ce n’est pas celle des réfugiés,” affirmait récemment François Gemenne: “Cette crise est d’abord celle de l’Europe.” L’Europe, que Niki Giannari dira pour cela
“nécrosée,” a en effet enfoui son désir – qui est toujours désir de l’Autre ou désir du désir de
l’Autre – dans un bric-à-brac mortifère où s’inversent, de façon typiquement paranoïaque, les
processus de colonisation réelle en fantasmes de persécution et en peur panique de se retrouver colonisée par l’étranger. Tout cela faisant fleurir mille et une “rhétoriques de l’invasion”
qu’auront étudiées depuis longtemps les sociologues, les sémiologues, les anthropologues ou
certains démographes tels qu’Hervé Le Bras.
Ce qu’observe Niki Giannari à Idomeni, aussi bien pratiquement que poétiquement, ne
serait autre, en fin de compte qu’un conflit sur la frontière. Un conflit ‘sur’ la notion juridique de
frontière comme ‘sur’ la terrain concret, quotidien, de la frontière gréco-macédonienne: d’un
côté une “politique de la clôture,” et de l’autre cette “éthique du passant” sur laquelle se concluaient les réflexions d’Achille Mbembe dans son récent livre Politique de l’inimitié. D’un côté
le contrôle xénophobe institutionnalisé – et même cyniquement rentabilisé, comme l’a montré
Claire Rodier –, de l’autre une prolifération, une multitude d’initiatives, de politiques citoyennes
consistant à accueillir et à faire passer, c’est-à-dire à reconquérir pour tous ce fondamental
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“droit à la mobilité” que la juriste et politologue Catherine Wihtol de Wenden, dans son étude
sur l’état contemporain de la question migratoire, appelle de ses vœux.
Le conflit qui se joue à Idomeni – et qui, dans le film Des spectres hantent l’Europe, se
repère à travers chaque visage, chaque regard, chaque geste – pourrait sans doute être formulé en revenant à un moment philosophique majeur de notre chère Europe: étape constitutive, précisément, d’une politique des Lumières contemporaine des premières révolutions sociales. Ce moment est celui par lequel Emmanuel Kant affirma en 1785, dans les Fondements
de la métaphysique des mœurs, qu’en face de toute “valeur relative” se dresse une “valeur
intrinsèque” où se concentre la dignité de tout sujet humain. Le conflit serait donc fondé sur
l’antinomie de la “valeur relative” (celle des lois dont parle Derrida) et de la “valeur intrinsèque”
(ou de la loi) – ce que Kant nomma, très précisément, l’antinomie du prix et de la dignité: “Tout
a un prix ou bien une dignité. Ce qui a un prix peut être aussi bien remplacé par quelque chose
d’autre, à titre d’équivalent; au contraire, ce qui est supérieur à tout prix, ce qui par suite n’admet pas d’équivalent, c’est ce qui a une dignité.”
C’est comme si la Déclaration des droits de l’homme et du citoyen, composée en 1789
et placée en exergue de la Constitution française en 1791, trouvait là son préambule éthique,
dont Kant devait bientôt prolonger la formulation dans sa Doctrine de la vertu en 1797: “Simplement, considéré comme personne, c’est-à-dire comme sujet d’une raison moralement pratique, l’homme est au-dessus de tout prix; car, en tant que tel (homo noumenon), il doit être
estimé, non pas simplement comme moyen en vue des fins d’autrui, ni même en vue des
siennes propres, mais comme fin en soi, c’est-à-dire qu’il possède une dignité (une valeur
intrinsèque absolue), par laquelle il force à son égard le respect de tous les autres êtres raisonnables de ce monde, peut avec tout autre membre de cette espèce se mesurer et s’estimer
sur un pied d’égalité.”
On sait aujourd’hui combien la tyrannie du prix porte atteinte – particulièrement en Grèce
– à la dignité des peuples. Comme si des peuples entiers devaient accepter de subir cette
condition d’être, comme le dit Kant, “simplement des moyens en vue des fins d’autrui” (et
comment ne pas voir ici les nouveaux visages de l’impérialisme et du colonialisme?). On sait
bien que la ‘question migratoire’ ne saurait se poser simplement en brandissant quelques
chiffres et en établissant des quotas. Non seulement c’est une dignité élémentaire, pour un
sujet humain, que de se mouvoir pour chercher sa propre condition de vie mais encore la
fermeture des frontières ne répond, historiquement et politiquement, qu’à une logique mortifère
– voire suicidaire pour l’Europe elle-même –, ainsi que l’ont déjà montré nombre de chercheurs
en sciences humaines, tels Claire Rodier ou Emmanuel Terray dans un recueil sur les réalités
et les fantasmes liés au phénomène des migrations.
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“Qu’ils m’emmènent avec eux
eux qui savent encore être en mouvement”
Devant cette antinomie, devant la prévalence globale et intolérable du prix sur la dignité, Niki
Giannari nous parle bien d’une “honte” fondamentale. C’est la honte même dont Primo Levi
avait dit, dans La Trêve puis dans Les Naufragés et les rescapés, qu’elle est “ce que le juste
éprouve devant la faute commise par autrui, le remords éprouvé parce qu’elle existe, qu’elle
a été introduite irrévocablement dans le monde des choses existantes.” Or l’écrivaine grecque
articule, presque immédiatement, ce thème de la honte sur celui de l’espoir: “Est-ce qu’il y a
encore de l’espoir? Avons-nous encore le temps?,” écrit-elle. Elle se demande même – comme
au creux d’une appréhension quasi messianique de l’espoir – si la réapparition des “migrants”
à Idomeni ne serait pas, en tout état de cause, “l’accomplissement d’une prophétie presque
oubliée”… Ou, plus simplement, la réponse d’une certaine “culture” à une certaine “barbarie.”
Poème tragique que celui de Niki Giannari: poème où l’on voit se confronter des lois à
la loi, du “profané” à du “sacré,” l’intolérable imposé des dispositifs gouvernementaux à la
dignité toujours tenace et résistante du désir d’accueillir et du désir de passer, quoi qu’il en
coûte. Devant cette situation, on le sait, nombreux furent les photographes, les vidéastes, les
cinéastes, les journalistes, les écrivains, les militants associatifs, à témoigner. La vertu – ou la
puissance – des images et des phrases ne consisterait-elle pas, dans ces conditions, à proposer comme un autre genre d’action: un lien dialectique entre la honte et l’espoir? Un premier
pas, un passage? Les œuvres des trente photographes grecs réunis tout récemment par Electra Alexandropoulou dans le cadre du siège athénien de la Rosa-Luxemburg-Stiftung, ou bien
l’importante documentation réunie pour l’exposition parisienne Habiter le campement – où l’on
voyait se décliner toutes les formes de camps, depuis le Liban jusqu’au Kenya, la Turquie
jusqu’à l’Indonésie, Haïti jusqu’à Lampedusa, la Jordanie jusqu’à La Courneuve ou la Bulgarie
jusqu’à Calais – toutes ces productions d’images, inscrites dans le circuit de la culture européenne, n’y dessineraient-elles pas comme un immense monument d’accusation porté contre
nos propres gouvernements?
À l’orée de notre histoire de l’art, Pline l’Ancien avait déjà établi une rigoureuse distinction
concernant le monde des images: une antinomie entre ‘luxure’ (luxuria) et ‘dignité’ (dignitas).
La luxure concernait, selon lui, tout un commerce de l’art fondé sur le ‘prix’ et sur l’indistinction
des usages comme des temporalités: ce qui se passait, par exemple, lorsqu’un patricien romain faisait l’acquisition d’une statue grecque d’Apollon, soit une œuvre soustraite au territoire
colonisé de l’empire, puis lui faisait couper la tête pour y placer, de façon aussi artificielle que
prétentieuse, son propre portrait… Tout cela qui pourrait aisément évoquer une économie caractéristique de notre actuel régime esthétique de l’âge postmoderne, lui aussi dominé par le
marché, le kitsch et l’arrogance bourgeoise.
Il en allait tout autrement, selon Pline, de l’‘image’ (imago) au sens strict: elle constituait
un opérateur de dignité en tant même qu’elle était vue et utilisée comme un objet de transmission généalogique, c’est-à-dire de restitution et de passage. Un objet, par conséquent, non
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commercialisable: sans prix parce qu’inestimable. De même que l’antinomie éthique du prix et
de la dignité selon Kant, l’antinomie esthétique de la luxure et de la dignité selon Pline pourrait
bien connaître aujourd’hui de nouveaux visages. Les images que l’on voit dans le film Des
spectres hantent l’Europe, sous ce point de vue – que ce soit dans la façon de cadrer ou de
monter, de faire durer les plans, d’écouter ou de faire poème – apparaissent tout entières
tendues par le respect devant ceux qui ne sont ici que pour passer, le respect de leur fondamentale dignité. Ce serait là, peut-être, l’essentielle beauté de ce film: images passantes, passagères mais survivantes, sur le digne désir de passer.
Le dernier vers du poème de Niki Giannari nous dit simplement ceci: “Ils passent.” Un
peu plus haut, cependant, elle écrivait: “Je comprends / qu’ils sont déjà passés.” Quelle puissance, quelle temporalité se trouvent-elles désignées dans ce simple déjà? Le film ne nous
montre-il pas les réfugiés, syriens ou afghans, bloqués à Idomeni par la fermeture de la frontière? En quoi seraient-ils donc déjà passés de l’autre côté? La réponse à cette question n’est
pas à trouver dans une conjecture sur la partition de l’espace. Elle est psychique et destinale.
Si l’on fait un simple état des lieux, les réfugiés à Idomeni ne sont pas encore passés. Ils
demeureront bloqués pendant des jours encore, peut-être pendant des mois ou des années,
devant cette frontière fermée. Mais la réflexion de Niki Giannari concerne plutôt un certain état
du temps, si l’on peut dire: de ce point de vue, en effet, ils sont déjà passés. Ils reviennent, ils
passent et ils nous dépassent. En ce sens ils sont bien “des spectres qui hantent l’Europe.”
L’expression déjà passés dénote, en premier lieu, une certaine puissance – spectrale –
de la survivance. C’est comme si l’on disait: cela fait bien longtemps, voyez-vous, qu’ils passent et sont déjà passés. Repensez, justement, à Walter Benjamin: repensez à ce 26 septembre 1940 où, non seulement il n’est pas passé, mais encore s’est donné la mort. En quoi
serait-il donc déjà passé? Son ami Bertolt Brecht, en 1941, répondit par un poème où il était
question, non de la “simple mort” de Benjamin, mais de sa digne et “libre mort d’exilé.” Or ce
que dit Brecht d’une telle mort, c’est justement qu’elle survit – nous parvient dans le temps –
par-delà toutes les frontières de l’espace: “Rejeté à la fin vers une frontière infranchissable /
Tu as franchi, me dit-on, une frontière franchissable.” Certes, écrit Brecht, la mort a encore
gagné du terrain: “L’avenir est dans la nuit et les forces des bons / Sont chétives.” Mais ce
simple poème aura déjà fait survivre chez Benjamin son inextinguible désir de passer, incarnant de plus ce que l’auteur de Sens unique, après Kafka, avait dit de l’espoir: qu’il n’est pas
pour nous mais pour autrui.
Or la survivance n’est pas seulement tournée vers l’autrefois: elle fait de la mémoire une
puissance de désir, donc d’avenir et de nouveauté. C’est même par ce motif que Hannah
Arendt, dans son texte de 1943 sur les réfugiés, concluait son raisonnement: “Les réfugiés
allant de pays en pays représentent l’avant-garde de leurs peuples.” Cela pourrait aussi vouloir
dire qu’ils représentent – fussent-ils “hors-la-loi,” comme Arendt y insiste – l’avant-garde des
peuples qui les accueillent. Des spectres hantent l’Europe? Oui Monsieur, et c’est même ce
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qui pouvait arriver de mieux à l’Europe. Rappelez-vous ce que Derrida écrivait dans Spectres
de Marx au sujet de ce paradoxe de la survivance: “Un revenant étant toujours appelé à venir
et à revenir, la pensée du spectre, contrairement à ce qu’on croit, fait signe vers l’avenir. C’est
une pensée du passé, un héritage qui ne peut venir que de ce qui n’est pas encore arrivé – de
l’arrivant même.” Rappelez-vous ce que Pasolini faisait de la “force du passé”: une chose “plus
moderne que les modernes.”
Il est un lieu où se rencontrent la survivance (ou le “sacré” dont parle Niki Giannari) et
l’avenir (ou l’“avant-garde” dont parle Hannah Arendt). C’est l’enfance. Temporalité originaire,
sans doute, mais qui ne peut se réduire ni à l’“ineffable” ni à cette chose définitivement “perdue” dont Giorgio Agamben aura pu parler, au titre d’un diagnostic de notre époque, dans
Enfance et histoire. L’enfance actualise la survie et l’héritage du genre humain; mais elle potentialise aussi – donne puissance à – son avenir même. C’est surtout cela que je vois, pour
finir, dans le film Des spectres hantent l’Europe: je vois des enfants partout. Je les vois, tout
petits, faisant la queue dans la boue, vêtus de ces imperméables blancs trop grands pour eux
et qui leur donnent, plus qu’aux adultes, cette touche spectrale et cependant si vivace (fig. 2).
Je sais qu’ils sont parmi les plus atteints, les plus vulnérables, les plus survivants parmi tant
d’autres enfants morts en mer ou dans la guerre. Mais je les vois sourire, chanter, jouer avec
rien, inventeurs d’un avenir surgi de la plus grande pauvreté.

Fig. 2. Des spectres hantent l’Europe. Maria Kourkouta & Niki Giannari (2016).

Des enfants, Niki Giannari écrit que “têtus, [ils] se donnent émus à la vie.” Ce sont eux
surtout qui “réapparaissent / comme l’accomplissement d’une prophétie presque oubliée.” Ce
sont donc eux, les principaux “contrevenants,” les “indisciplinés” par excellence, qui savent
traverser l’histoire. On dirait que, plus ils sont petits, plus ils sont tenaces. Ils savent, souvent
mieux que leurs parents, faire le mur, c’est-à-dire passer par-dessus les murs qu’on oppose à
leur désir d’avancer dans la vie. Ce sont donc bien des enfants qui hantent l’Europe, et non
de simples fantômes venus d’ailleurs ou d’autrefois. L’histoire particulière et tragique qui s’est
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jouée à Idomeni au printemps 2016 apparaît bien, dès lors, comme le symptôme d’une Europe
malade de sa propre généalogie. Comme cette histoire forme également un phénomène d’ampleur mondiale, on pourrait élargir la perspective en disant que c’est l’humanité tout entière qui
se trouve hantée, interrogée dans son rapport même à la violence inouïe que génère l’universelle “lutte des places.”
C’est alors qu’il faudrait se souvenir un peu mieux d’où nous venons tous. Nous nous
sommes auto-baptisés Homo sapiens: encore faut-il réfléchir d’où nous tenons cette évolution
décisive qui aurait fait de nous des animaux ‘sages’ autant qu’‘intelligents’ (ces deux sens
étant réunis dans le même adjectif sapiens). Comme l’a bien rappelé Hervé Le Bras dans son
ouvrage L’Âge des migrations,
les paléontologues estiment que Homo sapiens doit sa survie puis son succès à sa capacité à migrer,
qui lui a permis de répondre aux glaciations et aux canicules des derniers cent mille ans. Parti sans
doute de son berceau africain, il a progressivement peuplé la planète. En cours de route, il a rencontré
d’autres hominidés, les Néandertaliens et les hommes de Denisova, notamment. On sait maintenant
qu’ils ont eu des contacts puisqu’on retrouve de l’ADN de ces deux espèces dans le génome humain.
Vraisemblablement, ces apports génétiques ont permis à l’Homo sapiens d’acquérir une résistance à
des pathologies meurtrières rencontrées lors de sa progression ainsi qu’à des conditions environnementales particulières comme la haute altitude. Les Néandertaliens et les Denisoviens plus sédentaires
n’ont sans doute pas pu faire face aux changements climatiques ni aux épidémies. Retranchés dans
des périmètres de plus en plus étroits (le sud de l’Espagne pour les Néandertaliens, l’Altaï pour les
Denisoviens), ils se sont éteints. Sur les 185 espèces de primates subsistantes, seul l’homme a un
comportement migrateur

Homo sapiens n’est autre, pour finir, qu’un remarquable Homo migrans. Vouloir l’oublier – le
refouler, le haïr –, c’est simplement s’enfermer dans les remparts de la crétinisation. Mieux
vaut entendre la leçon de “ceux qui savent encore être en mouvement.”
Notes
1

Extraits d’un commentaire du poème écrit par l’écrivaine grecque Niki Giannari pour son film, coréalisé avec
Maria Kourkouta, Des Spectres hantent l’Europe (2016). Il s’agit d’un documentaire sur la situation des réfugiés
à Idomeni (à la frontière gréco-macédonienne) en mars 2016.
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L’interruzione postcoloniale come
lacerazione del sapere
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Iain Chambers, Postcolonial Interruptions, Unauthorised Modernities, part of the series
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ABSTRACT
In his book Postcolonial Interruptions, Unauthorized Modernities (2017), Iain Chambers maintains that
in the context of increasing neoliberalization processes of universities and scholarships, academic
knowledge should no longer be considered the only legitimate mode of critically understanding the
world. As institutional knowledge has become unable to register its own political and epistemological
limits, we must turn our gaze to other kinds of languages to produce other kinds of knowledge. Chambers argues that nowadays the most interesting and sophisticated critical knowledge of the contemporary world is coming from what he calls postcolonial works of art. The work of artists like Jimmie Durham,
Mike Cooper, Yinka Shonibare, John Akomfrah, Michael Haneke and others can be thought of as postcolonial epistemological interruptions of Western dominant discourses and self-representations of modernity and its histories. By codifying dissonant postcolonial experiences within increasingly complex
aesthetic codes, they are giving us back non-Eurocentric and alternative versions of modernity. These
works of art, which connect memories of the colonial past from a subaltern point of view with the material
and psychological suffering of migrants, black subjects and people of the global south, are considered
by Chambers as a crucial starting point to rethink the politics of counter-hegemonic cultural identities
and knowledge against neoliberal forms of domination.

Il processo di neoliberalizzazione è penetrato con forza nell’accademia. L’università, soprattutto nei paesi del Nord globale, è sempre più in rovina. E ciò riguarda anche l’Italia, dove la
logica neoliberale è stata piegata al secolare sistema di controllo baronale . In spazi sempre
più asserviti alle logiche mercantili ed estrattive della razionalità neoliberale, i margini per la
produzione di saperi critici si sono ristretti sempre di più. Non è un mistero che il campo accademico sia divenuto una sorta di ‘doxa epistemologica’ improntata soltanto al mantenimento e
alla riproduzione del proprio ordine discorsivo, alla mera riaffermazione autoritaria e disciplinare dei confini (neoliberali) del presente. Mercato, produttività, positivismo, (presunta) avalutatività della scienza appaiono come gli unici criteri di verità dell’attuale economia politica e
morale della conoscenza. Tutto ciò che non intende piegarsi a quest’ordine neoliberale del
discorso viene neutralizzato o escluso dai protocolli accademici. L’università, dunque, appare
come uno degli ‘specchi’ più fedeli di ciò che di recente Étienne Balibar ha suggerito di chiaISSN 2531-4130
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mare l’epoca del “capitalismo puro”: un momento storico in cui la logica di accumulazione
capitalistica riesce non solo a governare in modo univoco il politico, piegandolo alla propria
logica utilitaristica, ma anche a procedere in modo autonomo da ogni forma di conflitto.
L’epoca della post-democrazia è anche l’epoca della post-università. Anche in Italia, dove la
logica neoliberale è stata piegata alla logica alla secolare tradizionale baronale.
È così che in questo contesto di neoliberalismo egemonico, i modelli di conoscenza promossi dall’accademia non possono più essere considerati come l’unico modo legittimo di comprendere il mondo. Occorre rivolgere l’attenzione altrove: alle forme di vita e di resistenza
messe oggi in atto nel cuore stesso dell’Europa dalle soggettività storicamente escluse dalla
colonialità dello sviluppo della modernità capitalistica occidentale, ma soprattutto a quelle pratiche artistiche, musicali, letterarie e visuali che negli ultimi anni hanno cercato di codificare
entro nuovi e sempre più complessi codici estetici queste esperienze postcoloniali dissonanti;
sono queste voci e narrazioni a promuovere oggi una delle sfide epistemologiche più radicali.
È questo il punto di partenza dell’ultimo lavoro di Iain Chambers: Postcolonial Interruptions,
Unauthorised Modernities (Rowman & Littlefield, 2017). Secondo Chambers, queste esperienze di vita e queste pratiche estetiche diverse irrompono come frammenti “incurabili,” per
richiamare qui la definizione dell’antropologo Tarek Elhaik ripresa in diverse parti dello scritto,
nell’attuale spazio discorsivo, ovvero come veicoli di una memoria alternativa e contrappuntistica capace di “perturbare” e di “interrompere” non solo l’attuale “Algebra del potere” (dal titolo
del primo capitolo del testo), ma soprattutto gli archivi tradizionali del sapere e della cultura
occidentale. Queste esperienze e narrazioni diverse non fanno che spezzare l’archivio del
sapere e della cultura moderna occidentale. In questa prospettiva, colonialismo, razzismo e
migrazioni non appaiono più come fenomeni sociologici, politici o economici, bensì come
istanze di inchiesta o interrogazione epistemologica e ontologica. Ed è proprio a partire da
questa premessa che viene a interpellarci la valenza assegnata da Chambers alle “interruzioni
postcolonali” (politiche, culturali, artistiche) in quanto momenti e pratiche di rottura, tanto epistemologica quanto ontologica: l’effetto dell’interruzione è quello di minare alla base (si potrebbe dire di “declodere,” per sfruttare il noto termine di Nancy) qualsiasi pulsione o desiderio
tendente a chiudere il Reale (si potrebbe intendere benissimo in senso lacaniano, anche se
l’autore non lo fa) in un’unica narrazione del mondo.
Per andare oltre la cosificazione del presente prodotta dalle grammatiche epistemologiche istituzionali dobbiamo dunque lasciarci attraversare da queste “interruzioni postcoloniali”:
poiché esse ci portano il dono (nel senso derridiano del termine) della memoria contro la storia
istituzionalizzata. Queste memorie subalterne custodiscono tracce e mondi resistenti, ma rimasti impliciti e silenti; contengono in sé quelle “modernità non-autorizzate” (dagli archivi dei
saperi e della cultura moderna) che per Chambers sono la garanzia di un futuro “senza garanzie,” per dirla con Stuart Hall, ovvero di un futuro reticente a ogni forma di chiusura o di certezza. In sintesi, queste memorie hanno per Chambers il merito di rendere perennemente
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“opaco” il nostro mondo, ci sollecitano a liberare i confini della nostra conoscenza dagli imperativi neoliberali della misura e della trasparenza. Da qui – sostiene il testo – l’estrema traducibilità di queste esperienze soggettive nel campo dell’arte.
Ma il testo di Chambers non si ferma all’enunciazione dell’interruzione come metodo. È
nella sua stessa pratica teorica – nel farsi della sua analisi della modernità – che esso si propone come un’interruzione della grande narrazione occidentale neoliberale. Nella prima parte
del testo, Chambers cerca di de-europeizzare, per così dire, la modernità. Passando in rassegna una lunga serie di autori e scritti – e in questo senso Postcolonial Interruptions rappresenta
un ottimo aggiornamento della migliore teoria postcoloniale degli ultimi anni – egli concentra
gli sforzi nel mostrare perché la modernità occidentale non debba essere compresa come un
fenomeno “intra-europeo.” Come prima cosa, Chambers ricorda che la modernità ha un’origine
globale, nel senso che è stata il prodotto di un’interconnessione secolare tra i diversi continenti.
Un fenomeno sorto non solo dalla conquista dell’America, così come dallo sterminio e dal
saccheggio materiale progressivo di diverse zone del mondo non-europeo, ma anche dagli
apporti dalla cultura medievale, dalla scienza e la filosofia arabo-mediterranea. Per questo, la
modernità europea – così come la sua auto-narrazione “umanistica” della storia – è solo una
tra quelle in circolazione. Si tratta di una forma di modernità inseparabile dall’appropriazione
coloniale e dalla distruzione capitalistica del mondo. E questa colonialità della condizione storico-materiale di sviluppo dell’Europa moderna, precisa Chambers, non solo è alla base del
carattere estrattivo e predatorio del capitalismo attuale, ma non poteva non surdeterminare la
stessa produttività culturale, politica ed epistemica delle discipline moderne occidentali.
In modo del tutto opportuno, visto quanto sta accadendo oggi nell’Europa della Brexit e
negli Stati Uniti di Trump, Chambers ripropone qui una genealogia postcoloniale piuttosto suggestiva del liberalismo europeo, sottolineando in che modo esso abbia storicamente concettualizzato lo sviluppo della modernità in stretto rapporto ai diritti di proprietà, compresi quelli
su altri essere umani, e quindi attraverso la legalizzazione di un certo tipo di violenza: nell’Europa capitalistica moderna l’emancipazione di una parte della popolazione è sempre dipesa
dallo spossessamento di un’altra. Nel governo occidentale del mondo, segnato da una divisione coloniale dell’umanità, la necropolitica (politica della morte) ha da sempre costituito il
rovescio costitutivo della biopolitica (politica della vita). Chambers ci chiede di pensare la modernità occidentale come un assemblaggio costitutivamente eterogeneo, caratterizzato da
sempre dalla coesistenza gerarchica (e non teleologica) di diversi regimi di lavori, di diversi
status di cittadinanza, di temporalità culturali differenti. È proprio a partire da questo presupposto che l’idea di restringere il senso della modernità entro la singolarità della narrazione
umanistico-occidentale non può che apparire, per dirla con Anibal Quijano, come un ulteriore
effetto della colonialità del potere capitalistico globale. Chambers è chiaro su questo: occorre
togliere il monopolio del moderno all’Europa, ascoltare quelle altre voci e narrazioni dell’esperienza della modernità che oggi stanno segnando ciò che egli chiama, riprendendo una nota
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espressione di Stuart Hall, “la fine dell’innocenza dell’ubiquo soggetto bianco.” Se gli archivi
occidentali avevano consegnato all’oblio questi diversi vissuti, queste narrazioni alternative del
processo di modernizzazione, oggi esse ci ritornano attraverso la soggettivazione degli esclusi
(dei corpi da sempre razzializzati, del soggetto postcoloniale nero, dei subalterni appartenenti
a tutti i sud del mondo) come veri e propri spettri del passato. La narrazione bianca e occidentale della storia deve ora confrontarsi con altre narrazioni: e la fine dell’innocenza del soggetto
bianco sta qui a significare anche la fine dell’innocenza delle scienze sociali e umane emerse
nella modernità. In sintesi, queste prese di parola ‘altre’ hanno provocato il naufragio definitivo
dell’archivio occidentale moderno, poiché questa molteplicità di voci non può più essere ricomposta entro un’unica visione oggettiva e totalizzante del mondo, del passato, della storia. Se
in passato, come sosteneva Naoki Sakai, ripreso da Chambers, la classificazione dei saperi
era connessa con la classificazione razziale del genere umano, nel mondo post-coloniale non
vi è alternativa al pluralismo cognitivo ed epistemico. Occorre quindi ripensare la modernità (e
il moderno) come una costellazione globale, dai confini fluidi e senza centro. Questa, secondo
Chambers, è la lezione essenziale che viene oggi dal Sud.
Nella seconda parte del testo, Chambers rivolge l’attenzione ad alcune delle produzioni
estetiche contemporanee, visuali e musicali, che dal suo punto di vista enunciano in modo più
efficace la possibilità di queste “modernità non-autorizzate.” Le opere di artisti come Isaac
Julien, Mike Cooper, Jimmie Durham, Akram Zaatari, Yinka Shonibare, Dagmawi Yimer e John
Akomfrah, ma anche esibizioni come “il museo delle migrazioni” di Lampedusa, o lo stesso
paesaggio dell’isola, abitato da imbarcazioni abbandonate, resti ed oggetti quotidiani appartenuti ai migranti non fanno che evocare nel presente, attraverso suoni e immagini, la possibilità
di “incontri inattesi” con il passato, ovvero la potenzialità di una diversa “ecologia della cittadinanza” per il futuro fondata su frammenti di memorie escluse e rimosse dagli archivi istituzionali. Performance come il remake di Mike Cooper della nota canzone di Woody Guthrie “Plane
Wreck at Los Gatos (Deportee),” registrata nel 2011 a Palermo, capace di evocare una connessione storica inattesa di “migrazioni illegalizzate” e di lavoro migrante semi-servile tra il
Messico e il Maghreb, tra la California e il Sud dell’Italia; come l’installazione video di Isaac
Julien “Western Union. Small Boats” (2007), in cui i grandiosi saloni aristocratici del Gattopardo
appaiono attraversati da ‘misteriose’ figure migranti; come l’esibizione “Traces and Shiny Evidence” dell’artista Cherokee Jimmie Durham, caratterizzata dall’accento su alcune “sostanze
naturali fuori luogo” come critica di ogni forma di antropocentrismo; o, infine, come le opere
dell’anglo-nigeriano Yinka Shonibare, che ripropongono insistentemente un ri-assemblaggio
eterogeneo e spaesante di icone e materiali tipici dell’esperienza coloniale dell’Impero britannico e costituiscono per Chambers alcuni tra gli esempi più calzanti di ciò che egli chiama
“interruzioni postcoloniali.” Questi prodotti estetici, afferma Chambers, evocando la presenza
di un altro (coloniale) represso e negato, di una ferita impossibile da curare, “disseminano
buchi nel tempo,” ovvero “aprono alla differenza e alla molteplicità l’astratta e lineare cronolo158
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gia dello storicismo occidentale”; si propongono quindi come le immagini di una benjaminiana
“lacerazione nella temporalità del presente.” Non è difficile ravvisare qui una certa corrispondenza tra il discorso di Chambers su questo tipo di pratiche estetiche e quanto Edward Said
ha definito come “stile tardo” in alcuni dei suoi ultimi scritti. E tuttavia per Chambers, a differenza di Said, la forza di queste espressioni artistiche risiede in ciò che Didi-Huberman considerava come il reale “potere dell’immagine” o dei “linguaggi puramente visivi”: il loro eccesso
di temporalità, la loro capacità di far esplodere il presente e la sua codificazione politico-culturale più consensuale in virtù di un carico semiotico impossibile di addomesticare, di una storicità virtualmente inarrestabile.
Nella sua organizzazione, dunque, il testo di Chambers sembra suggerirci l’esistenza di
due diversi tipi di “interruzioni postcoloniali.” La prima di tipo di “teorica,” utile più alla critica
della grande narrazione moderna occidentale e alla sua filosofia coloniale della storia che non
alla costruzione di identità politico-culturali alternative; una seconda di tipo di estetico-artistica,
sicuramente più capace di evocare, rispetto a quella meramente teorica, nuove soggettività
post-coloniali emergenti. È chiaro che nella visione di Chambers le pratiche artistiche si mostrano sempre più efficaci nel sostituire l’imperativo della trasparenza, della misura, della quantificazione e dell’utile tipico non solo del neoliberalismo contemporaneo, ma anche del pensiero occidentale moderno, con quello dell’opacità e del divenire, ovvero con uno sguardo
plasmato (per dirla con e contro Lukács) dall’impossibilità di riconciliazione delle parti nel tutto.
Nello schema che ci propone Postcolonial Interruptions le pratiche politiche (postcoloniali) devono necessariamente apparire come la continuazione dell’estetica con altri mezzi. Qualcuno
potrebbe facilmente obiettare che Chambers non fa qui che riproporre, in altri modi, quella
stessa vecchia distinzione liberal borghese moderna tra estetica e politica che intende superare. Altri potrebbero controbattere che anche il campo dell’arte è soggetto alle stesse leggi
della mercificazione neoliberale dei saperi accademici, o che esso è spesso un’altra espressione di quel feticismo delle merci tipico del modo di produzione capitalistico. In realtà, il testo
si difende bene da entrambe le accuse. Dietro la sua concezione delle pratiche artistiche non
sembra difficile scorgere l’influenza di diverse epistemologie del Sud (delle loro diverse concezioni dell’uomo, dello stare nel mondo, dei rapporti tra natura e cultura), ma soprattutto di
espressioni musicali ‘altre’, in particolare quelle mediterranee e africano-americane emerse
nel contesto di quello che Paul Gilroy ha denominato le culture dell’Atlantico Nero. Si tratta di
epistemologie e di tradizioni estetico-musicali che veicolano una concezione diversa del politico rispetto a quella bianca e occidentale, imperniata sulle capacità cognitive dei sensi e delle
emozioni, sulla centralità del corpo, della tradizione orale, della performance collettiva e della
convivialità popolare, della mondanità e dell’ibridazione, vale a dire, per dirla con Lyotard, di
espressioni culturali incentrate “sul primato del figurale sul discorsivo.” È un argomento su cui
Chambers si è soffermato in buona parte dei suoi testi precedenti. E sta qui forse dal suo punto
di vista, nella messa a frutto di un immaginario punto di incontro tra memorie subalterne reMellino
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presse, culture migranti e popolari e un certo tipo di pratiche estetiche, la migliore espressione
del postcoloniale come (in)autentica interruzione.
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